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Abstract
Differentiated sex chromosomes (XY or ZW) result in a 2: 1 gene dosage imbalance
between the X or Z and the autosomes, in the heterogametic sex, because genes have
been lost from the usually small and heterochromatic sex-specific element (Y or W).
This gene loss also results in a 2: I dosage difference between the sexes for unpartnered
genes on the X or

z.

Such dosage imbalances may be compensated for by various

stratagies in different taxa. In this thesis I examine dosage compensation of the X
chromosomes in a monotreme mammal, and the Z chromosome of a representative bird.
In therian mammals (eutherians and marsupials), one X chromosome is inactivated in
the somatic cells of females, leaving both sexes with a single upregulated X. The
process of X chromosome inactivation (XCI) in eutherian mammals is tightly
controlled.

In contrast, genes on the orthologous (although independently evolved)

platypus X and chicken Z chromosomes are expressed globally at a higher level in the
homogametic sex, and there is no apparent chromosome-wide inactivation system on
the platypus X or the chicken Z chromosomes. I used RNA-FISH to demonstrate, at a
cellular level, inactivation of genes on the chicken Z, and on the multiple X
chromosomes of platypus. Thus, transcriptional silenci ng 0f one X/Z allele in the
homogametic sex is at least partly responsible for to the partial dosage compensation
systems in platypus and chicken.
To understand how inactivation of Z/X-linked genes is achieved in chicken and
platypus, I investigated epigenetic factors that are involved in X chromosome
inactivation in eutherian and marsupial mammals, which included DNA methylation
and four histone modifications. I examined genome-wide sex-specific DNA methylation
in chicken, and discovered that males have increased DNA methylation 2kb 5' of
transcription start sites of genes in the valley region ( which is thought to bear an
increased frequency of dosage compensated _genes), indicative of a role for DNA
methylation in silencing Z-linked genes.
1 also explored histone modifications associated with the eutherian Xi and constitutive
heterochromatin on the platypus X chromosomes. I found H3K27me3 and H3K9me3 to
be enriched on X 5 and X 3 respectively in females, suggesting a ro le in transcriptional
si lencing. Both modifications are also enriched on the marsupial Xi, but H3K9me3 is
not enriched on the eutherian Xi, and is instead found on constitutive heterochromatin.

Ill

My results suggest that H3K27me3 is involved in transcriptional silencing on
independently evolved Xs in mammals. Additionally, I observed an enrichment of RNA
polymerase II on the X chromosomes in males, providing evidence for transcriptional
upregulation.

The results from my studies suggest that probabilistic silencing of the X or Z
chromosome in the homogametic sex was exapted independently in therian mammals,
monotreme mammals and birds, from a common epigenetic toolbox, as an early step in
the evolution of sex chromosome inactivation. This convergent evolution was perhaps
constrained by limited solutions for the common problem of sex chromosome gene
dosage imbalance that resulted from a degrading Y, or W.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 The origin and evolution of vertebrate sex chromoso mes and
dosage compensa tion
Authors:
Alexandra M Livernois, Jennifer AM Graves, Paul D Waters
Current status ofpaper:
Planned/In preparation/submitted/under revision/accepted/ published
Date paper accepted for publication or anticipated date ofpublication:
2011
Name ofjournal:
Heredity
Extenl to which research is your own:
Not applicable; this is a review paper.
Your contribution to writing the paper:
I wrote the first draft of the manuscript, which was critiqued by my supervisors. All
authors wrote subsequent drafts. I prepared the first drafts of the two figures that were
then modified by POW.
If paper not y et accepted,
Not applicable.

has the paper been rejected by any journals:

Comments:
This manuscript is a current review of sex chromosomes and dosage compensation in
amniote vertebrates. I reviewed published work on sex chromosomes in diverse
organisms in order to make homology comparisons. We discuss the evolution of dosage
compensation mechanisms in parallel with the evolution of sex chromosomes to
hypothesize about the predisposition of some autosomes to evolving into sex
chromosomes.
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ORIGINAL ARTICLE

The origin and evolution of vertebrate sex chromosomes
and dosage compensation
AM Livernois, JAM Graves and PD Waters
In mammals, birds, snakes and many li zards and fish, sex is determined genetical
ly (either male XY heterogamy or female ZW
heterogamy), whereas in alligators, and in many repti les and tu rtles, the temperature
at which eggs are incubated determines
sex. Evident ly, different sex•determ ining systems (and sex chromosome pairs)
have evolved independent ly in differen t vertebra te
l ineages. Homology shared by Xs and Ys (and Zs and Ws) within spec ies demonstrates
that differentiated sex chromosomes were
once homologous, and that the sex-specific non-recombining Y (or W) was progressive
ly degraded. Consequently, genes are left
in single copy in the heterogameti c sex, which results in an im balance of the dosage
of genes on the sex chromosomes between
the sexes, and also re lat ive to the autosomes. Dosage compensation has evolved
in diverse species to com pe nsate for these dose
differences, with the stringency of compensation apparently differing greatly between
lineages, perhaps reflecting the
concentration of genes on the original au tosome pair that req uired dosage compensation.
We discuss the organization and
evolut ion of amniote sex chromosomes, and hypothesize that dosage insensi tivity
might predispose an autosome to evolving
func ti on as a sex chromosome.
Heredity advance on line pub I ication , 16 November 2011; doi: l 0.1038/hdy.201
1. l 06
Keywords: Y degrad ation; X inactivation; comparative genomics; marsupia ls; monotremes

INTRODUCTION
Sex chromosomes are critical in many venebrate species fo r fating an
embryo to develop as a male or female. All therian (eutherian and
marsupial ) ma mmals have an XY male/XX female sex chromosome
system (or some variant of it), in which maleness is normally
determined by the dominant Y-bo me SRY gene that triggers a cascade
of events leading to testis development. In contrast, birds, snakes a nd
many lizards have a female heterogametic sex chromosome system
with ZZ males and ZW females.
Because the heterogametic sex has onJy o ne X (or Z), genes borne
by this chromosome are at only half the dose compared with the
homogametic sex (XX or ZZ). It has always been expected that dosage
compensation (DC) of X/Z gene expression between the sexes ( Lyon,
1961), and with the autosomes, was critical for life (Nguyen a nd
Disteche, 2006). Indeed, the imbalance in o ne sex of X and autosomal
genes is fatal to hwnan embryos and Drosophila larvae (Deng and
Meller, 2006; Deng er al., 2009). Here we review characteristics of sex
chromosomes and DC in amniote venebrates, and discuss the
possibility that an autosome pair might be predisposed to evolving
into sex chromosomes because it contains genes that are dosage
insensitive.

Y DEGRADATION AND DC
The evolution of sex chromosomes has attracted much interest over the
century since Muller (1914) proposed that the X and Y evolved from an
homologous pair of autosomes. He suggested that after one member of
the pair acquired a testis-detennining factor, other sex-specific alleles
accumulated near the new sex-determining locus, and there was

selection for supp ression of recombination to keep the sex-specific
cassette of genes together. ln the absence of recombination, the Y
degrades because of genetic d rift (Muller's ratchet) and inefficient
selection (Charleswo rth, 1991 ). Drift is exacerbated by the smaller
population size of Ys (present in the population at a frequency only¼
that of the autosomes), and selection is inefficient because it acts on the
Yas a whole, rather than at individual loci. Deleterious m utations could
be d ragged to fixation on an -otherwise 'good' Y (genetic hitchhiking),
and favourable alleles could be lost from the population if they arose on
a 'bad' Y. The Y is also subject to higher mutatio n rates because of
additional ceJl divisions in the testis. Thus, gene loss and degradation of
the Y (or W in Z\\I systems) progressed (Charlesworth, 1991 ).
This now widely accepted theory that sex chromosomes evolved
from autosomes is supported by comparalive genomics, which reveals
that the sex chromosomes in o ne vertebrate lineage a re onhologous to
autosomes in another. For example, the chicken Z chromosome is
largely homologous to h uman chromosomes 5, 9 and 18 (Nanda et al.,
2002), and the ancient therian X chromosome maps to th e short arm
of chicken chromosome 4 (Ku roiwa et al., 2002; Kohn er al., 2004;
Waters et al., 2005) and the added region to part of chicken chromo some l (Nanda et al., 1999). The snake ZW is homologous to chicken
chromosome 2 and the bird ZW ls homologous to snake chromosome
2 (Matsubara et al., 2006). In fact , early comparisons ofZW systems in
different snake families led Ohno ( 1967) to his famous hypothesis that
they represent varying degrees of progressive W-chromosome degradation. Homologies shared by the mammal X and Y imply a simi la r
evolutionary pathway from a pair of autosomes, and were proposed to
have originated by an analogous process (Charlesworth , 1991).

Evolution Ecology and Genetics, Research School of Biology, The Australian National University;
Canberra, Austra li.an Capital Terrrtory, Austraia
Correspordence: Dr PD Waters, Evolution Ecology and Genetics. Research School of Biology,
The Australian National University, Canberra. Australan Capital Territory 0200.
Australia

E-mail:paul.waters@a nu.edu au
Received 19 June 2011: revised 13 September 2011; accepted 30 September 2011
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As genes were lost from the proto-Y ( or proto-W), corresponding
genes on the proto-X (o r proto-Z) remained as single copy in the
heterogameti c sex, whereas the homogametic sex retained hvo copies.
Monosomy (the presence of o nly one copy of a chromosome), resulting
in haploinsufficiency, is deleterious in most organisms (Bitchier, 2010),

and genetic interaction studies have shown that minor differences in
expression levels of a few connected genes can lead to the collapse of
genetic net:works (Gupta et al., 2006). JJ1deed, the only viable monosomic condition in humans is Turner syndro me (45 XO female). Thus, it

was thought that balancing X-chromosome gene dose between the sexes,
and ....,,ith the autosomes, must be critical for survival.
lt was hypothesized that mammal sex chromosome DC evolved by

the upregulation of transcription from the single X chromosome in
XY males to match expression fro m the autosomes (i.e., X:AA=l),
and then reduced expression from one of the two hyper-expressed Xs
in females to also match the autosomes, wh ich is ach ieved by
X-chromosome inactivation (XCI ) (Figure I). Nguyen and Disteche
(2006) provided microarray data that showed increased global expression from the active X chromosome in humans to match the
autosomes ( Nguyen and Disteche, 2006). However, Xiong et al.
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COMPARING AMNIOTE SEX CHROMOSOMES
There are three main groups of extant mammals {eutherians, marsupials and monotremes). Eutherian ('placental') mammals (lnfradass
Eutheria ) are divided into fo ur superordinal clades: Euarchontoglires
(or Supraprimates), Lau rasiatheria, Xenarthra and Afrotheria
{Murphy et al., 2001). Eutherian mammals dive rged from marsupials
(lnfraclass Metatheria) 148 million years ago (MYA), and Subclass

•.• ••. •.• •.• ...·:

- a -------+ b------+ c ~
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(2010) recently used RNA-seq (transcriptome sequencing) data to
compare the X:AA ratio in human and mouse, reporting a ratio of
~ 0.5 that would indicate a lack of global X upregulation and
challenge Ohno (1967) hypothesis that genes on the single active X
are overexpressed to re-establish equal gene dose with the autosomes.
The absence of upregulatio n of X genes in males would obviate the
need for transcriptional silencing of one X in femal es and admit an
alternative hypothesis that, as gen es on the Y lost function, the p rotein
products of the X homologues in males evolved to funct ion at half the
gene dose. These hyper-fu nctioning X proteins would then result in
selective p ressure for their inactivation on o ne X in females, resulting
in a male:female expression ratio of I: I from the X.
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Figur@ 1 Evol ut ion of the eutherian sex chromosome differentiation and dosage compensation
(X-chromosome inacti,..ation). (a) One member of a pair of
autosomes (the proto-YJ acquires a testis-determining fact or (TOF). Male beneficial genes accumul
ate near t his new TDF and recombination (represented by
crosses) with the proto-X is suppressed. Most genes (two represented here; brown) remai n in t he
pseudoautosomal region (PAR ) and are expressed equa lly
from the X and Y (brown ovals and diamonds represent products from different genes). In femal
es, the two X-chrornosome pair and recombine normally.
(b) Recombinal ion is further suppressed between l he X and Y. In the absence of recombinalion,
the proto--Y degrades, resulting in the loss of function of Ygenes
that can tolerate some haploinsufficiency (here represented by the gene expressing diamonds). In
males, there is selectioo for upregulation of this gene from
the single X (light green box behi nd the XJ giving a gene dose of four. In fem ales, the two X chromosomes
express at th is upregulated level , resulting in a
gene dose of eight. The gene represented by the ovals can not tolerate any decreased dosage,
so is retained on the Y as a functional copy. (c) More
upregulation of X genes in males occurs to restore gene dose to its original level of 6 (green
box behind chromosome). In females. this gene is also
upregulated on the X, which resu lts in selection to downregulate the other X (pink box behind
the chromosome} . The gene that cannot tolerate dosage
change (ovals) remains functional from its Y all ele, but its prolonged retention on the Y gives it
a chance to begin to acquire a ma le-specific function (light
brown). (d) Further restrictioo of recombination leads to further degenerat ion of the Y and insertion
of helerochromatin (grey). The Y copy of the gene
producing ovals has gained a male-specific rol e (Ofange), and loses its original function. Overexpressi
on of X genes in females (green box behind
chromosome} resu lts in complete transcriptional inactivation of homologous regions of the other
X (red box beh ind chromosome). (e) An autosomal segm ent
is added to both sex chromosomes (added to one and recombined onto the other}, extending
the PAR and contributing additional genes (gene product
represen ted by brown hexagons). (fl Genes on the added segment are then differentiated or lost
on the Y and the X copy is upregulated. The established
inactivation mechanism can rapidly spread into the added region to compensate for Y gene loss and
upregu lat ion of the X in males.
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Theria (eutherians and marsupials) diverged from the rnonotreme

mammals (Subclass Prototh eria) 166 MYA (Bininda-Emonds et al,
2007). Taken together, birds (part of Archosauria) and liz.ards/snakes
(part of Squama ti dae) co mprise Sa uropsida. Sau ropsid a and

mammals comprise amniotes, which radiated 3JOMYA (Kumar and
Hedges, 1998) (Figure 2) .

Eutherian sex chromosomes
The human X chromosome bears 1669 genes (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) and is ~ ISSMb, representing about 5% of the haploid
genome (Ross et al, 2005). The eutherian X is well conserved in sb:e,
gene order and gene content between even the most distandy related
eutherian species (Ddgado et al., 2009). However, rearrangements
have been detected between some cut herian sex chromosomes
(reviewed in Wilson and Makova, 2009).

Tbe X chromosomr is not devoted to femaleness. The human X
encodes a mixture of widely expressed housekeeping genes, as well as
genes that have specialized fun ctions such as visual pigments and
blood d otting fact ors. However, there is an elevated frequen 9'
(compared with the autosomes) of genes with sex and reproduction -related functions (Saifi and Chandra, 1999). It was suggested
that the accumulation of male advantage genes on the human X
chromosome is the resuh of rapid selection in the hemizygous malt'
(Rice, 1987) . A new recessive allele will be expressed in males (1,i nce
there is only o ne copy), and if it has an advantageous function in the
sperm or gonad, it will be immediately selected for. This selection
process ¼rill occur regardles..'> of the function in females since there will
be no phenotypic effect on the heterozygous females, and the
proportion of homozygous females will be negligible (reviewed in
Graves, 2006).
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Figure 2 Vertebrate relationships with estimated divergence dates (branch lengths nQt to scale). The seK chromosome
systems observed in each li neage are
shown (TS D= lemperature-dependent sex determ ination). Orthology of sex chromo somes and autosomes is represented
by different colours for representative
mammals and birds. The orange regions represent an original ZW system in amniotes that has been retained on
sex chromosome s in birds, a gekko and
rnonotremes, or independently selected for sex chromosome function in these li neages. The gr~n region became
X and Y chromosomes only recently in
therian mammals (marsupials and eutherians). The black region remains autosoma l, except for eutherian mammals,
in wh1Ch it was added to the X and Y. A
full color version of this figure is available at the Heredity journal on line.
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The X chromosome is also enriched in intelligence-related
genes, mutations in whicb result in various X-linked mental retardation syndromes (Zechner et al, 2001). This bias was hypothesized
to be the result of sexual select"ion, with smarter males being
selected by fem ales, either because of their superior ability to
care

for young or because intelligence, being an expensive trait {like peacocks'

tails), is an inrucator of su perior genes (revicv;ed in Graves et al.,
2002).
Interestingly, many of the genes involved in mental retardation
syndromes are also sex and reproduction- related genes, and thus have
been
dubbed 'brains and balls' genes (for a ful l review on t.he brains and
balls
hypothesis we refer readers to G raves et al. (2002 )).
In contrast to the X, the human Y duomosome is small ( ~60 Mb),
gene poor and largdy heterochromatic. The male-specific region
of the Y bears 156 transcription u nits, which includ es 78 protein
coding units. Many of these are amplifi.00, so they collectively
code
for only 27 distinct proteins (Skaletsky et al., 2003 ). Of these 27 genes,
20 have pa rtners on the X from which they evolved (Waters et
al.,
2007). All that remains of once extensive homology with the X are
the
X/Y shared genes, and two small terminal pseudoautoso mal regions,
the
larger of which is critic.al for proper pairing and segregation at
male
meiosis. Unlike the X, there is considerable variation of Y struct ure
and
gene content between eutherian species, due to independent degradation in different li neages, which has resulted in different but overlapping
subsets of genes on the Y (reviewed in Graves, 2006).

ce ntral ner vous system function, and all b ut four are imp li cated
In human and/or mouse male reproduction . T h.is implies
lhat
there was prefe re nt ial retention, on the marsupial Y, of genes
with
'brains and balls' function, alth ough t hese function s were likely
to
have bee n specialized or alt ered . This co ntrasts sha rply w ith th
e 15
genes retai n ed on the added region of the h uma n Y chromosome
,
of wh ich onl y on e has an X h omologue associat ed wit h X-linked
m e ntal ret ardat ion .
MammaJian sex chromosomes : prototheria
Monotreme mammals are represented by the platypus and
four
species of echidna. The platypus genome is smaller than that o f therian
mammals, comprising six large and many small chromosomes , which
are reminiscent of reptilian macro- and micro-chromo somes {\Varren
er al., 2008). Their phylogenetic position (Figure 2) makes monotremes
an out -group for all other mam mals; hence, studying the platypus
sex
chromosome system could provide insight into sex determination
and
DC in Lherian mammals (Rens et al., 2004).
There are IO unpaired chromosomes in the male platypus, which
form a translocation chain at meiosis held together by chiasrnata
between homologous regio ns. In fema les, fi ve of these chromosomes
are absent and the remaini ng five are present in duplicate. Thus,
the
sex chromosomes of males were described a~ X Y X Y X3Y
1 1 2 2
3 X4Y 4
XsYs, and in females as X1X1 X2X2 Xy(3 XiXt XsXs (Griitzner et
aL,
2004; Rens et al, 2004). The echidna has an equally complex
sex
chromosome system , a nd it was shown that the sex chromosomes
of
the platypus a~d echidn a share homology but a re not identical
; the
echidna has five X and four Y chromosomes , sharing seven with
the
platypus. In the echidna, an autosome replaces one of the platypus
X
chromosomes , and the Xs homologue in echidna has a central
position in the chain instead of b eing at the end, a.~ in platypus
(Dohm et aL, 2007; Rens et al., 2007).
The completion o f the platypus genome seq uence and the
availability of bacterial artificial chromosome clones with identifiable
gene content (Warren et nl., 2008 ) permitted more detailed studies
of
the platypus sex chro mosomes. Surprisingly, it wa.~ fo und that none
of the platypus X chromosomes share homology with the therian
X chromoso me (Veynmes et aL, 2008). Instead, the conserved region
or the therian X chromosome is homologous to platypus chromosome
6 (Veyrunes et at, 2008), whereas the ad ded region of the eutherian
sex chromosomes is orthologous to parts of chromosomes I Sq
and
! Sp (Veyrunes er al., 2008) {Figu re 2). The obseivation that thcrian
X chromosome is represented by an autosome in monotremes
unambiguously dat es the o rigin of the therian sex chromsomes to
after
the divergence of monotermes from therians ( J66MYA), but before
the therian radiation (148 MYA).
Surprisingly, it was obseived that the platypus X, is largely homologous to the chicken Z, ,.,, ith chicke n Z o rthologues also detected
on
X3q, X2 p and X1p/Y 1q (Rens et at, 2007; Veyrunt.'S et al., 2008)
{Figure 2). D.MRTl , the putative sex-detennining gene in birds
{Smith er al., 2009), is located o n platypus chromosome X (Grtitz.ner
5
et al., 2004), but it is doubtful that it could be a sex-determi ning
gene
in platypus, because it is present in two copies in fomale a nd single
copy in males, which is opposite to its dosage in chicken (two copie!>
in males). Accordingly, the platypus sex-determin ing gene remains
unkD9wn (Grafodatskaya el at, 2007 ).

Marsupial sex chromosome s
The basic marsupial X chromosome is smaller than the euthcrian
X
chromosome, representing only 3% of the haploid genome.
The
opossum (Monodelphis domestica) X is estimated to be 80 Mb
and
contains at least 442 protein-codin g genes (Hubbard et al., 2009).
The
marsupial X shares extensive homology with the long arm
and
proximal short arm of the human X (G raves, 1995), which defines
an ancient X conseived region (Figure 2). The marsupial X is smalle
r
than the eutherian X because the remainder o f the region homologous
to human Xp is located on an a utosome (Wilcox ct al. , 1996
)
(Figure 2). In all o ther vertebrates, orthologues of thi s autosomal
block are also separate fro m ortbologues of the X conserved region,
so
it represents a single fusion to the e utherian X after the marsupial/
eutherian split (1 48MYA), but before the e utheri an radiation
( IOSMYA). lrus region of the eutherian X chromo~me was
called
the X added region (Graves, 1995). The newly added region was
also
added to the eutherian Y, and was subjected to the same forces
that
caused degradation of the original proto-Y, as such the eutherian Y
also
cons~'ls of consenied and added regions (YCR and YAR) (Graves, 1995).
The Y chromosom e of a model m arsupial (tammar wallaby,
Macrop115 eugenii) bears at least 10 genes (PD Waters, personal
communicatio n; reviewed in Waters et al., 2007) , each with a partner
on the X. All of these genes were retained fro m the original proto-Y,
an d o rthologues were also detected on the Tasmanian devil
Y
(Sarcophilm /U1rrisii, a distantl y related Au stralian marsupial), definin g
a core set of 10 ancient genes on the Australian marsupial Y {PD Waters,
personal communicatio n). Thus, the marsupial YCR retains more
ancient Y genes than the human YCR, which includes only fou r genes
(SRY, RBMY, KDM5D and RSP4Y). Indeed, most human male-specific
region of the Y genes are relics from the recent autosomal addition (YAR)
(Waters et al., 2001}. It is conceivable that the acquisitio n of the
YAR
pennitted loss of all but the four YCR genes in human, assuming
thal
YAR contained genes with functional redundancies that pennitted
pervasive YCR gene loss.
Sex chromosome s of birds, snakes and lizards
Int riguingly, the eutherian X homolog ues of all JO Australian
Although the x.Y pair of therian mammals and the ZV\7 pair of birds
marsupial X- Y shared genes a re implica ted in human bra
are superficiaHy similar, comparative gene mapping showed that
in/
they
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are non-homologous (Kohn et al., 2004; Matsubara et al., 2006).
The chicken Z chromosome shares ho mology with human chromosomes 5, 9 and 18, and the human X shares homology with chicken
chromosomes 4 a nd l (Nanda er al., 1999, 2002).
The avian Z chromosome is sim ilar in size, morphology and Gband pattern across most fami lies of birds, and ch romosome painting
reveals molecular homology (Sheny et al., 1999). In contrast, the \V
chromosome differs benveen the distantl)' related ratites {large flightless birds, for example, emu ) and carinates (for example, chi cken).
Carinate Zand W ch romosomes are high ly differentiated, with a small
and heterochromatic W chromosome, whereas the ratite W ch romosome is almost indistingui shable from the Z chromosome and lacks
heterochromatin, indicating an early stage of sex chromosome differentiation (Graves and Shetty, 200 1).
Like the birds, snakes have a 'ZVt/ system in wbid1 the Z chromosome
is similar in size across species, but the W ranges from homomorphy
to highly differentiated, an observation that led O hno (1967) to his
hypothesis that they represent different stages of W degradatio n.
The snake ZW pair is superficially simila r to the bird ZVV, but recent
gene mapping demonstrated that the bird and snake Zs were nonhomologous (Matsubara et al., 2006), perhaps differing by a single
rec iprocal translocation and sharing repeti tive seq uences (O'Meally
etaL, 20 10).
Some li,:ards have ZZ/ZW female hcterogametic systems (which
differ between species), whereas others have XX/XY male heterogametic systems (also different between species). Many reptiles, alligators
and 1urtles lack sex chromosomes, and determine sex by the temperature at which the eggs are incubated (temperature-dependent sex
determination). Some reptiles blur the line completely, with genetic
sex determination that ca n be reversed at temperature extremes. For
example, the Australian central bearded dragon has differentiated Z
and W chromosomes (ZZ male, Z\\I female). However, ZZ undifferentiated eggs fo llow a female developmental pathway at high incubation temperatures; thus, temperature over- rides genetic male
differentiation (Q uinn et al., 2007).
The homology of the chicken 'ZW pair to autosomes in snakes and
turtles leaves open the question of which state was ancestral to the
reptile-bird dade. Of considerable interest is a gecko species (Gekko
hokoucnsis) with a ZW system that shares homology with the bird ZW
system (Kawai ct al., 2009). Thus, there are at le-J.st three sex
chromosome systems, in d istantl y related vertebrate groups (monotremes, birds and geckos), which share extensive homology. This raises
the possibility that there was a sex chromosome system in the amniote
ancestor that was largely equivalent to the orthologous regions shared
by extant monotreme, bird and gecko sex chromosomes. This ancient
ZW system was supplanted by new systems in therian mammals.,
snakes and many other reptiles (reviewed in Wa ters and Marshall
Graves, 2009). However, the G. Jwkoucnsis sex ch romosome system is
most likely to have been evolved recently (Poko rna et al., 2011),
supporting an ahemative hypothesis that the original autosome pair
from wh ich the monotreme, bird and gecko sex chromosomes derived
might have been chosen independently several times because the~· are
intrinsically suit able to fu nction as sex chromosomes (G raves and
Peiche\, 2010).

REGULATING SEX CHROMOSOME GENE DOSAGE
The many independently evolved vertebrJ.te sex chro mosome systems
each raise the problem of dosage difference of X- or 2-borne genes
between the sexes. The universal necessity for DC seems apparent
from the independently evolved mechanisms in mammals through to
fruit flies and worms.

Eutherian XCI
XCI represents transc1iptional repression of one X in female somatic
cells {Graves and Gartler, 1986 ) e nforced by chro matin changes. Early
chromatin cha nges include the loss ofhistone modifications associated
with transcription, and gain of specific repressive modifications
(reviewed in Heard, 2005). Exa ctly how these marks are recruited is
not fully understood, but it is control!ed by a master locus called the X
inactivation centre {Okamoto and Heard, 2009). Within the X
inactivation centre there are several genes that code for long noncoding RNAs (Erwin and Lee, 2009) . The most importa nt is XIST (Xinactive-spccific transcript), wh ich codes for a large u ntranslated RNA.
In mouse, XIST is transcribed exclusively from the future inactive X
(Xi), and spreads in cis from the X inactivation centre to coat the
whole X, triggering s ilencing (reviewed in Okamoto and Heard, 2009).
However, in humans XIST u pregulation at the b lastomere stage
precedes XCI, implying that the choice of which X becomes inactivated occurs downstream of XJST upregulation (Okamoto et al.,
20 11 ).
Further stabilization of the inactive state occurs '\\ith additio nal
layers of chromatin modifications (Chaumeil ct aL, 2002), including
association of the Xi with macroH2A and DNA methyla tion at CpG
islands (reviewed in Okamoto and Heard, 2009). These modifications
form a multilayered silencing com ple.x that mainta ins transcriptional
repression of the Xi (Chow and Heard, 2009 ), and could play a role
in the stabilization and so matic heritability of the inactive state
(KohJmaier et al., 2004 ). The epigenetic signature established on
facu ltative heterochromat in of the Xi is different to that of constitutive
heterochromatin (Beck et al., 20 I I).
Marsupial XCI
As fo r the human and mouse X, the marsupial Xi replicat es late in the
S phase (Graves, 1967). However, marsupial XCI appears to be
incompl ete, tissue specific (re\iewed in Cooper et al., 1993) and less
s1able (Kaslow and Migeo12, 1987), and Barr body forma tion is
inconsistent between tissues and species (McKay ct al., 1987). A
striking d ifference between ma rsupial and eutherian XC I is that
there is no evidence fo r an X inactivation centre in marsupials, and
no XIST gene. It appears that XJST evolved in the eutherian ancestor,
possibly from an ancient protein-coding gene (reviewed in Romito
and Rougeulle, 2011).
Until recent l)', little wa.~ known about epigenetic mod ifications
associated \\~th the Xi in marsupial mammals. Differential acetylation
had been observed on the X chromosomes in female tamm ar wallaby
(Wakefield et al., 1997), as was enrichment of an active histone
methylarion mark (presumably on t he active X) (Wakefield et al. ,
1997; Koina et al., 2009), an d no differential DNA mcthylation
differences were detected (Piper et al., 1993; Locbd and Johnston,
1996). Howeve r, interesting observations have come from several
receni studies of representative Austral ian and American marsupials,
using imm unofluorescence to examine histone marks that are associated with XC l in hwnan and mouse. The inactive marsupial X lost
epigenetic modification s associated with transcription during interphase (Chaumeil et al, 201 1) and mel'aphase (Koi na et al., 2009; Rens
ct al., 20 10), and the nu clear territory that harbours Xi was devoid of
RNA Pol □ (Chaurneil et al., 201 I). These observations established
that the marsupial Xi is situated in a transcriptio nally inert nuclear
compartment, as it is in eutherian mammals.
The patt ern of ina ctive marks on the marsupial Xi was strikingly
different from that associated with the euthe1ian mammal Xi. Some
modifications were completely absent from the marsupial Xi (Koi na
et al., 2009; Chaumeil ct al., 2011), whereas others were restricted to
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specific windows of the cell cycle (Chaumeil et al, 201I). Of
cons iderable surprise was the accumulation of marks on Xi that are
associated v-:itb pcriccntromeric heterochromatin (Mahadevaiah et aL,
2009; Rens et '11., 20 10; Chaumeil et al., 20 1 l; Zakharova et al, 2011).
Thus, it seems that the marsupial Xi bears an epigenetic signature
similar to that of peri cent romeric heterochromati n, a nd is unlike the
XfST-associated facultative heterochromatin in euthcrians. Chaumeil
et al. (201 I) hypothesized that marsupial XCI represents an ancient
DC system that was exapted from neighbouring constitutive heterochromat:in, to which layers of molecular complexiries were su bse-

quently added in eutherian mammals. These epigenetic differences
might account for the incomplete and locus-specific inactivation
observed on the marsupial X. It is observed that transcription from
loci on the Xi is partial, never 100% monoallelic (inactivated) or 100%
biallclic (escapee). Rather, there is a locus-specific probability that a
gene on the Xi will be transcrilx-d (Al Nadaf er al., 2010).

Zpter was not a region of DC, but rather a region that contained two
genes with a strong female bias. There was no dip in the am plitude
(which would have ap proached zero if DC were equalizing Z dosage),
and rem oving the two female -biased genes from the fo ld-change
analysis resulted in a fold -change that was statistically identical to
that of the remainder of the Z chromosome. They concl uded that
there are no regions of DC on the chicken Z, but rather Z genes are
regulated on an ind ividual gene-by-gene basis independent ly in
different tissues and at different developmental time poi nts (Mank
and Elleg ren, 2009).
Almost nothing is known about DC, or its d istribution, in reptiles.
Early studies o f replication timing in different snake families revealed
no asynchronous replication of1he Z chromosomes in males ( Bianchi
el al., 1969). Allozyme studies o f FH in snakes indicated that this locus
was o n the Z, and the sim ilar staining intensity of FH products in
extracts from males and females ( King and Lawson, 1996) suggested
some fonn of DC. However, som e of the most basic questions are still
to be answered. Do reptiles have an incom plete bird-like compensatio n system? ls t here stochastic inacti vation of o ne allele in some
nuclei and not o thers, as is the case for platypus and tammar wallaby?
Of particular interest would be DC in G. hokouensis, which sha res sex
chromosome homology birds and monotremes.

DC in monotremes, birds and snake/lizard
Perhaps, then, complete DC ben..-een sexes, such as lherian m ammal
XCI (where global X expression ratios are 1:1 between the sexes) , is a
recent evolutionary sophisticat io n, and inco mplet e DC is m ore widespread in amniotes, and the refore ancient. Consequently, it is of great
interest to study DC in birds and monotremes.
In platypus, asynchronous replication of loci on X-specific regions
DOES DOSAGE INSENSITIVITY PREDISPOSE AN AUTOSOME
of X 1, X3 and Xs (compared with autosomal loci) V.'a.S observed,
TO EVOLVE SEX CHROMOSOME FUNCTION?
although cytologkally different condensation was obse rved only for
A survey of sex chromosomes in tet rapods has revealed instances o f
homologues on X3 ( Ho el al., 2009). The percentage of cells with
sex chromosome homology between distantly related groups, and
asynchronous repl ication was lower than that observed for th e mouse
posed the qu estion of whether this homology represents identity by
X, suggesting partial DC. Consistent with this was RNA-in situ
descent or the independent evolution of sex chromosomes from the
hybridization, which ind icated that some X-spccific genes were
same autosome (Graves and Peichel, 2010) . At least in some fisb
compensated by regulating the probability tha..t they are either lineages, th e conclusion seems inescapable
that certain autosomes
mono- or bi-allelically transcribed (Deakin et al., 2008). This is similar
repeatedly evolved as sex chromosomes in different lineages. Are these
to the more recent observations in marsupials (Al Nadaf et al., 20 10),
autosomes pa11icularly good at being sex chromosomes? What properalthough the sex chromosomes a re not homologous.
ties do they share?
_
It is currently unknown which epigenetic changes are associated
The apparently less stringent DC systems in platypus and chicken
with the partial X inactivatio n system in platypus. Rens et al. (20 10 )
suggest that DC is not as critical to life as previously thought, and that
o bserved no differences in staini ng on metaphase chromosomes for
dosage differences on a global scale are better tolerated on the bird Z
active modifications ( H4K8ac, H4K l 6ac, H 3K9ac and H2AK5ac ) on
chromosome and platypus X chromosomes than on the therian X
X1 and X5; however, region-specific hyperacetylation for all chromochromosome. Indeed, th e q uestion of whether we have given undue
somes co rresponded to R-banded regions ofeuchromatin. In add ition,
importance to DC has been raised (Ma nk et al., 20 1 I ).
all sex chrom osomes and autosomes were equally stained for represIn humans XXX and XXY aneuplo idy is tolerated, but proba bly o nly
sive modifications (H3K27m c3, H3K9me3, H4K20me3 and H.Pl(l).
because in both cases just one X chromosom e remains active (Ohno,
Thus, the data collected so far indicate that epigenetic m odifica1969). The addit ional dosage in XXX females of the 150 escapee genes
tions associated with therian XCI do no t appear to be involved in
must not, therefore, be phe notypicall)' damaging. In contrast, XO
monotrcme DC.
(Turner's) individuals have a more severe phe notype that must result
Early allozyme work (Haverstock et al., 1982) revealed no DC for
from hapl oinsufficiency of the few genes shared with the Y. In fact ,
three genes on the chicken Z. However, microarray expression analysis
> 95% of XO foetuses rapidly abort , and there is suggestion that all
in chicken (Ellegrcn et al, 2007; ltoh et al., 2007; Melamed and
surviving XO individuals begin as mosaics. This, along with the
Arnold, 2007) a nd zebra fi nch (Itoh et al, 2007), and RNA•seq
rela1ively tight X-chromosome inactivation system observed in eutheranalysis in crow (Wolf and Byrk, 20 1 I ) estimate male-to-female
ian mammals, suggests that there are many genes on the therian X
(M:F) expression ratios ofZ genes to be between 1.2 and 1.6. Melamed
chromosome that require strict DC.
and Arnold (2007) p rovided evidence for regional differences in Z
In chickens, triploi ds tha t are either ZZ:Z (phenotypically normal
chromosome DC, with signi ficantly higher M:F ratios on Zq than Zp.
males) o r ZZW (pheno typically female birds u ntil sexual maturity,
When a running average curve was constructed, a broad peak of high
when they adopt a masculiniud ph enotype) can be obtained (Thome
ratios was observed towards distal Zq (non-compensated genes), and a
and Sheldon , 1993 ). In contrast, di ploid ZO or zz;v..r chickens are
'valley' of low ratios was observed 25-35 Mb from the tclomm_• on Zp
never observed, suggestin g that these genotypes are embryonic lethal
(compensated genes) that correlated with a hypermethylated region of (Graves, 2003) , a nd that correct
dose of the Z is important. However,
the Zin m ales. However, these regional patterns were not observed in
this dosage sensitivity may be due to regionally dosage compensated
zebra finch (Itob et al., 2010 ). Using fold -change a11d amplitude
genes in the male hypomethylated region of the Z, and dosage
analysis 10 assess neighbourhoods of DC on the chicken Z, Mank
imbalance might be less important for the majority of genes on
and Ellegren (2009) argued that the dip in M:F ratios 28 Mb from
other regions of the chicken Z, obviating the need for global DC.
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The absence o f a requirement for a tight global DC system (in
response to the loss of gene function on the sex-speci fic chromosome)
might be what predisposes a pair of autosomes to being intrinsically
good candidates for sex chromosomes, such that the sa me pair became
sex chromosomes in birds, in G. hokouensi.s and m onotremes. Interestingly, chromosome 9, which is ortho !ogous to large parts of the
chi cken Z, is highly structura lly polymo rphic in humans (H u mphray
et al., 2004}. Trisomie.s of human 9p (Wilson er al., 1985), and
monosomies of Sq and J8q (which all share homology with the
chi cken Z), survive to birth (Nusbaum et al., 2005; Boultwood et al.,
201 0). Moreover, the snake Z chromosome is known to share
homology with human 3p21-p24, 7p14-pl 5, !Opll-pJS and
l 7q21-<j24 (Matsubara e l al. , 2006). Monosomy of at least parts of
these regions also survive to birth, albeit with phenotypes of var ying
seve rity (Wieczorek et al., 1997; Schwarzbraun et al, 2006; Barber,
2008; Puusepp et al., 2009; Lindstrand et al., 20 10). Thi s suggests that
dosage imbalance from the autosome pair that became the chicken Z,
and the autosome pair that became the snake Z, is somewhat tolerable
in amniotes.
Perhaps, then, the tight dosage control of the therian X chromosome requires a special explanation. \.\'hat genes on the therian X might
be more sensitive to dosage imbalances? The bias towards retention of
X-linked mental retardation/sex and reproductio n-related ('brains and
balls') genes on the ancient VCR may provide an explanation.
When the proto -Y first acquired a testis-determining facto r, there
would have been no sr-,"tem of DC (see Figure I). As the Ydegenera 1ed,
the X inactivation system developed and spread as genes that had lost
their Y partner were progressively recruit ed. 111ere appears to be a lag
between loss of the Y allele and inactivation of the X allele, as
evidenced by recently unpartnered human X genes like UBEJX and
STS, which remain exempt from inaaivation (Carrel ct al, 1999;
Graves, 2006). We hypothesize that 'brains and balls' genes are less able
to tolerate dosage imbala nces than genes with functions in other
tissues. These genes would, therefo re, be retained on the Y for longer
periods of time (to maintain dosage) 1han were other classes o f genes,
prolonging opportunity for recruitmenl into a male-specific fun ction
(Figure I). Ultimate loss of brain funct io n from the Y homologue
·would not have occurred until full DC of the X allele. These constraints of dosage imbalance were probably not as strict for dosagesensitive 'brains and ball~' genes on the added region oft he eutheria n sex
chromosomes because they could be quickly recruited into an e.tablishcd XCI system, pcnnitting their rapid loss from the Y; this explains
why there is no retention bias of genes that originally functioned in
X-linked mental retardation/sex and reproduction o n the YAR.
Therefore, the evolution o f a pair of a utosomes into sex chromosomes, and their subsequent differentiation, could d epend partially on
whether or not dosage imb alance of the genes it contains can be
tolerated, and the consequent requirement (or lack thereof) for the
evolu tion of a global DC system. ] a the absence of a n established DC
mecha nism, sensitivity of a gene to haploin sufficiency would resu lt in
retention of its homologue on the sex-specific chromosome for an
extended period o f tim e, during which it could be exa pted into a sexspeci fi c functi on .
This hypothesis makes predi ctions about the fun ct ion of sex- linked
genes in birds and reptiles. If the autosome pair tha t became the
therian X required strict DC, we would expect monosom y of the
orthologous region in chicken (chro mosome 4p) to be lethal. And if
global DC is not required for the aut oso me pair that became the
chicken/gecko/platypus sex chro mosomes, there should be no biased
retention of dosage-sensitive genes on the W (in chicken and gecko)
or Y (in monotremes) as a result of main taining dosage between the

sexes. Finally, should the autosome pa ir that became the sn ake Z also
be relatively dosage insensitive, we would expect a partial DC system
in snake similar to that observed fo r chicken.
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1.2 Scope and Summary of Thesis
Purpose of this study

The overall aim of this study was to investigate dosage compensation, and its
underlying molecular mechanisms, in basal mammals and birds in order to understand
how epigenetic silencing of sex chromosomes of eutherian model organisms works and
evolved.

Mechanisms to balance sex chromosome gene dose have evolved independently in
organisms as diverse as flies, nematodes and mammals. Most studies on mammalian
dosage compensation have been done on model eutherian organisms, such as mice.
These studies have suggested that dosage parity between the sexes is critical. However,
it appears that dosage compensation is less stringent in platypus and chicken, suggesting
that relaxed and incomplete dosage compensation might be an ancestral trait, and strict
dosage compensation (as in mouse) needs special explanation.
Relatively little is known about dosage compensation in mammals distantly related to
eutherians, or in more distantly related vertebrates. The ·possibility remains that
epigenetic machinery is shared between dosage compensation systems of distantly
related taxa, suggesting convergent evolution that drew from a common epigenetic
toolbox.

To fill gaps in our knowledge of dosage compensation in non-therian species, I used a
comparative approach to investigate sex chromosome inactivation in a distantly related
mammal, the platypus, and in a more distantly related amniote vertebrate, the chicken. I
focussed on two central questions throughout my study:
1. What is the transcriptional status of genes on the sex chromosomes, compared to
autosomes, in chicken and platypus?

2.

Are epigenetic silencing mechanisms, such as DNA methylation and hi stone
modifications, shared with those in eutherians and/or marsupials?
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I compared the results of these studies with the current knowledge of part of the dosage
compensation system in eutherian mammals (X chromosome inactivation: XCI) to
determine whether there are shared mechanisms across amniotes to achieve silencing of
alleles on one X or Z in the homogematic sex.

Chapter Summary

In Chapter 1 of this thesis I review the current knowledge of arnniote sex chromosome
organization, evolution and dosage compensation, and raise the possibility that dosage
insensitivity pre-disposes an autosome to evolving function as a sex chromosome.
In Chapter 2 I focus on characterizing the transcriptional status of genes along the
chicken Z chromosome and on the five platypus X chromosomes. Using RNAfluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) to detect primary transcripts at the point of
transcription, I found that chicken Z genes are inactivated in a reproducible frequency
of nuclei; I observed IZ-active and 2Z-active nuclei at locus specific frequenci es. Thi s
result demonstrated that part of the chicken dosage compensation system involves
probabilistic inactivation, as has been shown previously for nine platypus X genes, and
for genes in on the independently evolved marsupial and eutherian X .
Additionally, to provide more complete coverage of locus specific frequencies along the
multiple X chromosomes in platypus T examined 19 platypus X-specific genes. Data
from my RNA-FISH experiments allowed me to construct and compare activity maps of
the platypus Xs and chicken Z. The activity maps identified no correlation between
gene location and transcriptional status, suggesting the absence of an inacti vation centre
from which inactivation might spread. l discovered that the choice of which X or Z to
remain active was controlled at least regionally, whereas transcription from the inactive
counterpart was under regional control only in platypus. These results raised the
possibility that incomplete inactivation, as a result of probabilistic silencing, represents
an ancient regulatory mechanism that was exapted independently, on non-homologous
sex chromosomes in birds and mammal s, to compensate for an over-expressed X or Z in
the homogametic sex.

To conclude in Chapter 2, I also discuss the inactivation of loci on pseudoautosomal
regions (PA Rs) in platypus, which contrasts with the expression of autosomal loci from
13
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both alleles in nearly all cells. My study of transcription from platypus PAR loci
supports an alternative hypothesis regarding sex chromosome evolution and dosage
compensation that the spread of the inactivation signal into undifferentiated X regions
preceded, and drove, degradation of at least some homologous Y regions.

Methylation is an important epigenetic modification on the eutherian inactive X (Xi)
that is necessary for the maintenance of its inactive state. To examine one layer of
epigenetic regulation involved in the transcriptional inactivation I observed in chicken, I
investigated DNA methylation on the chicken Z chromosome (Chapter 3). Using
reduced representation bisulfite sequencing, I found higher global DNA methylation on
the Z chromosomes in males than in females, especially in the 10Mb valley region on
Zp that contains the male hypermethylated (MHM) locus. Previous studies of DNA
methylation in chicken have demonstrated that MHM transcripts are expressed in
females only, due to hypermethylation of this region in males, but could not identify the
exact location of differential methylation. I observed differential DNA methylation
between the sexes 2kb 5' of transcription start sites of genes in the valley region, which
could have a role in silencing Z-linked genes in ZZ males.

In Chapter 4 I examine hlstone modifications that might contribute to the
transcriptional inactivation I observed on the platypus sex chromosomes, just as they are
responsible for stabilizing the inactive state of the Xi in eutherians. I discuss results
from a preliminary analysis of chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by sequencing
(ChIP-seq)

experiments

I

undertook

to

characterize

four

repressive

hlstone

modifications on the platypus sex chromosomes, all of which are enriched on the Xi in
eutherians and/or marsupials. I found H3K27me3 to be enriched on X 5 in females,
suggesting that this repressive histone mark is involved in transcriptional silencing on
independently evolved Xs in mammals. I also discovered that H3K9me3 , which is
enriched on the Xi in marsupials but not eutherians, is enriched on platypus X 3 in
females. Additionally, I observed an enrichment of RNA polymerase II on X1 , X 2 , X 3
and X 5 in males, providing evidence for transcriptional upregulation. My discovery that
the platypus Xs share histone modifications common to the eutherian and marsupial
mammal inactive X chromosome, demonstrated that these epigenetic silencing
mechanisms were exapted independently into the inactivation of unrelated X
chromosomes.
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In my concluding chapter (Chapter 5), I give a broad summary of my work and discuss
its significance with respect to the evolution of dosage compensation and, more
specifically, XCI. Finally, drawing upon the results presented here I outline possibilities
for future research on vertebrate dosage compensation.
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Chapter contents:

2.1 A manuscript under review titled "Independent evolution of transcriptional

inactivation on sex chromosomes in birds and mammals"
2.2 Editor and reviewer's comments and our response letter
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2.1 Evidence for Z chromosome inactivation in chicken
Authors:
Alexandra M Livernois, Shafagh Al Nadaf, Janine E Deakin, Jennifer AM Graves, Paul
D Waters
Current status ofpaper:
Planned/In preparation/submitted/under revision/accepted/ published
Date paper accepted fo r publication or anticipated date ofpublication:
2012
Name ofjournal:
Proceedings of the National Academy of Science (PNAS)
Extent to which research is your own:
I performed all the laboratory work and all the data analysis reported in this paper
except for the RNA-FISH experiments with 4 human genes, 6 platypus autosomal genes
and 5 chicken autosomal genes.
Your contribution to writing the paper:
I wrote the first draft of the manuscript and prepared all figures except for Figure SI
and Figure S3. Figures were edited by JAMG and POW. I was responsible for revisions,
which were then edited by POW.
Ifpaper not yet accepted, has the paper been rejected by any journals:
PNAS rejected our initial submission, but was willing to consider one resubmission. See
section 2.2 on page 51.
Comments:
This manuscript describes the first observation of transcriptional inactivation of specific
genes on the chicken Z chromosome, revealing incomplete and probabilistic
inactivation, similar to that observed on the platypus X chromosomes (shown here) and
the independently evolved therian X.

This manuscript has been re-submitted to PNAS and is under review. Changes made for
re-submission are included. Please note that the page numbers listed in the response
letter pertain to the resubmitted manuscript
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Abstract
X chromosome inactivation in eutherian mammals seems to be tightly controlled, as
expected from a mechanism that compensates for the different dosage of X-borne genes
in XX females and XY males. However, many X genes escape inactivation in humans,
inactivation of the X in marsupials is partial, and birds have only partial and locusspecific compensation of the Z. We used RNA-FISH to demonstrate, at a cellular level,
inactivation of genes on the chicken Z, and on the multiple X chromosomes of platypus,
an oviparous monotreme mammal whose sex chromosomes share homology with the
avian Z, but not with the therian X. We discovered that each gene shows a reproducible
frequency of IZ-active and 2Z-active cells in chicken, and observed similar activity
patterns on the partially homologous platypus X chromosomes. Analysis of neighboring
genes implied that one ZIX is always active, and that genes on the other are prone to
inactivation. Our results indicate that the probability of inactivation is controlled on a
gene-by-gene basis (or small domains), as we previously observed for partially
inactivated genes on the independently evolved marsupial X chromosome. We propose
that this incomplete inactivation, relying on probabilistic silencing of one allele in a
proportion of cells, represents an ancient regulatory mechanism that was exapted
independently, on non-homologous sex chromosomes in birds and mammals, to
compensate for an over-expressed X or Z in the homogametic sex.
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Introduction
Vertebrates with heteromorphic sex chromosomes show either male heterogamety like
humans (XX female and XY male) or female heterogamety like birds (ZZ male and ZW
female). Degeneration of the non-recombining Y or W chromosome, central to the
evolution of sex chromosomes, left genes on the X or Z as a single copy in the
heterogametic sex. This resulted in an imbalance of X or Z gene dosage relative to the
autosomes, and between the sexes.

Different methods of dosage compensation have arisen independently in diverse
organisms, suggesting that dosage compensation is critical for the survival of species
with differentiated sex chromosomes. For example, the X chromosome in male

Drosophila is hypertranscribed to match the expression level in XX females, and also
expression from the autosomes. In C. elegans, transcription from the X is upregulated in
both sexes (Gupta et al, 2006; Deng et al, 201 I) resulting in X:A parity in males, but
X:A > 1 in hermaphrodites. Subsequently, a hermaphrodite-specific global dosage
compensation mechanism returns X:A transcription to parity (McDonel et al, 2006;
Ercan et al, 2007). In therian mammals (eutherians and marsupials), one X chromosome
is inactivated in the somatic cells of females, leaving both sexes with a single
upregulated X (reviewed in Heard, 2004; Deng et al, 2009).

In eutherian mammals transcriptional inactivation silences one whole X in females,
although many genes located on the evolutionarily more recent region escape (Graves,
1995 ; Carrel and Willard, 2005). X inactivation (XCI) is established early in
embryogenesis and is somatically heritable. In eutherian mammals the silenced X is
chosen at random in a process governed by a large non-coding RNA transcribed from a
locus called XJST (X-inactive-specific transcript) (Brown et al, 1991 ; Ballabio and
Willard, 1992; Brockdorff et al, 1992). In all eutherian mammals, XJST is transcribed
solely from the X to be inactivated, which it coats in cis during early development,
although the timing and regulation of expression varies between species (Okamoto et al,
2011). After one X is chosen for inactivation, a specific signature of epigenetic
modifications is established (Heard, 2005), which appears to be conserved in even the
most distantly related eutherians (Chaumeil et al, 2011).
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The increasing availability of genomic data now makes it possible to study dosage
compensation in non-traditional model organisms such as marsupial and monotreme
mammals. In marsupials, XCI is imprinted, with the paternal X always being the
inactivated homologue (Sharman, 1971). X-inactivation in representative Australian
marsupials is thought to be incomplete, tissue-specific and gene-specific (Cooper et al,
1993). RNA-fluorescent in situ hybridization (RNA-FISH) showed that within a
population of fibroblasts cells derived from female tammar wallaby there was a mixture
of IX-active and 2X-active nuclei, the proportion of which was characteristic of each
locus (Al Nadaf el al, 2010). A similar profile was obtained for human and elephant X
genes that escape inactivation (Al Nadaf et al, 201 I). However, is was shown (with
RNA-FISH) in post-mortem tissue of the South American grey short-tailed opossum
that X-inactivation is efficient (Mahadevaiah et al, 2009), and RNA-seq revealed that X
expression levels are similar between the sexes (Julien el al, 2012).

The egg-laying monotreme mammals (platypus and echidna species) have multiple sex
chromosomes that share homology, not with the therian X, but the bird Z (Rens et al,
2007; Veyrunes el al, 2008). Recent RNA-sequencing (RNA:seq) in platypus showed
that compensation is achieved via upregulation of X genes in males, and that global Xinactivation in females is likely unnecessary (Julien et al, 2012). However, as for
marsupials and escaper genes on the human X, RNA-FISH showed that within a
population of platypus fibroblast cells, there was a mixture of IX-active and 2X-active
cells, each locus having a characteristic frequency of inactivation (Deakin el al, 2008).

Data on dosage compensation in birds are fragmentary and contradictory. Real-time
PCR showed equivalent expression of most Z-bome genes in ZZ male and ZW female
chick embryos (that is, complete compensation) for most genes (McQueen et al, 2001),
but global microarray analysis in chicken, and a small cDNA microarray in zebra finch
showed that male to female ratios were significantly higher for Z genes than for
autosomal genes (Itoh el al, 2007). A male: female Z gene dosage of approximately 1.5
was demonstrated by microarray (Ellegren et al, 2007) and RNA-seq (Julien el al, 2012)
analyses in chicken, and dosage ratios of 1.23 was observed in zebra finch (Itoh et al,
2010) and 1.36 in crow (Wolf and Byrk, 2011). The incomplete dosage compensation of
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Z-linked genes, at least in chicken, was reported to be regulated locally on a gene-bygene basis, and is tissue and developmental stage specific (Mank and Ellegren, 2009).

It is difficult to compare dosage compensation between birds and mammals. However,
recent comparative transcriptome sequencing (Julien et al, 2012) indicated that genes on
the single Z in female chicken had equivalent expression levels to orthologous genes in
outgroup species, where the Z is autosomal (i.e. expression from one Z equals
expression from two proto-Zs), providing evidence for global up regulation of the single
Z in females. In male chicken (with two Zs) the ZZ:proto-ZZ expression ratio was I. I 3
to 1.56, indicating that Z gene upregulation was not specific to females. A similar
pattern, although less clear, was observed for genes on platypus X 5. Less efficient
upregulation in the homogametic sex (i.e. ZZ/X5X 5 : ZW/X5Y5 expression ratio < 2)
indicated that upregulation was more efficient in the heterogametic sex, or that there
was a mechanism to partially reduce expression of Z/X5 in the homogametic sex. Julien
et al. (2012) suggested that dosage compensation only mildly affects the homogametic
sex in platypus and chicken and, as such, there was potentially no requirement for the
evolution of Z/X 5 inactivation.

Here we use RNA-FISH to examined chicken and platypus dosage compensation,
which permits detection of transcription from one or both alleles at specific loci in
individual nuclei. We found that genes on the chicken Z, as well as on the partially
homologous platypus Xs, were expressed from one (or both) alleles in characteristic
frequencies for different loci, just as on the independently evolved therian X. Our
results indicate that ancient silencing mechanisms were exapted multiple times in the
homogametic sex, in response to the upregulation of the Z (or X) in the heterogametic
sex, resulting in transcriptional inactivation on non-homologous Zs and Xs in distantly
related species.
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Results
We examined transcription in individual fibroblasts, using RNA-FISH. As probes, we
chose bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) clones containing known genes on the Z
chromosome in a representative bird (chicken), and on the X chromosomes in a
representative monotreme (platypus). For both species there is a genome assembly
available (Wallis el al, 2004; Warren el al, 2008).

Partial inactivation of Z genes in chicken cells
We selected eleven Z-borne BACs, five of whlch contained a single gene, and six
contained two or more genes (Table S l ). As controls, we chose ten BA Cs containing
known autosomal genes, including a BAC containing GAPDH, whlch was used as a
control in all experiments. We performed two-color RNA-FISH, with the autosomal
contro l (GAPDH) and each test gene (Z-borne and autosomal), on male (ZZ) and female
(ZW) fibroblasts (Table Sl), and scored c". 100 cells for each hybridization. To control
for polyploidy and accessibility of the probe into an individual nucleus, only nuclei with
two signals from the control BAC were scored for the test BAC. For each autosomal
BAC (in both male and female) we observed that both alleles were active in at least
97% nuclei (Table Sl and Fig. SI). Thus, autosomal genes are transcribed from both
alleles in cultured chlcken fibroblasts.

The frequency with which expression of the single Z in ZW females is detected as a
single signal controls for the hybridization efficiency of each Z probe. All Z BAC
probes displayed hybridization efficiencies of between 95 - I 00% (Table S 1). Even at
the lowest hybridization efficiency of 95% (p=0.95 ; q=0.05), hybridization in ZZ male
cells would produce few nuclei with 0 (q 2 = 0.25%) or 1 (2pq = 9.5%) signal (see
methods). All Z BACs produced a single RNA-FISH signal on ZZ male cells at
frequencies too hlgh to be ascribed to inefficiency of hybridization (Table Sl).

Hence, for all probes hybridized to ZZ male nuclei, the cell population consisted of a
mixture of nuclei that were lZ-active (one signal) and 2Z-active (two signals). No locus
was completely IZ-active or completely 2Z-active. Instead, each Z locus was
inactivated in a characteristic frequency of cells, ranging from 15% to 51 % (Fig. 1).
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This frequency was reproducible between biological replicates for a subset of BACs, in
which RNA-FISH was repeated on fibroblasts from a second individual (Table SI). The
activity status of Z loci in a given nucleus did not seem to be clonally inherited (i.e. if
the mother cell was 2Z-active both daughter cell should be 2Z-active; or conversely if
the mother cell was lZ-active both daughter cell should be IZ-active); we observed
daughter cells in our preparations in which one was I Z-active and the other 2Z-active
(Fig. S2).

There was no obvious clustering of loci on the Z with particularly high or particularly
low frequencies of I Z-active cells, suggesting that the probability of transcriptional
inhibition of a gene is independent of its physical location. The frequency of IZ-active
nuclei for the six BACs within the proposed dosage compensation ' valley' (129B9,
11 0A9, 164N4, 87K 13, 57B 13, and 89C2) was not lower than the five BA Cs in the
'peak' (65Dl8, 30H20, 73Fl4, l 12Cl , and 163120) regions of the Z chromosome
identified in chicken (Melamed and Arnold, 2007; Itoh el al, 2010).

From these initial RNA-FISH results we could not determine if transcriptional
inhibition of different loci was independent or coordinated. We_therefore used two-color
RNA-FISH to examine co-transcription of two pairs of neighboring Z genes in female
and male chicken nuclei: SMARCA2/ PTPRD (- 2Mb apart), and BNC2! MLLT3 (1.5Mb apart) (Table 1). In ZW female nuclei, we observed co-location of signals in
96% of nuclei that expressed both genes. In male nuclei, for each cell in which both loci
were 1Z-active, we observed co-location of signals in 96% of nuclei (Fig. 2A). This is
consistent with the presence of an active Z (Za) and an inactive Z (Zi) on which genes
are prone to inactivation .

Two-color RNA-FISH experiments with the same gene pairs also provided the
opportunity to determine whether the silencing of neighboring genes on the Zi
chromosome was coordinated. In cells in which at least one of the neighboring gene
pairs was 2Z-active, we observed (for both Z gene pairs) that the second locus was
simultaneously transcribed (i.e. both loci were 2Z-active in the same nucleus) at a
frequency no greater than expected by chance (see methods; Table 2; Fig. 2B),
consistent with independent silencing of tightly linked genes on Zi.
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Partial inactivation of X genes in platypus cells
We analyzed a total of40 platypus BACs, 19 in X-specific regions (two on X1 , one on
X2 , two on X3, 14 on X5), nine in pseudoautosomal regions, and 12 on autosomes. The
autosomal BAC bearing HPRT (on chromosome 6) was used as the autosomal control
in all experiments. To control for polyploidy and accessibility of the probe into an
individual nucleus, only nuclei with two signals from the control BAC were scored for
the test BAC. Hybridization efficiencies for each probe were assessed in male cells.
These ranged from 94% to 100% (Table S2). At least 100 cells were scored for each
hybridi zation .

In RNA-FlSH experiments with each of the 12 autosomal BACs, we observed two
signals in at least 95% of nuclei in both male and female fibroblast cells (Table S2 and
Fig. S3). Thus autosomaJ genes are generally transcribed from both alleles in cultured
platypus fibroblasts.

For all X specific loci we observed IX-active female nuclei at a greater frequency than
expected from even the most inefficient hybridi zation. No loci were completely lXactive, or 2X-active in every nucleus, and frequencies of IX-active nuclei ranged from
25% to 62% for different genes. There was no obvious clustering of genes on any X
with particularly high, or particularly low frequencies of IX-active nuclei (Fig. I). The
activity status of X loci in a given nucleus was not clonaJly inherited (i.e. if the mother
cell is 2Z active both daughter cell should be 2Z active; or conversely if the mother cell
is IZ active both daughter cell should be IZ active); we observed daughter cells in
which one was IX-active and the other 2X-active (Fig. S2). We therefore conclude that
genes on the platypus X chromosomes are subject to inactivation in a proportion of
nuclei that is characteristic for each gene.

These results did not allow us to determine if transcriptional inhibition of adjacent loci
was coordinated . We therefore used two-color RNA-FISH to examine potential cotranscriptional regulation of three pairs of genes on platypus X 5 : MPDZ I NFIB (- 500
kb apart), HSDl7B4 I SEMA6A (- 1.8 Mb apart) and SEMA6A I SLCJAI (- 500 kb
apart) (Table I). As expected, in male controls we observed co-location of signals in
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I 00% of nuclei for each gene pair. In female nuclei in which both loci were IX-active,
we also observed co-location of signals in 100% of nuclei for each gene pair tested (Fig.
2A), consistent with the presence of a single active Xs (Xsa) and an inactive X s (Xsi) on
which genes are silenced in a proportion of cells.

Subsequently, we tested whether inactivation of adjacent loci was synchronized on Xsi
for these same neighboring gene pairs by observing, in cells with one gene 2X-active,
the frequency at which the second gene was 2X-active. We observed 2X-active nuclei at
frequencies that were significantly greater than expected by chance (see methods; Table
2; Fig. 2B), indicating at least regional coordination of transcription on Xsi. It was not
possible to assess coordinated transcription over extended regions because FISH signals
derived from X5a could not be distinguished from signals derived from X5i (see
methods).

Using RNA-FISH we also examined, in both male and female fibroblasts, transcription
from genes located in the pseudoautosomal regions of platypus sex chromosomes. We
studied one locus in each of PARs X2/Y2, Xi Y2, X3/Y3 and Xi/Y3, two loci in X5/Y4,
and three loci in X1/Y1 (Fig. S4). We expected to see nearly 190% 2X- active nuclei in
both males and females, as for loci shared by the human X and Y, as well as for the
autosomal controls. However, all nine pseudoautosomal BA Cs tested were IX active in
27-42 % of male nuclei, and 16-47% of female nuclei, indicating strong PAR gene
inactivation in both sexes (Fig. I).

Importantly, two chicken autosomal BACs, orthologous to the platypus PAR genes that
are subject to partial silencing, were 2-allele-active. Additionally, we demonstrated that
four of the partially inactivated chicken Z/platypus Xs loci tested here are always 2
allele-active in human fibroblasts (Table S3), where they are autosomal. Finally, two of
the bi-allelic autosomal chicken BACs (Table SI) and four of the bi-allelic autosomal
platypus BACs (Table S2) tested here contained genes orthologous to X genes in human
where they are subject to silencing. These experiments demonstrate that inactivation
was dependent on the type of chromosome a locus was located on (i .e. sex chromosome
or autosome), rather than it being a phenomenon unique to the loci examined here.
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Discussion
Partial sex chromosome inactivation

Using RNA-FISH, we demonstrate for the first time that Z inactivation plays a role in
chicken dosage compensation, and confirmed that inactivation is also a feature of
orthologous platypus X loci, as was previously shown by Deakin et al. (2008).

Our observations conflict with those of a previous study of five chicken Z loci using
RNA-FISH. Kuroda et al. (Kuroda et al, 2001) reported that most male nuclei expressed
both Z alleles in five different tissue types (two Z loci were tested in liver, and one each
in kidney, spleen and retina), and suggested that there was no inactivation on the
chicken Z chromosome. The inconsistency in findings with this study is likely due to
different experimental procedures and controls used. Kuroda et al. (Kuroda et al, 2001)
concluded that inactivation does not occur on the chicken Z because the frequency of
detecting two signals of hybridization was similar for the autosomal probe and the Z
probes (70 - 80%). However, the detection frequencies (1 or 2 signals observed) in
male nuclei for the autosomal and Z probes were low (which were 66-77%, and were
not co-hybridized). In this study we co-hybridized our autosomal control and test genes
using one cell type, and only cells with two autosomal signals were scored for the test
gene, controlling for ploidy and probe accessibility into individual nuclei. As a result
we obtained much higher hybridization efficiencies (95 - 100%), providing for much
simpler interpretation.

An exhaustive study of male-female expression ratios using microarrays showed that

different loci on the chicken Z are compensated to different extents (Itoh et al, 2007;
Mank and Ellegren, 2009), and Julien et al. (Julien et al, 2012) eloquently demonstrated
that the Z/X5 is upregulated in the heterogametic sex in chicken/platypus. However,
these studies assessed transcription across whole cell populations, so could not
distinguish between partial expression in all nuclei, and heterogeneity of expression of
different cells. In male chicken fibroblast nuclei, we found for all loci a mixture of lZactive and 2Z active cells at reproducible frequencies (15% to 51% lZ-active,
depending on the locus). Therefore, we demonstrate that in the homogametic sex there
is partial inactivation of one Z allele.
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Our results demonstrate that an integral step of the partial bird dosage compensation
system must include the silencing of one Z allele in males, analogous to the inactivation
we observed here (and previously (Deakin et al, 2008)) on the orthologous (although
independently evolved) platypus X5 , and the independently evolved therian mammal X
chromosome. We conclude that partial inactivation on the Z in birds, and at least on
four of the five X chromosomes in platypus, must be in response to Z/X upregulation
carrying through to the homogametic sex. Different inactivation profiles in other tissue
types of chicken Z and platypus X genes would not be surprising. However, we used
fibroblast cells because they are easily collected and cultured, and to be consistent with
our previous studies of sex chromosome silencing in mammals (Deakin et al, 2008 ; Al
Nadaf et al, 201 O; Al Nadaf et al, 2011).

Distribution of inactivation over the sex chromosomes

We found no correlation between the extent of inactivation and the location of the gene
on the chicken Z, and saw no evidence of the dosage compensation valley detected on
the chicken Z chromosome in microarrays (Melamed and Arnold, 2007; Itoh et al,
2010) (Fig. 1). The significance of this valley is in some doub_t because no such valley
was observed in zebra finch (Melamed and Arnold, 2007). Other studies of chicken
concluded that the apparently dosage compensated valley region, concentrated in genes
with low male to female expression ratios, simply contains genes with a strong female
bias (Mank and Ellegren, 2009).

We also observed no clustering of platypus X-borne genes with very low or very high
frequencies of IX-active nuclei (Fig. I). This implies that the probability of X
inactivation is not correlated with gene location, and provides no evidence for an X
chromosome inactivation center from which inactivation might spread.

Coordinate control of sex chromosome activity

We observed that adjacent genes were always expressed from the same Za chromosome
in male chicken cells. This is consistent with a hypothesis that all loci on one Z
chromosome are active (Za), and loci on the other Z (Zi) are subject to inactivation in a
proportion of cells. We found that the probabilities of expression of adjacent loci on the
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Zi were not correlated, suggesting that escape from inactivation of each locus on Zi is
independently regulated.

In female platypus cells, our analysis of three platypus X5 pairs showed co-location of
signals for neighboring loci (Table 2; Fig. 2A), consistent with coordinate activity on
one X5 (X 5a) and inactivation of loci on the other Xs (Xsi) in a proportion of cells in
females. Partial activity of genes on Xi is consistent with the previous demonstration
that both alleles were transcribed (Deakin et al, 2008). Unlike chicken, neighboring
genes on platypus X5 showed concordant 2X-activity, implying that the regulation of
transcription from X5i is at least under regional control (Fig. 2B).

We suggest, therefore, that in cells from male chickens there is one active Za, and one
partially inactive ("inactivatable") Zi on which genes have specific probabilities of
being inactivated. Likewise, we propose that in cells from female platypus, there is one
active Xa and one partially inactive ("inactivatable") Xi on which genes have specific
probabilities of being inactivated. Without allelic markers that would distinguish
paternal and maternal Z/ X chromosomes, we cannot determine whether silencing is
random or imprinted. Allelic differences were used to demons!rate that both alleles are
expressed, apparently at equivalent levels, in female platypus heterozygous for
FBX0l0, EN 14997, and SHB (Deakin et al, 2008). These loci are all expressed from Xi
in about half the cells, so the approximately equal representation of the two alleles
might favor a random inactivation hypothesis; however peak intensity on sequencing
trace files is at best semi-quantitative, so this question remains open.

Ancient gene silencing and the evolution of XCI

Because platypus sex chromosomes share homology with the chicken Z chromosome,
our observation of inactivation in a proportion of cells for genes on the sex
chromosomes in the homogametic sex of a representative bird (ZZ male chicken) and
monotreme (XX female platypus) could be interpreted as the evolution of a silencing
mechanism on an ancient bird-like Z in a common reptile-mammal ancestor. However,
it is uncertain whether the bird Z/ platypus X homology represents identity by descent
(reviewed by Waters and Marshall Graves, 2009; Graves and Peichel, 2010; Livernois
et al, 2012b; O'Meally et al 2012), and this likely represents independent evolution of
sex chromosome inactivation.
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Similar patterns of IX gene expression in a proportion of cells have been observed in
marsupials (tammar wallaby and opossum) (Al Nadaf et al, 2010) and escaper genes on
the X in eutherians (elephant, mouse and human) (Al Nadaf et al, 20 I 1). The marsupial
and eutherian X shares a large conserved region, which is completely non-homologous
with the sex chromosomes of birds and monotremes. Thus, the probabilistic inactivation
we observed in these taxa was likely independently exapted from an ancient toolkit of
mechanisms to tum off transcription of one allele. Indeed, this partial silencing system
shares characteristics with monoallelic expression of many autosomal mammalian genes
that belong to large families, such as odorant receptor genes, immunoglobin genes, Tcell receptors, interleukins and natural killer cell receptors (Gimelbrant et al, 2007).

We propose that probabilistic silencing of the Z or X chromosome in the homogametic
sex was exapted independently in therian mammals, monotreme mammals and birds,
and is an early step in the evolution of sex chromosome inactivation. A major difference
in the inactivation systems is the extent of coordination. This is most evident for X
inactivation in eutherian mammals, which is coordinately controlled by XIST, a locus
that is absent outside eutherians (Davidow et al, 2007; Hore et_al, 2007; Shevchenko et

al, 2007). In both chicken and platypus, the co-expression of neighboring loci on the
Za/ X 5a implies that the choice of which Zi/Xi to inactivate is controlled at least at the
regional level, and possibly at the level of the whole chromosome, and in platypus (but
not chicken) the probability of expression of neighboring loci on X5i is at least
regionally coordinated.

In eutherian mammals silencing must have been augmented by additional molecular
changes (including histone modification and DNA methylation), into the stable and
complex inactivation system typical of most genes on the conserved region of the
eutherian X (XCR), which shows tight IX-active expression observed at the single cell ,
as well as the population level (Carrel and Willard, 2005 ; Al Nadaf et al, 2011). In
contrast, the evolutionarily younger X added region of the human X (XAR) contains
many escaper genes that show a probabilistic expression pattern similar to that of birds
and monotremes. The marsupial X, though homologous to the eutherian XCR, displays
a pattern of expression similar to the eutherian XAR, monotreme Xs and bird Z,
suggesting that changes to the regulation of the eutherian XCR occurred after the
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divergence of marsupials from eutherian mammals 150 million years ago. This is
consistent with the different epigenetic profiles displayed by the marsupial X and the
eutherian XCR (Mahadevaiah et al, 2009; Rens et al, 2010; Chaumeil et al, 201 I).

Inactivation of pseudoautosomal genes

PAR inactivation has fascinating implications for sex chromosome evolution. The
accepted hypothesis for the evolution of sex chromosomes and dosage compensation is
that Y degeneration resulted in loss of Y gene function, which in turn drove the
evolution of dosage compensation (resulting in XCI in therian mammals) (Ohno, 1967;
Marin et al, 2000). However, an alternate hypothesis is that the spread of the XCl signal
into undifferentiated X regions preceded, and drove, degradation of homologous Y
regions (Graves and Schmidt, 1992).

Genes in the human and mouse PAR (and at least one elephant PAR locus (Al Nadaf et

al, 2011)) are exempt from X-inactivation because the Y copy complements the X
(Graves et al, 1998). We therefore expected X and Y alleles of platypus PAR genes to
be active in all nuclei in both sexes, as they are for genes in the human PAR! , but
surprisingly we observed a much lower frequency of 2X-activ:e cells in both sexes for
all nine PAR loci. This confirms the observation (Deakin et al, 2008) that other PAR
loci were inactivated at high rates in platypus, and implies that inactivation of PAR
genes regularly occurs in platypus. This contrasts with the expression of all autosome
loci from both alleles in nearly all cells. Asynchronous replication ofX-specific loci for
platypus X1 , X3 and Xs is consistent with inactivation of PAR loci, although
cytologically different condensation was only detected on X1. The low percentage of
cells with asynchronous replication compared to mouse is consistent with incomplete
dosage compensation in platypus (Ho el al, 2009).

In females, inactivation of genes on the X PAR might be achieved via spreading of
inactivation from the X-specific regions, as has been observed in the recently evolved
human PAR 2 (D'Esposito et al, 1996; Ciccodicola et al, 2000). However, PAR
inactivation in males cannot be the result of XCl spreading, instead Y PARs could be
inactivated by their proximity to heterochromatin on the degenerated male-specific
region .of the Y. It is possible that upregulation of the active X chromosomes in
platypus, which maintained parity with autosomal genes, also resulted in upregulation
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of genes in the PARs. To mitigate this there was selection for partial inactivation of Xi
PAR genes in females, and Y PAR genes in males.

In conclusion, our studies of dosage compensation on independently evolved amniote
sex chromosomes reveals common patterns of inactivation. This suggests that
repressive molecular mechanisms were independently exapted to reduce the probability
of transcription from one Z or X chromosome in the homogametic sex, in response to
up regulation in the heterogametic sex.
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Materials and Methods

Identification ofBAC gene content
BACs containing chicken and platypus genes were ordered from CHORI BACPAC
Resources Centre (http://bacpac.chori.org/). Chicken BACs bearing genes of interest
were chosen using the UCSC genome browser BAC track (http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgibin/hgGateway). Platypus BACs were from Veyrunes el al. (Veyrunes el al, 2008).
Additional platypus BACs were identified by blasting the BAC end trace archive
(http://www.ncbi.nlrn.nih.gov/Traces/trace.cgi).

Cell culture and RNA-FISH on chicken and platypus interphase nuclei
Chicken fibroblast cell lines were established from 8-day-old chicks; metaphase spreads
were karyotypically normal. Platypus fibroblast cell lines were established from adult
wild animals (for which permits were obtained) that were karyotypically normal.

Platypus and chicken fibroblast cells were cultured at 32°C and 37°C respectively in
5.0% CO 2 on gelatin-coated coverslips in I :I AmnioMax CIO0 medium (Invitrogen)/
DMEM 10% FCS to a density of60 to 80%. RNA-FISH was carried out as previously
described (Al Nadaf el al, 2010).

RNA-FISH scoring
For chicken RNA-FISH experiments a BAC from chromosome 1, which contained the
gene GAPDH (CH261-14Ll), was the autosomal control. For platypus RNA-FISH
experiments a BAC from chromosome 6, which contained HPRTJ (OaBb_405M2;
GenBank Accession No. AC148426), was used as the autosomal control. Only diploid
nuclei (two signals from the autosomal BAC) were scored for the test gene (X/Z,
pseudoautosomal or autosomal).

For each test gene, IX- or IZ-active nuclei were observed as one signal , and 2X- or 2Zactive nuclei were observed as two signals. Hybridization efficiencies (p) were obtained
from results in the heterogametic sex (in which one signal is expected in all nuclei).
These were used to calculate the expected frequency of nuclei with two signals, one
signal, ·and no signals in the hornogametic sex using the formula p2+2pq+q 2 = 1; where
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p 2 is the frequency of nuclei with two signals, 2pq (q = 1-p) is the frequency of nuclei
with one signal, and q2 is the frequency with no signal. P-values were calculated using a

x2 test with two degrees of freedom
Scoring coordinated transcription/transcription inhibition of adjacent genes
RNA-FISH signals co-locate in the nucleus when closely linked and transcribed from
the same chromosome, whereas signals from genes transcribed from different
chromosomes (or distantly linked on the same chromosome) are further apart. We only
used pairs of genes physically close enough to each other to give unmistakable results.

To determine if the there was a single active Z (or X for platypus), all nuclei that were
lZ (or lX) active for both loci in a pair were scored. Co-location of the two signals was
interpreted as a single active Z (or X) in that nucleus.

The expected frequency of nuclei that were 2Z (or 2X) active for both loci in a gene pair
was the product of individual 2Z (or 2X) frequencies of each gene (from initial RNAFISH results). To determine if inactivation of genes pairs was coordinated, this
frequency was compared to the observed frequency of nucl~i that were 2Z ( or 2X)
active for both loci. P values were calculated using a

x2

test with two degrees of

freedom.
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Figure 1. RNA -FISH activity maps of the platypus Xs and chicken Z chromosomes. Bars
represent the percentage of homogametic nuclei transcribing 2 (blue), I (red) or 0 (grey) all eles
fo r each locus. Loci in pseudoautosomal regions (grey boxes) were tested in both male
(indicated by a circle) and female (indicated by a star). Green coloring on platypus Xs
represents homology to the chicken Z (Veyrunes et al, 2008). Genes denoted by * were
analysed in (Deakin et al, 2008).
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Chicken

Platypus

I

I

Figure 2. Transcriptional act1v1ty of neighboring chicken Z loci and platypus X 5 loci in
fibroblasts. Gene names are color coded to correspond to signal color. A) ln nuclei with only
one allele active for both genes the signals co-locate in both sexes. B) Nuclei from the
homogametic sex in which both genes are 2Z/2X-active. C) Nuclei from the homogametic sex
in which the active Z/X expresses both genes and the other (inactivatable) Z/X expresses only
one gene.
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Table 1. RNA-FISH analysis of transcription from neighbori ng loci in homogametic nuclei .
Distance
apart
(Mb)

Number
of nuclei
scored

% nuclei with
coordinate
transcription

SMARCA2 ,
PTPRD

2

98

96

BNC2 ,
MLLT3

1.5

100

96

MPDZ,
NFIB

0.5

30

JOO

HSDl7B4 ,
SEMA6A

1.8

26

100

SLCIAJ ,
SEMA6A

0.5

22

100

Gene Pa ir

Chicken Z

Platypus X5
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Table 2. Frequency of nuclei transcribing both alleles of neighboring loci.
Number
of nuclei
scored

Expected

Observed

(%)

(%)

pvalue

SMARCA2/
PTPRD

216

45.6

45.67

0.201

BNC2/
MLLT3

216

56.21

55.95

0.776

MPDZI
NFIB

243

18.6

55.87

<0.01

HSD1 7B4/
SEMA6A

213

11.4

56.15

<0.01

SLCJAJI
SEMA6A

170

7.8

52.05

<0.01

Gene Pair

Chicken Z

Platypus Xs

P-values were calculated with a X L test with 2 degrees of freedom.
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Supporting Online Resources
Table S I. RNA-F ISH data for chicken 2 loci. All nuclei that did not have two autosomal signals have been removed from th e dataset
FISH locat ion

BACno.

Gene,so n
BACs

E fficien cy

Ex pected •/•
male nuclei
wilb l lil:!J il l~

Number o f
nuclei scored

Accual -J. nucleiwith lsignals
lsignals

p-valu e

l sign a l

Osignals

0

0

2.5

2.5

Aurosomal BACs

Chr l

CH261-14Ll

GAPDH

+ 10

I

IOOM

97

]24M

97

JQ\ F

Ch,2
Chr4

Ch261-15 8 20

DPP6

Ch261-88M22' RBMX,

RBMXLI

Chr 4

Ch261-41B17

HS6ST I
NA

Chr4

Ch26\-189A7' DlAl'H 2

ChrJ

CH261 -

ChrS

CH.IM/

CH261-21M6• £BF/

CH261 -52K7

CANDI

Chr S

CH261-64A1

(iALNTIA

ChrS

CH261-66B2

SOX6

Chrl

99

\Q4F

100

J09M

99

55f

100

IOOM

100

C

100

IOOM

100

128r

100

"

IOOPJO•

99

10 JM

l]4 F

99

J4gt

98

]Q5F

97

l26F

96

llO'

95

I

NA

Z-Specific BACs

ChrZ

Ch26 1- 125B9

ChrZ

Ch26 1- l IOA9

ChrZ
Chr Z
ChrZ
ChrZ

DMTRl /3,

95

90 25

123

84

15

I

0.027

97

94 09

113

76

24

0

<00 1

96.04

11 0

60

94 09

128

77

18

s

<0.01

114

67

26

7

<0.0 1

Ch26 1-164N4

ANKRDIJ
SMARCA2,
C, 595312
PTPRD

98

Ch261-87K1 3

PS/P I, H!XF2

97

Ch26 1-57823

Ch261 -89C2

l1NC2
MUTJ,

]6

4

<0 01

95

90.25

113

73

• 27

0

<0.01

98

96 04

118

77

21

2

<0.01

96

92 16

122

75

25

0

<0.0 1

12]

85

15

0

<0.0 1

K IA.A/797

ChrZ

Ch261-65D18

ChrZ

RAS.Al, CCNH
Ch261 -73F l 4 UNG02
Ch261-112Cl ACOJ
Ch261 -163120 HSD17H-I

SLCl2A/ l2.

FBN2
ChrZ
ChrZ
ChrZ

Ch261 -30H20

100

100

104

48

51

I

95

9025

II]

47

45

8

<00 1

96

92. 16

II]

40

2

<00 1

96

92 16

116

58
57

40

]

<0.01

<0.0 1

Genes names in bold were used for neighboring gene experim ents. P- values were calculated
with a X 2 test with 2 degrees of freedom. Su perscript M and F denotes male and female derived
cell lines. N umbers for Z specific loci were all generated from male ce ll s. BAC names with a
hash (#) are orthologous to human X genes. BAC names with an asterix (*) are orthologo us to
the platypus X 1Y 1 PAR.
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Table S2. RNA-FISH data for platypus loci . All nuclei that did not have 1wo au1osomal signals for the control gene were removed from the dataset.
~~on BAG;

BAC no.

Fis.hloca tion

Efficiency

Num lxror
nudeiscorcd

E1pecled •/•
female nuclei

Chr6

Chr 1

als

! signal

Osi

als

BACs
CH236-405M2°1 HPRTI

iChr6

Chr6

P-,·alue

ObserYed o/. nucleiwith:
2 si

IAutO!lom:id

ICH236-481 H1 2"

BGN

ICl1236-17Jl 6"

ICH236-359L11

CACNA JF, SYP,

1

'/'HUX

Chrl8

1CH236-558D19 SFJGALJ.JMJV

Chr l S

lc1-12J6-427K7

NI A
l 1M£1i1/JI, VWA 1

Chr5

CH236-27Kl8 IGFJR

Chd

CH236-16SG18

T.IPI

Chr!0

CH236-309GIJ MKLNJ

Chrl2

CH236-326M8

GPM6A

Chrl8

CH236-J60O2

GPR/25

Chrl8

CH236-46113

RBl'SUH

86'

96.5

89"

95.5

100'

100

105"

95

IOJF

97

]Q5M

95

1osr

95

!05"

95

104'

96

101 1,4

99

too'

100

100•

100

1osr

97

100'

100

102•·

98

124'

97

3.5

I

4.5

"

114"

97

129•

98

lOl t

65

27

1l6F

48

47

NIA

Pseudoautosoma l

X ,N,

X,!Y,

X,/Y,

ICH236- 156CII IPDE6A,

I

CH236-755N9

limknown

I

CH236-40E6

l,~n

I

ICH236-78K11

1CH236-50813

I ZNF236

IMY0/0

I

I
I

NIA

\J7M

53

42

102'

75

21

102).<

70

28

103'

83

16

107).<

75

24

IOIF

52

43

11 1t

63

35

loo"

53

41

106"

68

28

]l4M
117'

X,/Y i

j0a-Ub-462C l

ul!known

I
X.IY ,

X,!Y,

ICH236-639023

CACNAJB, c.niv,

I
I

1CH236-730N11

AGPA1'J, EGFL8

10a-llb-466A15

unknown

66

31

53

41

126'"

75

24

111 '

70

25

107M

68

28

]04F

67

30

!03)J

58

40

106'

68

29

!l4),l

67

31

too'

68

26

100•

70

27

NIA
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Continued from previous page:
Fis h location

BACno.

Geoeson BACs

Efficiency

t: ~pcc1ed o/e
fe111ale nuclei
with2 sie; na ls

Nu mberor
nuclei scored

Observed%nudeiwith:

P-valu t.

2sii: nals

! signal

"

39

3

<0.01

32

62

6

<0.01

"

0 ~ignals

X-spttifir

x,

ICH2J6-797 P4

PRJC/.£2

94

88

109

1CH236-40Jll

FOXPI

95

90

117

x,
x,

ICH236-308M7

MLLTJ

95

90

\ OS

38

ICH236-24P4

PALM2

94

88

104

62

x,

jCH236-246Dl

CH236-81G 18

NDUl•~Wi.

98

96

108

41

56

RFXJ

95

90

106

45

51

46

50

CH236--7F2

.'!MARCA2

97

94

100

CH236--257N3

ANKRDIS

94

88

IOI

<0.01
<0.01

37

55

3

<0.01

<001
3

<00l
<001

CH236--34Dl 0

H.NF}O

99

98

100

50

45

5

<001

CH236-3806

l'RR/6

96

92

108

42

47

II

<001

CH236-4081 6

HSJ)J 78.J

95

90

100

57

43

0

<:0,0]

114

71

27

2

<:0,0 ]

C1-i236-752F l2•

SEMA6A

99

98

65

20

74

6

<0,0 1

CH23 6--271G4•

SI. CIA/

99

98

77

39

61

0

<0.0 1

CH236-6F5

TYRPI

96

92

103

50

47

3

<0.0 1

IOI

62

32

6

<0.0 1

IOI

59

38

3

<0.0 1

CH236--370KI0

MPDZ

CH236-334Hl2

NFIB

95

90

104

31

62

7

<0.0 1

CH236-221H7

PS/Pl

99

98

104

46

52

2

<0.0l

102

69

29

2

CH236-279E 13 BNC:2

97

94

120

89

10

183

95

ICH236- 197 K 12

ACOI

94

88

106

57

39

ICH236-63MJ

I.ING02

97

94

CH236-339J17

}'I.AA

96

99

92

98

<0.0!
<0,01
<001

4

<001

IOI

69

26

103

61

39

0

<0.01

106

66

25

9

<0.01

<001

Genes names in bo ld were used for neighboring gene experi ments. P-values were calcu lated
with a X 2 test with 2 degrees of freedom . Superscript Mand F denotes male and female derived
cell lines. Numbers for X specific loci were all generated from female ce ll s. BACs with an
asterisk (*) are from Deakin et al. (2008). BACs with a hash sign (#) are ortho logous to human
X genes.
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Table S3. RNA-FISH dataset for human loci orthologous to chicken Z/platypus X loci.
FISH location

BAC no.

Genes on BACs Number of
nuclei scored

Observed % nuclei with
2 signals

1 signal

0 signals

Chr9

RPI l-641Ml6

LING02

IOI M

94

3

3
2

Chr9

RPI 1-794Cl9

ACOJ

] Q2F

96

2

Chr 5

RPI 1-632B20

HSD/784

III F

96

3

I

Chr9

RPI l-938H 15

BNC2

J44F

98

2

0

All RNA-FISH experiments were done in conjunction with an autosomal control BAC RPl l63Kl9 containing GEA. Superscript M and F denotes male and female derived cell lines. All
nuclei that did not have two signals for the control BAC were removed from the dataset.
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Figure S1. DAPT stained plane of fem ale chicken fibroblasts demonstrating high hybridi zation
effic iency with the gene CRIMJ. In sets are high magnificat ion images of each nucl eus to
di splay the s ignals. Faint s ignals are arrowed . A tetraploid nucleus is denoted with 4n .
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Figure S2. RNA-FISH experiments on daughter cells where one is lZ/X active, and the other is
2Z/2X-active. A) 2Z-active/lZ-active daughter cells for gene BNC2 from ZZ male chicken. B)
2X-active/l X-active daughter cells for gene SEMA6A from XX female platypus .
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4n

□

D

□ D

0_·

A

....

Figure S3. DAPI stained plane of female platypus fibroblasts demonstrating high hybrdization
efficiency with the gene IGFJ R. lnsets are high magnification images of each nucleus to display
the signals. Faint signals are arrowed. A tetraploid nucleus is denoted with 4n.
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Figure S4. Sex chromosome system in a male pl atypus. PAR s are notated according to the sex
chromosomes that bear them, in order X, /Y, , X2/Y1 , X2/Y2, X3/Y2, X3/Y3, X4/Y3, x.;v., X,IY. ,
X 5/Y 5. Pink represent homologous regions. Lines represent loci analyzed in this study and in
Deakin et al. ( I).

Reference

I.

Deakin JE, Hore TA, Koina E, & Graves JA (2008) The status of dosage
compensation in the multiple X chromosomes of the platypus. (Translated from
eng) PLoS Genet 4(7) :e1000140 (in eng).
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2.2 Editor and Reviewer's Comments and our Response Letter
From the Editor:
July 26, 2012
Title: "Independent evolution of transcriptional inactivation on sex chromosomes in
birds and mammals"
Tracking# : 2012-09323
Authors: Livernois et al.
Corresponding author: Dr.Waters
Dear Dr. Waters,
I regret to inform you that the PNAS Editorial Board has rejected your manuscript
[MS# 2012-09323] . The expert who served as editor obtained 2 reviews, which are
included below. After careful consideration, the editor decided that we cannot accept
your manuscript.
Once a paper has been rejected, it may not be resubmitted through an Academy
member. Note that the PNAS License to Publish conveyed at initial submission is
terminated.
However, because the reviewers think the work is of interest and the editor concurs, we
are willing to consider one resubmission that constructively addresses all of the
concerns raised in the critiques. The paper would have to satisfy both the reviewers and
the editor, and new criticisms could arise upon re-evaluation. We cannot guarantee
success and will be unable to consider further resubmissions.
Thank you for submitting your work to PNAS.
Sincerely yours,
Inder M. Verma
Editor-in-Chief

*********************
Editor's Remarks to Author:
The ms has been seen by two reviewers and the editor, and all agree that in its present
form the ms is not acceptable for publication in PNAS. In my opinion the subject is of
considerable interest for the important subject of dosage compensation and if the
authors can respond to the reviewers' remarks, especially those of reviewer # I, a
resubmission would be considered.
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Re-submission
September 27, 2012
Dear Professor Verma,
We are submitting our revised manuscript (Manuscript No. 2012-09323) "Independent
evolution of transcriptional inactivation on sex chromosomes in birds and manunals".
We are pleased that you and both reviewers consider the paper of interest, and that you
are willing to consider a resubmission. We have serially addressed the concerns of both
reviewers in our revised manuscript as detailed below. The delay in returning a revised
manuscript was the result of us conducting an additional 15 RNA-FISH experiments.
We trust this has addressed all of the referees' concerns, and look forward to your
response.
Yours sincerely,

Alexandra M. Livernois
Paul D. Waters

Evolution, Ecology and Genetics
Research School of Biology
The Australian National University
CANBERRA ACT 0200
Ph: +61 2 6125 8367
Email: alexandra.livernois@anu.edu.au
paul.waters@anu.edu.au
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Reviewer Comments:
Reviewer # 1:
Suitable Quality?: No
Sufficient General Interest?: Yes
Conclusions Justified?: No
Clearly Written?: Yes
Procedures Described?: No
Supplemental Material Warranted?: Yes
Comments:
In thi s study, Livernois et al address whether chi cken sex chromosomes undergo dosage
compensation. This has been a subject of much debate - and most of the evidence up
until now points to no, or el se only partial dosage compensation between ZZ males and
ZW fe males. Using RNA FlSH to detect primary transcripts on chi cken primary
fibroblasts the authors propose that one Z chromosome is always active in males and
that genes on the other Z are prone to inactivation resulting in Z inactivation and dosage
compensation in chickens. By comparing detection efficiencies of their genes using the
single Z in females, and then examining pairs of neigboring genes in males, they come
to the conclusion that dosage compensation occurs throu gh the probability of
transcription rather than lower transcription rates, contrary to a previous report
suggesting the latter. The authors also find that in the platypus, the PAR is also partially
inactivated - wllike in human, where genes are expressed from
both Xs.
This is an interesting set of findings pointing towards partial inactivation of one Z in
males via probabilistic silencing of genes as the strategy of dosage compensation in
chickens. Given the importance of the question being asked, and the controversy
surrounding it, l feel that furth er studi es would be needed to address this conclusive ly.
Furthermore some of the data interpretation needs to be modul ated, and a number of
points need to be carefully addressed.
Specific comments:
1. No information is given about the origin or status of the chicken and platypus cells
use -how stable they are karyotypically for example? Some characterization of the cells
being used should be presented.

Our response:
We agree that it is important to ensure that the cells lines are stable and diploid . We
initially conducted RNA-FISH on five chicken and six platypus autosomal BACs,
which all indicated a diploid state. We have now conducted RNA-FISH with an
additional five chicken autosomal BACs, and six platypus autosomal BACs (see
response to comment 4). All of these BACs also indicated a diploid state.
The chicken fibroblast cell lines were obtained from 8-day-old farmed chicks. We
prepared metaphase spreads, which were karyotypically normal. The platypus fibroblast
cell lines were obtained from adult wild caught animals, all of which were also shown
to be karyotypically normal. As mentioned 4:i the methods, we always use an autosomal
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control in each RNA-FISH experiment, and to control for ploidy issues in individual
nuclei we only score those that have 2 signals.
Our action:
The following sentence has been added to the methods (page 18). "Chicken fibroblast
cell lines were established from 8-day-old chicks; metaphase spreads were
karyotypically normal. Platypus fibroblast cell lines were established from adult wild
animals (for which permits were obtained) that were karyotypically normal."

2. The authors obtain remarkably high detection rates for all the probes used (>95%).
They must show planes of cell s rather than just single cell nuclei for this to be assessed
by the reader, for several representative probes. New figures should be included - as
supplementary if necessary .
Our action:
This is actually more difficult than would be expected. We culture the cells to a density
of 60-80%, so under high magnification we can only fit a single nucleus into the frame.
Under lower magnification (and in multiple focal planes) the signals are not visible. As
a compromise we have added two figures to the supplementary data showing a DAPI
stained plane of female chicken fibroblasts (Fig. S1), and a plane of platypus female
fibroblasts (Fig. S3), under low magnification. We have then inset a high magnification
image of each nucleus to show the signals. We refer to this figure on pages 7 (paragraph
2) and 9 (paragraph 2). We also highlight on pages 7 and 9 that our method is to only
score cells with two signals for the control gene. As well as controlling for ploidy
problems, this ensures that a nucleus is accessible to the probes and we do not score
nuclei where there is poor hybridization.

3. The authors claim to contradict a previous study based on RNA FISH where it was
claimed that silencing occurs via a decreased rate of transcription versus a decreased
probability of transcription- but state that they cannot compare their method. I believe
that the authors need to try and explain the inconsistency in finding s.

Our response:
We believe the inconsistency in findings is due to two key differences with our study :
Experimental procedure - Using RNA-FISH, Kuroda et al (2007) tested the
transcription of five Z-linked genes in five different tissues; two genes were tested in
liver, and one each in kidney spleen and retina. Hybridization was inefficient, which the
researchers suggest was due to partial disintegration of the tissue cells, structural
distortion of some nuclei, and the uneven position of nuclei from the cell surface due to
the preparation. The detection frequency (1 or 2 signals observed) in male nuclei for
the autosomal control and Z probes was 66-77%, of which 70-80% had two signals.
From the raw signal detection numbers, two signals of hybridization were observed in
50-60% of male nuclei , demonstrating that a substantial proportion had either no signals
or one signal. In contrast, we used the same cell type for all experiments, and
consistently observed high hybridization efficiencies, which allowed us to confidently
distinguish inactivation from an inefficient hybridization.
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Controls - The autosomal and Z probes were not co-hybridized in the study by Kuroda
et al (2007). As a result, the researchers could check the frequency of detection of
hybridization under the experimental conditions used, but not in individual nuclei.
Furthermore, the autosomal probe was tested in one of the four tissue types (liver), even
though Z genes were tested in all four tissues. In contrast, in our study only cells with
two signals for the autosomal contol BAC were scored for the test gene. When scanning
the slide, if a nucleus was observed with two signals for the control gene, only then
would the filter be changed and the test gene be scored. This scoring method controlled
for ploidy issues and accessibility of probe into an individual nucleus that could result
in poor hybridization of the test BAC.
Our action:
Paragraph two of the discussion (page 12) has been changed to: "Our observations
conflict with those of a previous study of five chicken Z loci using RNA-FISH. Kuroda
et al. (Kuroda et al, 2001) reported that most male nuclei expressed both Z alleles in
five different tissue types (two Z loci were tested in liver, and one each in kidney,
spleen and retina), and suggested that there was no inactivation on the chicken Z
chromosome. The inconsistency in findings with this study is likely due to different
experimental procedures and controls used. Kuroda et al. (Kuroda et al, 2001)
concluded that inactivation does not occur on the chicken Z because the frequency of
detecting two signals of hybridization was similar for the autosomal probe and the Z
probes (70 - 80%). However, the detection frequencies (I or 2 signals observed) in
male nuclei for the autosomal and Z probes were low (which were 66-77%, and were
not co-hybridized). In this study we co-hybridized our autosomal control and test genes
using one cell type, and only cells with two autosomal signals were scored for the test
gene, controlling for ploidy and probe accessibility into individual nuclei. As a result
we obtained much higher hybridization efficiencies (95 - 100%), providing for much
simpler interpretation."

In fact, I think that neither study can make a claim about transcription rate versus
probability without using the appropriate techniques - and nascent RNA F[SH with
large genomic probes can not address the issue alone.
Our response/action:
We agree with the referee that we cannot assess transcription rates using RNA-FISH. In
this study we were only looking for 1 or 2 signals in male cells as evidence of ZCI.
There appears to be a slight misunderstanding due to our poor wording; we do not state
anywhere that we are testing transcription rates, but we say on page 12: " ... suggesting
that down regulation of expression is accomplished, not by a lower rate of transcription
of both Zs in all cells, but by regulation of the probability of expression." This sentence
has been changed to (now at the top of page 13): "Therefore, we demonstrate that in the
homogametic sex there is partial inactivation of one Z allele."
4. The finding that the PAR in platypus also shows partial inacti vation in the platypus
raises the question of whether sex chromosome dosage compensation is actually
occurring or whether this phenomenon is about asynchronous expression patterns
genome -wide. I would have liked to see more autosomal genes examined in the same
way .
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Our response:
We were also concerned that genome-wide asynchronous expression was responsible
for our observation of one allele active PAR loci, and had originally conducted RNAFISH on six autosomal loci in platypus. The autosomal loci all showed 2 allele active
transcription in at least 95% of nuclei, unlike the X genes, and the PAR genes.
Our action:
We have conducted RNA-FISH with six additional platypus autosomal BACs (each
contained a single gene), which all displayed transcription from 2 alleles in >95% of
nuclei . These additional BACs have been added to Table S2. Furthermore, we
conducted RNA-FISH in chicken with an additional two autosomal BACs that were
orthologous to the platypus PAR genes, both of which were bialleic in chicken, and the
following sentence has been added to page 11 "Importantly, two chicken autosomal
BA Cs, orthologous to the platypus PAR genes that are subject to partial silencing, were
2-allele-active.". Data from these experiments have been added to Table SI and Table
S2, and appropriate changes made in the text (pages 9 and 11 ).
5. The authors claim that they can detect clonal heritability (p7) - based on RNA FISH
analysis - it is not clear to me how they make this claim - it is obviously an important
issue in terms of the mechanism of Z inactivation (heritability or stochastic switching?).
If they cannot address this properly, this claim may need to be removed, otherwise it is
misleading.
Our response:
There appears to be a misunderstanding on this point. We state (page 8) that the activity
status of Z loci in a given nucleus did not seem to be clonally inherited (i.e. if the
mother cell is 2Z active both daughter cell should be 2Z active; or conversely if the
mother cell is lZ active both daughter cell should be lZ active); we observed daughter
cells in our preparations in which one was lZ-active and the other 2Z-active. We agree
with the referee that the silenced Z might not be the same Z in both mother and daughter
cells.
Our action:
We added a supplementary figure (Fig. S2) showing daughter cells from male chicken
fibroblasts and female platypus fibroblasts. For both pairs of daughter cells, one is
IZ/X-active and the other is 2Z/X-active. We made reference to this figure on pages 8
and 9/1 0.
Also, on page 8 we changed the following sentence: "The activity status of Z loci in a
given nucleus did not seem to be clonally inherited; we observed daughter cells in our
preparations in which one was lZ-active and the other 2Z-active" to "The activity status
of Z loci in a given nucleus did not seem to be clonally inherited (i .e. if the mother cell
was 2Z-active both daughter cell should be 2Z-active; or conversely if the mother cell
was lZ-active both daughter cell should be IZ-active); we observed daughter cells in
our preparations in which one was IZ-active and the other 2Z-active (Fig. S2)." We
made the same change to the sentence on page 9/ 10 regarding clonal heritability for
platypus.

6. As a complement to their RNA FISH studies, I feel that the authors should examine
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transcription by qRT PCR or RNA-Seq in their cells. This w ill give important
information on the degree to which mRNA levels actually fit the expected model of
partial dosage compensation.
Our response:
Previous studies (Julien et al 2012)(Itoh et al 2007)(Ellegren et al 2007)(ltoh et al
2012)(Wolf & Byrk 2011) have already examined Z expression profiles in birds (and
also X platypus). In birds these studies have consistently demonstrated that average
global transcription from the Z is 1.6 times higher in males than in females, suggesting
some form of incomplete dosage compensation. In platypus, two studies have
demonstrated some form of partial dosage compensation. Deakin et al (2008)
demonstrated higher expression of ten X-linked genes in females than in males, and
Julien et al (2012) demonstrated that the average global male: female transcription ratio
of X 5-linked genes was 0.59. Our primary purpose with this study was to assess
transcriptional status of Z genes in a male bird to determine if there was mono-allelic
expression or bi-allelic expression. The mono-allelic expression that we detected
demonstrates that Z genes are in fact inactivated in a proportion of cells, analogous to
inactivation on the orthologous (although independently evolved) platypus X 5, and the
independently evolved therian mammal X chromosome.
Our action:
We have altered paragraph 2 on page 13 to include: " Our results demonstrate that an
integral step of the partial bird dosage compensation system must include the silencing
of one Z allele in males, analogous to the inactivation we observed here (and previously
(Deakin et al 2008)) on the orthologous (although independently evolved) platypus X 5,
and the independently evolved therian mammal X chromosome."

Reviewer #2:
Suitable Quality?: No
Sufficient General Interest?: No
Conclusions Justified?: No
Clearl y Written?: Yes
Procedures Described?: Yes
Supplemental Material Warranted?: Yes
Comments:
In this ms, Li vernoi s et al examine the status of transcription of the sex chromosomes in
chickens and in mo notremes, as a means to understand the evol ution of dosage
compensation mechani sms and to resolve apparent conflict in existing data in this field.
They find:
.
- evidence for sex chromosome inactivati on in chickens and monotremes, as exhibited
by monoallelic expression of Z (chicken) and X (monotreme) genes in the hom ogametic
sex at freq uencies that far-exceed those of autosomal genes.
- inacti vation in monotremes of pseudoautosomal genes, contrary to observations in
eutherians.
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- that inactivation affects genes on the same chromosome, impl ying contemporaneous
inacti vati on of a whole chromosome or of large chromosome domains.
The technical quality of the data presented here, which is based largely on RNA FISH,
is sound and the observations are interesting. The ms is also well-written . However, I
had some questions surrounding the introduction, experimental approach and
interpretati ons.
The authors assert in the introduction that the data on dosage compensation in birds is
"fragmentary and contradictory". I agree in principle with this assertion, but the authors
do not acknowledge that the same contradiction exists in marsupi als. They state (p4,
para 2) that X-inactivation in marsupials is "incomplete" and ci te references by Cooper
(1993) and their own group (Al Nadaf, 2010). However two important recent studies,
working on opossum s, contradict this asserti on, neither of which are cited at thi s point.
One (mentioned in the follo wing paragraph; Julien et al, 201 2) used RNA-Seq to
demonstrate that X-inactivation in this organi sm is actuall y effici ent, occurring at levels
comparable to eutheri ans. The second (Mahadevaiah et al, 2009), used RNA FISH to
come to the same conclusion. The authors need to cite these references to give the
introduction balance. As an aside, both the Juli en and Mahadei vaiah studi es used postmortem organ tissue to study X-inactivation,
rather than fibroblast cell lines (which may be subject to X-inacti vati on artefacts).
Our action:
In the introduction (page 4) we now highlight these studies mentioned by the referee.
We also draw attention to the different tissue types used, techniques used, and species
examined.
l believe that certain aspects of the experimental approach could have been designed
better to really strengthen the authors' conclusions.
- why were fibrobla st cell lines rather than post-mortem tissue used for these studi es?
Do the authors think that thei r data would have been di fferent in these instances? If, as
is often stated, epigenetic aspects of sex chromosome inactivation are disturbed in cell
lines, the authors may have actually fo und more pronounced evidence of sex
chromoso me inactiva tion had they used post-mortem ti ssue.
Our response:
Different inactivation profiles of platypus X and chicken Z genes would not be
surprising had we used other tissue types, and as the referee states we may have
observed more pronounced sex chromosome inactivation. However, we used fibroblast
cell lines because they are easily collected and cultured, and to be consistent with our
previous studies of sex chromosome silencing in mammals (Deakin et al 2008 ; Al
Nadaf et al 2010; Al Nadaf et al 201). Collection of fresh material for both platypus and
chicken is practically impossible.
The purpose of our study was to demonstrate that there is silencing of the Z in a
representative male bird. The bird Z is homologous to X 5 in platypus, which also
undergoes silencing. However, these si lencing mechanisms must have evolved
independently of each other, and also independently of therian XCI. This independent
evol ution of X/Z chromosome silencing indicates that it is an integral step in the
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evolution of amniote dosage compensation.
Our action:
We now state on page 13 (paragraph 2) that a different inactivation profile in different
tissues would not be surprising, and justify using cultured fibroblast cells.
- are the authors absolutel y sure that they are not observing random monoallelic
expression on the sex chromosomes, rather than Z- or X-inactivation? They show for
five autosornal BACs high levels of biallelic expression in their cel ls, implying that this
is not the case. However, in so me cases these autosomal BACs identify more than one
gene (in one case more than ten genes). This wi ll artificially elevate the counts in favor
of scoring cells as biallelically-expressing, because each probe wil l hybridi ze to RNAs
from multiple expressing genes. Secondly, how were these autosomal controls selected?
Randoml y? Or because the RNA FISH gives strong, reproducible signals? If the latter is
true this will introduce bias into the experiments because it wi ll favor choosing
autosomal BACs that give biallelic signals. Most compellingly, the fact that
pseudoautosomal genes (which sho uld behave like autosomal genes) also show high
levels of rnonoallelic expression suggests to me that random monoallelic expression is
the more likely scenario.
Our response:
We agree that autosomal BACs containing more than one gene are not ideal. However,
the autosomal loci used in this study were chosen randomly. The only criterion was a
high expression level in humans in a wide variety of tissues based on AceView
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih .gov/IEB/Research/Acembly/) since we did not have access to
fibroblast expression data.
Our action:
This concern overlaps with referee I concern #4. We have chosen six additional
autosomal BACs in platypus and five additional autosomal BACs in chicken with which
we have conducted RNA-FISH. These additional BACs all contained a single gene. We
observed 2 allele-activity as we did for the original autosomal BACs. This new data has
been added to Table S 1 and Table S2.
A neat control would have been to study the expression of the autosomal ortho logues of
the sex-li nked chicken and monotreme genes in mammalian cell s: if these demonstrated
biallelic expression, the monoallel ic expression data for the Z / X genes found in
chickens/monotremes would have proven very compelling.
Our action:
We conducted RNA-FISH with chicken Z/platypus X 5 orthologues on human
fibroblasts, for which we observed 2 allele-active expression. We have added a table to
the supplementary information (Table S3). The reciprocal of this experiment was
actually already conducted, although not presented as such. Four autosomal loci
originally chosen in playpus were orthologous to the human X, and two autosomal loci
originally chosen in chicken were also orthologous to the human X (we have noted
these loci in Tables SI and S2). In therian mammals these loci are all IX-active to
varying degrees, but are all 2-allele active on platypus autosomes.
At the end of the results (page 11) we have included a paragraph describing that we
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tested representative orthologous loci located on a sex chromosome in one species and
autosomal in the second species. This shows that silencing was dependent on if a locus
was located on a sex chromosome, rather than si lencing being a phenomenon of the loci
we had chosen.
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Chapter 3: Methylation Profile of the Chicken Z
Chapter contents:

3.1 A manuscript in preparation titled "DNA methylation patterns on the chicken Z

chromosome".
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3.1 DNA methylation patterns on the chicken Z chromosome
Authors:
Alexandra M Livernois, Hardip R. Patel, Jennifer A Marshal Graves, Paul D Waters
Current status ofpaper
Planned/In preparation/submitted/under revision/accepted/ published

Date paper accepted for publication or anticipated date ofpublication:
2013
Name a/journal:
Genome Biology
Extent to which research is your own:
I initiated this study and extracted genomic DNA from chicken li ver tissue for the
methylation analysis, which was performed by Zymo Reasearch. Bioinfo rmatic analysis
was performed by HP and POW. POW and AML interpreted and analysed the data.
Your contribution to writing the paper:
I wrote the first draft of this manuscript which was critiqued by POW and JAMG. I
prepared the first draft of all figures except for density plots which were prepared by
POW. Figures were critiqued by POW.

Ifpaper not yet accepted,

has the paper been rejected by any journals:

No.

Comments:
This manuscript describes a preliminary analysis of the representation of methylated
CpG dinucleotides throughout the genome of male and female chicken.
I intend to submit this manuscript after further data analyses, refinement of the
manuscript content and subsequent feed back from coauthors.
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Abstract
Most genes on the chicken Z chromosome are expressed at a higher level in ZZ males
than in ZW females, suggesting the absence of a global dosage compensation system.
DNA methylation occurs on the inactive X in eutherians and is accepted to be a
stabilizing mechanism. Investigating the multiple layers of epigenetic regulation that
control transcription is critical to understanding how Z-linked genes are regulated in the
incomplete dosage compensation system in birds. Previous studies of DNA methylation
in birds have examined the male hypermethylated (MHM) locus on the short arm of the
Z chromosome.

MHM transcripts are

expressed

in

females

only,

due

to

hypermethylation of this region in males, and associate with the Z chromosomes near
the site of transcription. Using reduced representation bisulfite sequencing, we analyzed
CpG dinucleotide methylation to generate a male-to-female differential methylation
profile for chicken. At dinucleotide resolution we discovered extensive DNA
methylation differences between the sexes. We found higher global DNA methylation
levels on the Z chromosomes in males than in females, most notabl y in the I 0Mb valley
region on Zp that contains the MHM locus. Our results suggest that differential DNA
methylation 2kb 5' of transcription start sites could have a role in silencing Z-linked
genes in males.
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Introduction
The evolution of sex chromosomes, such as the XY male: XX female system in
mammals and the ZZ male: ZW female system in birds, via a process of Y (or W)
degradation and gene loss, results in reduced X (or Z) gene dosage in the heterogan1etic
sex. In therian mammals, dosage differences are compensated for by inactivation of
most genes on one X chromosome in the somatic cells of females. This results in
equivalent global transcriptional output from the X between XX female and XY male
mammals (Lyon, 1961). Most genes on the mouse X are subject to complete XCI ;
however, many genes located on the evolutionarily more recent region of the human X
escape XCI (Graves, 1995; Carrel and Willard, 2005).

In eutherians, the X chosen for inactivation is a random process controlled by XIST (Xinactive-specific transcript), a large non-coding RNA (Brown et al, 1991; Brockdorff el

al, 1992). XIST is transcribed from the future inactive X which it coats in cis during
early development, although the timing of expression differs between species (Okamoto
et

al, 2011). The process of XCI has been studied at length in mice, and is known to

involve several steps that coincide with developmental timmg. These steps include
counting the number of X chromosomes, choosing which X to inactivate, initiation of
chromosome-wide silencing, and maintenance of the stable and somatically heritable
inactive state of the inactive X (Xi) (reviewed in Wutz, 2011). Throughout this process
the Xi is epigenetically modified and condenses into facultative heterochromatin so that
gene silencing is stable and independent of Xis/ expression (in mice) (reviewed in Wutz,
2011). The mechanistic basis for the transition to stable silencing is not fully
understood.

XCI occurs in marsupials like in eutherians, but it is not a random process; the paternal
Xis preferentially silenced in female somatic cells (Richardson el al, 1971 ; Sharman,
1971 ). Partial and tissue specific expression of X-linked genes was observed
(VandeBerg et al, 1987), leading to the hypothesis that silencing is incomplete and less
stable in marsupials (reviewed in Cooper el al, 1993) Furthermore, reactivation of some
genes in culture has been observed (Kaslow and Migeon, 1987), and most genes that
have been tested escape inactivation at locus specific frequencies (Al Nadaf el al, 20 I 0).
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Unlike therian XCI, monotreme mammals and birds do not have chromosome-wide
inactivation systems; genes on the X/Z chromosome are expressed globally at a higher
level in the homogametic sex (J uli en et al, 2012). The orthologous (although
independently evolved) chicken Z and platypus X 5 undergo locus-specific partial
inactivation in the homogametic sex (Deakin et al, 2008; Livernois et al, 2012a:
Chapter 2) analogous to partial inactivation of genes on the therian X chromosome (Al
Nadaf et al, 201 O; Al Nadaf et al, 2011 ). Thus far, it remains unclear how inactivation
of genes on the sex chromosomes in chicken and platypus is achieved, but the
probabilistic inactivation we observed in therians, monotremes and birds was likely
independently exapted from an ancient toolkit of mechanisms to turn off transcription of
one allele (Ohlsson et al, 2001 ; Chaumeil et al, 201 I; Livernois et al, 2012a: Chapter
2).

DNA methylation in eutherian XCI

It was first shown that DNA methylation is essential for stable silencing of the Xi by
reactivation of genes on the Xi by methylation inhibitors in human-mouse cell hybrids
(Mohandas et al, 1981 ), and independently in a mouse hybrid system in which XCI
occurred normally (Graves, 1982). It is now known that DNA methylation is important
for long-term maintenance of XCI (Mohandas et al, l 981 ; Sado et al, 2000; Bird, 2002;
Plath et al, 2002; Hashimshony et al, 2003). A mutation in the Dnmll gene, which is
required for DNA methylation of Xi promoters and maintenance of repression, disrupts
the silent state of the Xi in mouse embryos and results in reactivation of a previously
silenced Lacz transgene (Sado et al, 2000). However, DNA methylation is not required
for initiation and propagation ofXCl (Sado et al, 2004) and it arises late in the silencing
process (Lock et al, 1987; Keohane et al, 1996). Earlier epigenetic changes follow Xis/
spreading including histone modifications and accumulation of variant histones
(reviewed in Plath et al, 2002). Together these modifications result in condensation of
the Xi into facultative heterochromatin (reviewed in Romito and Rougeulle, 2011).

X-l inked genes that are subject to inactivation on the Xi have a higher methylation level
in their promoter regions compared to those on the Xa, as well as to those that escape
inactivation on the Xi (Goodfellow et al, 1988; Zeschnigk et al, 2009; Sharp et al,
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2011). However, it was shown that methylation of a large fraction of CpG islands
(CGis) on the human X chromosome relative to the autosomes in a female was only
25-75% complete whereas on the autosomes, partial methylation was observed only in
3.8% of all CGis (Zeschnigk el al, 2009). These results demonstrated that partial
methylation ofCGls is a characteristic ofXCI (Zeschnigk et al, 2009).

Cytogenetic studies in human demonstrated that in contrast to promoter methylation,
global methylation is lower on the Xi than on the Xa (Viegas-Pequignot el al, 1988).
This result was confirmed by microarray analysis following methylated DNA
immunoprecipitation (MeDIP) (Weber et al, 2005). Furthermore, allele specific analysis
of the Xa and Xi in human demonstrated that methylation in gene bodies of X-linked
genes is higher on the Xa than on the Xi, although the significance is unclear (Hellman
and Chess, 2007). Consistent with this result was evidence from MeDIP followed by
array hybridization showing increased methylation in the transcribed regions of Xlinked genes that escape inactivation compared to silenced genes (Sharp et al, 2011), as
well as from whole genome bisulfite sequencing in human showing higher methylation
in expressed genes versus inactive genes (Li et al, 2010).

DNA methylation in marsupial XCI

There is controversy regarding differential DNA methylation on the marsupial X
chromosomes. Early studies using methylation-sensitive enzymes detected no
methylation differences associated with the expression of the HPRT and G6PD loci on
the X chromosomes in the Virginia opossum (Didelphis virginiana) ; the associated
CGis were hypomethylated (Kaslow and Migeon, 1987). Later, bisulfite sequencing
identified no differential methylation levels between alleles on the X chromosomes at
the G6PD locus in an Australian wallaroo (Macropus robustus) (Loebel and Johnston,
1996), or the G6PD and PGKI loci in the short-tailed grey opossum (Monodelphis
domestica) (Hornecker et al, 2007). In contrast, hypermethylation of intrageneic CGis

of the HPRT locus in the Australian hill kangaroo (Macropus robuslus) was observed in
vivo on the Xa compared to the Xi, but did not correlate with expression (Piper et al,
1993). Similarly, hypermethylation on the Xa compared to the Xi was demonstrated in
cultured fibroblasts from a M robustus subspecies hybrid (wallaroo - euro) after
chromosome-wide methylation analysis by in situ nick translation (Loebel and
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Johnston, 1993). Furthermore, CGls in the 5' regions of six X-linked genes in the
tammar wallaby (Macropus eugenii) were methylated to different extents for different
genes, and exhibited sex and tissue-specific differences. However, the methylation
status and escape from inactivation were not correlated (Al Nadaf et al unpublished
results).

DNA methylation on monotreme mammal sex chromosomes

Much less is known about the epigenetics of the incomplete X-inactivation system in
the basal monotreme mammals. Using immunofluorescence, Rens et al (2010) observed
no differential methylation between X chromosome homologues in female platypus
fibroblast metaphase spreads, and the Y chromosomes in males had methylation levels
comparable to the other chromosomes. Similar methylation levels were also observed
on the two X chromosomes in female mice in the same study, although the level was
reduced compared to the autosomes (Rens et al, 2010). High-resolution analysis of the
methylation levels and patterns of CpG dinucleotides throughout the genome of a
female and male platypus must be conducted before further conclusions can be made.
DNA methylation on bird sex chromosomes

The short arm of the chicken Z chromosome contains a region of female-specific noncoding RNA (ncRNA) expression, known as the male hypermethylated (MHM) locus.
MHM is transcribed only in females, producing transcripts that accumulate at the site of
transcription. Transcriptional silencing of this region in the ZZ male is the result of
male-specific hypermethylation of cytosines in this region (Teranishi et al, 200 I).
Methylation of CpG dinucleotides also regulates the expression of the Xis/ gene from
the future Xi in eutherians (Sado et al, 2005 ; Barr et al, 2007; Nesterova et al, 2008).
However, the situation in birds is different from that in mammals; whereas Xist RNA is
actively transcribed from the future Xi in XX females, MHM RNA is produced solely
from the single and active Z chromosome in ZW female chickens (Melamed and
Arnold, 2007). Furthermore, Bisoni et al. (Bisoni et al, 2005) showed that the MHM
locus is modified by histone hyperacetylation in female, but not male chickens. The
female hyperacetylation and transcriptional upregulation of the MHM locus are likely to
be related events, since both can be detected in early embryonic development (Bisoni et

al, 2005).
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Graves (2003) hypothesized that a factor on the W chromosome, termed the Z
upregulating factor (ZUF) (originally called F by Teranishi et al. (2001)), controls
transcriptional upregulation from the Z in ZW birds via undermethylation and
expression of MHM RNA. This hypothesis explains why ZO and ZZW aneuploids are
not viable even though there are only a few genes on the small W chromosome. Without
the ZUF, ZO individuals would have only half the normal Z dosage, and ZZW
individuals would have double the normal Z dose (if the ZUF acted on each Z) .
Observations from triploid chickens support this hypothesis; the MHM region is
methylated and silent in ZZZ triploids, whereas ZZW triploids show undermethylation
and expression of MHM RNA. ZZW triploids hatch as females but acquire male
characteristics and masculinization of the gonads with maturation, suggesting a
feminizing effect from the W that is overcome by Z dosage (Graves, 2003).
Interestingly, the DMRTJ locus, which is responsible for sex determination in birds
(Smith et al, 2009), overlaps with the MHM region (Melamed and Arnold, 2007). High
dosage of DMRTI induces male development suggesting a possible role for MHM
transcripts in regulating DMRTJ activity, and therefore sex determination.

Despite the low level of dosage compensation for the majority of chicken Z genes, some
genes are compensated (Ellegren et al, 2007; Itoh et al, 2007; Itoh el al, 2010), of which
a cluster is concentrated near the MHM region in chicken (Melamed and Arnold, 2007;
Arnold et al, 2008; Mank and Ellegren, 2009; Melamed et al, 2009; Zhang el al, 2010).
This "valley" of compensated genes suggests regional Z upregulation in females.
Furthermore, immunofluoresence studies suggested that the MHM chromatin in males
is compact and heterochromatic (inactive), whereas in females it is open and
euchromatic (active) (Itoh el al, 2011). Treatment of male cells with a methylation
inhibitor resulted in MHM RNA expression, demonstrating that silencing is achieved
through DNA methylation (Teranishi et al, 2001 ; Itoh et al, 2011).

Genome-wide methylation (methylome) analyses were conducted for two chicken
species, the red jungle fowl and avian broiler using MeDIP followed by sequencing (Li
et al, 2011). This analysis established that DNA methylation patterns in chickens are

analogous to those of mammals and plants. Promoter regions, which were defined as
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2kb up and downstream of transcription start sites (TSSs), were usually associated with
CGis, which had low methylation, and gene expression was negatively correlated with
DNA methylation.

For many years, the only method for analyzing the methylation of more than 1000 loci
in parallel was restriction genomic landmark scanning (Hayashizaki et al, 1993). More
recently, techniques have been developed to study genome-wide methylation. With the
introduction of next generation sequencing technology, massively parallel sequencing
of bisulfite converted DNA allowed for single base resolution of DNA methylation.
However, this is not realistic for large genomes since the entire genome must be
sequenced at high depth, which has a high cost. Instead, enrichment of DNA seq uences
of interest prior to sequencing is a more reasonable option for obtaining genome-scale
methylation maps of large genomes. To obtain high-resolution differential methylation
maps between the sexes in chicken, we used restriction digestions of the chicken
genome to generate a DNA fragment set enriched in CpG dinucleotides for sequencing
on an Illumina HiSeq (reduced representatio n bisulfite sequencing). Preliminary
analysis shows higher CpG methylation on the Z chromosome in males than in females,
primarily near the 2.2kb MHM region and in the rest of the · J0Mb valley region. We
observed the greatest difference in CpG methylation between the sexes 2kb upstream of
the TSSs of genes in the valley region. Here, we demonstrate a possible role for DNA
methylation in Z-linked gene silencing.
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Methods
Tissue collection and genomic DNA isolation

Liver samples from 8-day-old male and female chicks (Gallus gallus) were collected
and snap frozen. Animals were collected under The Australian National University
Animal Experimentation Ethics Committee proposal number R.CG.14.08 .
Tissue samples were dissolved in DNA extraction buffer (l00mM NaCl, I0mM TrisHcl
pH 8, 25mM EDTA, 0.5% SDS) with proteinase K (200ug/mL) overnight at 50°C.
DNA was extracted with two rounds of phenol:chJoroform, followed by RNase A
treatment, ethanol precipitation containing 10% sodium acetate (3M, pH 5.2) and
resuspended in 50ul of dH 20 . DNA was quantified on a Nanodrop (ThermoFisher
Scientific, Waltham MA, USA), and quality was assessed by agarose gel (1 %)
electrophoresis. Samples were dried in DNA Stable Tubes (Biomatrica).

Methylation analysis

Zymo Research Epiquest Genome-Wide Service was used for data generation. Their
methods are based on methods from Meissner et al. (2008). Briefly, RRBS libraries
were prepared from 1-l0ug chicken genomic DNA. DNA was digested at CCGG sites
with MspI. Size-selected Mspl fragments were ligated to adapters containing 5' -methylcytosine, and were bisulfite-treated to convert any unmethylated cytosines to thymidine.
Treated fragments were PCR-amplified and final size selection was conducted to emich
for fragments with methylated adapter molecules on each end. Library material was
recovered from the gel and sequenced with the Illumina platform. Standard Illumina
base-calling software was used and sequence data was mapped to the reference genome.
A report was provided with the total number of reads, along with the number of reads
that were methylated, at each CpG dinucleotide that was sampled. This data was used
for our preliminary analysis.
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Results
We analyzed the methylation levels of CpG dinucleotides in the genomes of a female
and male chicken. Only CpG orthologous dinucleotides sampled in both sexes, with a
minimum coverage of 10 reads (so we could calculate a methylation ratio), were
included in our analys is.

Characterization of global methylation on the Z chromosome

The male-to-female (M:F) methylation ratio of orthologous autosomal

CpG

dinucleotides was greater than one (M:F = 1.4), indicating that there was global
methylation differe nce between sexes. However, after excluding CpG dinucleotides
with methylation levels below 20% in both sexes, we observed a M:F ratio of 1 on the
autosomes. Thus, the global methylation difference between our samples was due to
underlying low methylation levels. Accordingly, we excluded CpG dinucleotides with
methylation levels below 20% in our analyses of global methylation on the Z
chromosome, and in the valley and peak regions on the Z chromosome.

The global methylation of sampled CpG dinucleotides on the Z chromosome was higher
in males than in females (M:F = 1.3) (Fig. I). This difference was most striking for CpG
dinucleotides in the valley region, where more dosage compensated genes are located,
with a M:F ratio of 2. In males, the global methylation of CpG dinucleotides was higher
on the Z chromosome than on the autosomes. In females, the global methylation of CpG
dinucleotides was lower on the Z than on the autosomes, except for in the peak region,
in which the Z had a hi gher global methylation than the autosomes (Fig. Sl).
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Figure 1. Global methylation. Ma le-to-female methy lation ratios of orthologous

CpG dinucleotides sampled on the autosomes, entire Z chromosome, valley region
of the Z chromosome and the peak region of the Z chromosome. CpG
dinucleotides with a methylation level less than 20% in both sexes were excluded
from this analysis.

In males, the methylation of CpGs in gene bodies (1kb downstream of TSSs) of Zlinked genes was higher than in females (Fig. 2). The average M:F methy lation ratio in
this window was higher than that observed for the whole Z, although it was lower than
the M:F methylation ratio observed in the valley region of the Z.
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:; 0.8
0.4

a
Autosomes

Z

Figure 2. Gene body methylation. Male-to-female methylation ratios of

orthologous CpG di nucleotide sam pled I kb downstream the transcription start si tes
of genes on the autosomes and Z chromosome. CpG dinucl eotid es with a
methylation level less than 20% in both sexes were excluded from thi s analysis.
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Characterization of methylation density on the Z chromosome

We constructed density plots (using sm.density.compare in the R package sm) to search
for regions where there was differential methylation between males and females. The
methylation level of each CpG dinucleotide was used to bin them into a methylation
status according to Table 1 (See Table SI for total numbers of CpG dinucleotide
sampling) (Fig. 3).

Table 1. Orthologous CpG dinucl eotides w ith a minimum coverage of 10 reads.
The number ofCpGs in each methy lati on bin is indicated.
CpG bin

Degree of

Number in entire Z

Number in the peak

Male

--

Number in the valley

methylation
Female

-

Female

Male

2435

2488

1183

354

105

133

516

163

130

859

216

191

Hypo
methylation

0-24%

low

25-49%

1045

1094

361

50-74%

1678

1443

608

75-100%

2077

2133

813

8983

9113

- ---

methylation
High

methylation
Hyper
methylation

Tota l

-- . .

Male

13783

-- -

4217

Female

1213

1667

,. ~.I ~ I ~ I ~ ~ ~ ::: ~•Z
Hypomethylation

Low methylation

High methylation

Hypermethylation

Figure 3. Male-to-female ratios of the number of orthologous CpG dinucleotides
i~ each methy lation bin.
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We sampled the density of CpG dinucleotides in each class of methylation (Table I)
along the Z chromosome. In both sexes all methylation bins displayed similar density
plots, except for in the valley region (25Mb - 35Mb), where the density of
hypermethylated CpG dinucleotides peaked in males at 28Mb (close to the MHM
region) (Fig. 4). In contrast, density plots across the peak region on the Z were almost
indistinguishable between males and females (Fig. 5).
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Figure 4. Density of each methylation cl ass for CpG dinucleotides in the vall ey
region (25Mb - 35Mb) on Zp in A) femal es and B) males. The plots show different
densities of hypermethylated CpG dinucl eotides surrounding the MHM locus,
where there is a cluster of dosage compensated genes.
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Methylation of CpG dinucleotides in potential promoter regions

We examined differential CpG methylation in three different sized windows (1kb, 3kb
and 5kb) upstream of the TSSs of genes on the Z and the autosomes. The most striking
change of M:F methylation ratio was in the 3kb and 5kb windows upstream of valley
genes (Fig. 6) .
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Figure 6. Average M:F methylation ratios for CpG di nucleotides in I kb, 3kb and
5kb windows upstream of TSSs for all genes on the autosomes, Z chromosome,
valley region and peak region. CpG dinucleotides with a methylation level less
than 20% in both sexes were excluded from this analy sis.

To identify the location of the differential methylation we observed in the 3kb and 5kb
windows upstream TSSs of genes in the valley region, we JJ)otted the density of CpGs
in each methylation bin (Table 1) relative to the TSS of all valley region genes (Fig. 7).

When compared to females, we observed that 2kb upstream of the TSS of genes in the
valley region, males had a higher frequency of hypermethylated CpGs and a much
lower frequency ofCpGs with low methylation levels.
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Figure 7. Density of each methylation class of CpG dinucleotides relative to the
transcription start site (0) of genes in the valley region in A) females and B) males.
Negative (-) positions are upstream of the TSS and positive positions are
downstream. There is an obvious difference -2kb from the TSS, where males have
a hi gher density ofhypermethylated CpGs. A relativel y high number ofCpGs were
sam pl ed near the TSS of genes in both sexes (see Fig. S2). This could be due to
bi ased sampling during the RRBS protocol, or enrichment of CpG di nucleoti des in
thi s region.

The densities of each methylation class were similar between the sexes upstream of
genes in the peak region on the Z (Fig. S3), and for Z-linked genes in general (Fig. S4).
Also, as expected, the density of all methylation classes were similar in males and
females upstream of autosomal genes (Fig. SS)

This methylation data was only obtained several weeks before submission (and delivery
of platypus methylation data was delayed until after submission), as such CpG island
(CGI) methylation has not yet been analyzed, but it is noteworthy that the CGJ with the
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most significant between sex differential methylation in the genome was on the Z
chromosome near the MHM region (data not shown).
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Discussion
Over a decade ago, Teranishi et al. (2001) demonstrated differential methylation
between male and female chickens of a region on the short arm of the Z chromosome,
which they termed the male hypermethylated region (MHM). The MHM region is
transcriptionally silent in males due to a high degree of methylation of CpG
dinucleotides (Teranishi et al, 2001; Itoh et al, 201 I). In contrast, the MHM region is
much less methylated on the Z chromosome in females, which permits transcription of
MHM RNA. However, these studies used cytogenetic methods (Southern blot
hybridization of genomic DNA that was digested with methylation sensitive restriction
enzymes (Teranishi et al, 2001), and imrnunostaining and fluorescent in situ
hybridization (FISH) (Itoh et al, 2011)) to show differential methylation levels, which
do not allow for the exact location of differential methylation to be deciphered.

Here we present our preliminary analysis of a genome-wide methylation data generated
using RRBS . Overall, 13783 orthologous CpG dinucleotides were sampled on the Z
chromosome in both male and female, including 1667 in the valley region and 4217 in
the peak region (Table 1). Our data allowed us to conduct a high-resolution analysis of
DNA methylation differences in male and female chicken. We found that methylation
of CpG dinucleotides on the Z chromosome was higher in males than in females in
general, with the most striking difference in the valley region on Zp, which overlaps
with the MHM region. Our results revealed the exact locations of sex-specific
methylation differences on the Z, and demonstrated that differential methylation
generally occurs 2kb 5' upstream of the transcription start site of Z genes in the valley
region.

Global Z methylation
We observed a higher global methylation level of CpG dinucleotides on the Z
chromosomes in males than in females. The M:F ratio of global methylation of CpGs on
the Zs was 1.3. The methylation level we observed on the Z in males (two Z
chromosomes) represents an average of the methylation on each Z. It is possible that
methylation levels on the two Z chromosomes in males are similar, each Z being more
methylated than the single Z in females. Alternatively, methylation on one Z in males
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might be similar to that of the single active Zin females, whereas the second Z (with the
potential for transcriptional silencing) has higher methylation (Z 1 = 1.6Z2), to give the
M:F ratio of 1.3. Cytogenetic studies of the chicken Z chromosomes showed similar
methylation levels on the two Z chromosomes in the MHM region in male cells
(Teranishi et al, 2001). However, treatment of male cells with a demethylating agent
caused asymmetric reduction in methylation, suggesting a difference in the endogenous
methylation of the two Z chromosomes, or alternatively that expression of MHM RNA
from two Z chromosomes is lethal (Itoh et al, 20 I I).

Distribution of DNA methylation on the Z chromosomes
Evidence was presented for regional differences in Z chromosome dosage compensation
in chicken (a Galiform bird) by the mapping of M:F expression ratios of genes along the
Z chromosome (Melamed and Arnold, 2007). Genes with high and low M:F ratios were
interspersed along the Z chromosome, but a region on Zp had relatively low M:F ratios,
and was called the valley. In contrast a broad peak of high M:F ratios was found toward
to distal part of Zq. The valley and peak correspond to areas of compensated and noncompensated genes respectively. The significance of this valley region is in some doubt
because no such valley was observed in zebra finch (a Passseriforme bird) (Melamed
and Arnold, 2007). Other studies in chicken concluded that the apparently dosage
compensated valley region, concentrated in genes with low male to female expression
ratios, simply contains genes with a strong female bias (2009). However, it has now
been shown that the turkey genome has MHM related sequences, suggesting the
evolution of regional dosage compensation (and of the MHM sequence) in Galiform
birds (ltoh et al, 2011 ).

In agreement with previous studies, we observed the greatest difference between the
sexes in the density of hypermethylated CpGs near the MHM region. The frequency of
hypermethylated CpGs in males peaked at 28Mb, which is in the vicinity of the MHM
region.

We revealed that the greatest methylation differences of gene promoters between males
and females occurs for genes in the valley region (Fig. 6). We observed that the greatest
differential methylation occurred 2kb upstream of the TSS of genes in valley region; the
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density of hypermethylated CpGs was much higher in males than in females, whereas
the density of CpGs with low methylation was much higher in females than in males
(Fig. 7). Hypermethylation in the promoter regions of valley genes could resemble the
hypermethylation of promoters of genes on the eutherian Xi. However, in this
preliminary analysis of CpG methylation, we have not analyzed individual genes in the
valley region, so we cannot report the percentage of genes showing differential
methylation between the sexes.

DNA methylation and incomplete Z chromosome silencing

Recently we demonstrated inactivation of Z genes in ZZ male chicken fibroblasts at
reproducible frequencies (Chapter 2). However, there was no correlation between the
extent of inactivation and the location of the gene on the chicken Z, and there was no
evidence of more inactivation in the dosage compensation valley; inactivation of Zlinked genes was observed to varying degrees in both the valley and peak regions. In the
present study, we observed the greatest methylation differences between the sexes for
genes in the valley region, especially concentrated in the MHM region, but methylation
of Z-linked genes in regions outside of the valley was also higher in males.Males had
more CpG dinucleotides classified as having high methylation along the entire Z the
valley and the peak region (Fig. 3). Importantly, dosage compensated and noncompensated genes occur along the entire Z chromosome (Melamed and Arnold, 2007),
and our analysis of promoter methylation needs to be conducted on bins of genes
thought to be dosage compensated, versus genes that are thought to escape dosage
compensation.

The global methylation of CpG dinucleotides was similar for the entire Z chromosome
and the peak region, which is concentrated in genes with high M:F expression ratios
(not dosage compensated) (M:F ratios of 1.3). The distribution and M:F ratio of the
number of CpG dinucleotides in each methylation bin was also similar for the entire Z
chromosome and the peak region. This similarity between the peak and the entire Z
suggests that methylation does not have a role in the low dosage compensation of Z
genes in the peak region.
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Since DNA methylation is a repressive mark that induces transcriptional silencing, it is
conceivable that DNA methylation is repressing transcription of Z-linked genes in ZZ
males to some degree, especially in the valley region. An explanation for the incomplete
dosage compensation of Z genes in chickens could be some degree of transcriptional
repression of dosage sensitive, or sex-dependent Z linked genes in males via DNA
methylation

and

potentially

histone

modification,

along

with

transcriptional

upregulation of Z-linked genes in females (which was demonstrated by Julien et al.
(2012)). Increased Z transcription, due to upregulation by a Z up regulation factor
(ZUF), was proposed by Graves (2003).

Sex-specific methylation of the MHM region was shown to be present very early in
chicken development (I-day embryos) (Teranishi et al, 2001). Z dosage regulation must
be important in early development because sex in birds is determined by the dosage of
the DMRTJ gene (Smith et al, 2009). Sex differences in the dosage of other Z-linked
genes have also been shown in early (day 1 of gastrulation) chick embryos (Zhang et al,
2010). Thus, while DNA methylation is a late acquisition during XCI in eutherian
mammals (Lock et al, 1987; Keohane et al, 1996) and is essential for maintaining
already silent X-linked genes (Mohandas et al, 1981 ; Sado et at, 2000; Bird, 2002; Plath
et al, 2002; Hashimshony et al, 2003), methylation may be acquired earlier in chickens

since it might be important for sex determination (please see "What is the role of the

MHM?'' on page I 35 for a further discussion of the role of DNA methy lation and the
MHM region in birds).

It is unlikely that DNA methylation is the only epigenetic factor on the chicken Z
chromosome with a role in transcriptional regulation. To our knowledge there has been
no examination of potential enrichment of repressive histone modifications (or variants)
on the Z. Therefore the complete epigenetic signature involved in transcriptional
regulation on the chicken Z remains elusive, and a future direction of study.
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Table S1. CpG dinucleotide sampling.
Total CpG
dinucleotides

CpG dinucleotides with a
minimum coverage of 10
reads

Male

1142355

791166

Female

854721

430426

Shared tetal

414341

Shared on the Z

13783

Shared in the Valley

4217

Shared in the Peak

1667
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Chapter contents:

4.1 A manuscript in preparation titled "Histone modifications on the platypus X

chromosomes"
Appendix 1: ChIP Troubleshooting
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4.1 Histone modifications on the platypus X chromosomes
Authors:
Alexandra M Livernois, Shafagh Al Nadaf, Paul D Waters
Current status ofpaper:
Planned/In preparation/submitted/under revision/accepted/ published
Date paper accepted for publication or anticipated date ofpublication:
2013
Name ofjournal:
Proceedings of the National Academy of Science (PNAS)
Extent to which research is your own:
I conducted all chromatin immunoprecipitations and troubleshooting experiments.
Library construction and sequencing experiments were outsourced to BGI. The
preliminary data mapping and peak calling was conducted by BGI.
Your contribution to writing the paper:
I wrote the first draft of the manuscript and prepared all figures, which were edited by
PDW.

ffpaper not yet accepted, has the paper been rejected by any journals:
No
Comments:
This manuscript describes the first high-resolution examination of hi stone modifications
on the X chromosomes of a representative male and female monotreme (platypus).
Analyses of this data will be combined with analysis of genome wide DNA methylation
data for platypus, which was delayed, before submission.
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Abstract
The inactive X chromosome in eutherian mammals is associated with a characteristic
signature of modified histones that contribute to the transcriptional silencing of most
genes that it bears. The non-coding XIST RNA initiates the recruitment of these
silencing marks. Male platypuses have a complex of 5X and SY chromosomes that
share extensive homology, not to the therian XY, but to the bird ZW system. In platypus
there is no XIST gene and X-linked genes are expressed at significantly higher levels in
females than in males (M:F ratio = 0.59). There is no apparent chromosome-wide
inactivation system; however, a reproducible frequency of IX-active and 2X-active
cells for each gene on all of the Xs was demonstrated (Chapter 2). Therefore, should the
platypus Xs share histone modifications common to the eutherian mammal inactive X
chromosome, it will reveal independent recruitment of these epigenetic silencing
mechanisms into the inactivation of unrelated X chromosomes. We conducted
immunoprecipitaion on chromatin derived from male and female platypus fibroblast
cells. We found H3K27me3 to be enriched on X5 in females, suggesting that this
repressive histone mark is involved in transcriptional silencing on independently
evolved Xs in mammals. Likewise, H3K9me3 , enriched on Xi in marsupials, but not
eutherians, is enriched on platypus X3 in females . Additionally, we observed enrichment
of RNA polymerase II on the X chromosomes in males, providing evidence for
transcriptional upregulation.
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Introduction

Therian (eutherian and marsupial) mammals inactivate one X chromosome in the
somatic cells of female mammals during early embryonic development, achieving parity
of X genes with the auto so mes in XX females (Lyon, 1961; reviewed by Heard and
Disteche, 2006; Julien et al, 2012). In mouse and human transcriptional silencing of the
future inactive X (Xi) is regulated by a non-coding RNA, Xist (X inactive-specific
transcript), located in the X-inactivation center (XIC) (reviewed in Augui et al, 2011).
Coating of the future Xi by Xist RNA triggers chromatin changes such as histone
variations and modifications, as well as DNA methylation, which lead to condensation
of the Xi into transcriptionally silent, facultative heterochromatin. Once inactivated, the
inactive state is clonally inherited through many cell divisions (Csankovszki et al,
2001).

Some of the earliest epigenetic changes to Xi include the loss of histone modifications
associated with active euchromatin, such as methylation of histone H3 at lys ine 4
(H3K4me) (Boggs et al, 2002; Mermoud et al, 2002; Peters et al, 2003) and acetylation
of histone H3 at lysine 9 (H3K9) (Heard et al, 2001 ; Chaumeil et al, 2002). Shortly
after, global histone H4 hypoacetlyation is established (Heard et al, 2001 ; Chaumeil et

al, 2002). lmmunofluorescent staining demonstrated that the Xist-coated Xi is enriched
in repressive histone modifications, including H3K9me2, H3K27me3, H4K20mel , and
H2Aubl

(see Table 1). Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) confirmed the

enrichment of H3K27me3 and H4K20mel on the mouse Xi (Kohlmaier et al, 2004).
The histone variant, macroH2Al was also shown by immunofluorescence to be
enriched on the eutherian Xi relative to the Xa and autosomes (Costanzi and Pehrson,
1998). Methylation of H3K9 recruits the heterochromatin-associated protein HP! a ,
which in turn attracts the DNA methylatransferase Dnmt3a, which is involved in the
establishment and maintenance of DNA methylation (Bachman et al, 200 I). CpG island
methylation is required for maintenance of inactivation, and appears several days
postinactivation (Lock et al, 1987).

In marsupials, XCI is imprinted, with inactivated or partially inactivated alleles always
being on the paternal X (Richardson et al, 1971 ). RNA-seq data showed tight dosage
compensation in opossum (Julien et al, 20 I 2) although genes on the Xi escape
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inactivation at locus specific frequencies in cultured tammar wallaby fibroblasts (Al
Nadaf et al, 2010). The region homologous to the eutherian XIC is di srupted in
marsupials (and in monotremes) and there is no evidence of XIST (Davidow et al, 2007;
Hore et al, 2007; Shevchenko et al, 2007), raising questions about the importance of

XIST in initiation and maintenance of silencing. Recently, a non-coding RNA, Rsx
(RNA-on-the-silent X), was identified in the opossum (Monodelphis domestica) with
properties consistent with a role in XCI. Rsx and Xist RNA have similar features: large,
repeat rich, and only transcribed from (and ultimately coat) the inactive X in females;
however, they are non-homologous (Grant et al, 2012). Rsx coats the marsupial Xi in
the absence of factors required for Xist spreading, suggesting that different factors are
important spreading.

There is controversy regarding the DNA methylation status of the marsupial X
chromosome. Some studies have found no differential methylation at 5' CpG sites of
specific loci (Kaslow and Migeon, 1987; Loebel and Johnston, 1996; Hornecker et al,
2007), whereas others have shown hypermethylation on the Xa relative to the Xi within
the body of the HPRTJ gene (Piper et al, 1993) as well as globall y across the
chromosome (Loebel and Johnston, 1993 ; Rens et al, 2010). However, no correlation
between methylation status and expression has been demonstrated (Al Nadaf et al
unpublished data) (Kaslow and Migeon, 1987; Loebel and Johnston, 1993; Piper et al,
1993).

Like the eutherian Xi, one X in the somatic cells of female marsupials replicates late in
S phase (Graves, I 967), and is enriched in repressive marks (Mahadevaiah et al, 2009;
Rens et al, 20 IO; Chaumeil et al, 2011). The marsupial Xi lacks active chromatin marks
during interphase (Chaumeil et al, 201 I) and metaphase (Koina et al, 2009; Rens et al,
2010), and RNA Pol II is excluded forming a transcriptionally silent compartment
(Chaumeil et al, 2011). When compared to the eutherian Xi, the marsupial Xi is
enriched in a different, but overlapping set of repressive histone modifications. The
marsupial Xi is stably enriched in marks typically associated with constitutive
heterochromatin (such as H3K9me3 and H4K20me3; see Table I) (Mahadevaiah et al,
2009; Rens et al, 20 IO; Chaumeil et al, 2011 ; Zakharova et al, 2011 ), but also shares
some eutherian Xi (facultative heterochromatin) repressive marks (H3K27me3 and
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H3K9me2) that are restricted to specific windows of the cell cycle in cultured fibroblast
(Chaumeil et al, 2011). The observation of histone modifications on the marsupial Xi
that are typically associated with constitutive heterochromatin lead the authors to
suggest that marsupial XCI represents an intermediate stage in the evolution of stable
XIST-dependent heterochromatin typical in eutherian mammals.

Relatively little is known about the multiple sex chromosome system in the oviparous
monotreme mammals. Female platypuses have five pairs of X chromosomes and males
have five X and five Y chromosomes (Grutzner et al 2004). Female echidnas also have
five pairs of X chromosomes that share homology with the platypus Xs, but are not
identical , and male echidnas have five X and four Y chromosomes (Dohm et al, 2007;
Rens et al, 2007). The monotreme X chromosomes share extensive homology with the
avian Z chromosome, but none with the therian X chromosome (Rens et al, 2007;
Veyrunes et al, 2008), suggesting that any dosage compensation system for platypus sex
chromosomes evolved independently.

More than 10% of the platypus genome is predicted to be present in one copy in males
and two in females. Although this would seem to necessitate an efficient dosage
compensation system, compensation in the platypus appears to be only partial. Unlike
therian XCI, platypus do not have a chromosome-wide inactivation system . Genes on
the X chromosomes are expressed globally at a higher level in females (Julien et al
2012), and undergo probabilistic silencing in individual nuclei (Deakin et al 2008)
(Chapter 2).

Rens et al. (2010) used immunofluoresence to investigate histone modifications on
platypus metaphase chromosomes derived from cultured fibroblast cells. They observed
region-specific acetylation (active marks) on all chromosomes, which correlated with Rpositive bands, but observed no difference between X chromosome homologues in
females, nor any difference on the X chromosomes in males relative to the autosomes.
Thus, Rens et al. (2010) suggested that dosage compensation was unlikely to be due to
hypertranscription of unpaired X chromosomes in males. However, Julien et al. (2012)
provided evidence for partial transcriptional upregulation from the single X 5 in males.
They observed similar expression levels from the present day platypus X5 , and proto X5
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(pX 5) (homologous autosome counterparts in species with non-homolougous sex
chromosomes) in males, and X 5 :pX5pX 5 ratios that were significantly greater than 0.5.
These results suggested that upregulation of at least Xs in male platypus was a likely
part of dosage compensation. The observation by Rens et al. (2010) of no global
acetlylation enrichment on the Xs in male platypus suggests that different mechanisms
are responsible for the transcriptional upregulation of the X in male platypus;
alternatively, acetylation might simply accumulate on metaphase chromosomes.

Rens el al. (2010) found equal staining for repressive histone marks (H3K27me3 ,
H3K9me3, H4K20me3 and HP!a) on both homologues of X chromosomes and
autosomes in female platypus at metaphase. Enrichment of H3K9me3 and H4K20me3
was found at blocks of constitutive heterochromatin, whereas enrichment of H3K27me3
corresponded to R-positive bands (euchromatic GC-rich regions). The heterochromatin
forming protein HP la was not detected at metaphase, but clusters of this protein were
observed in interphase nuclei, suggesting cell-cycle specific accumulation of HP la in
heterochromatin (Rens et al, 20 I 0). The lack of epigenetic differences between
homologous X chromosomes led the conclusion that platypus does not have a dosage
compensation system comparable therian XCI.

Immunofluoresence can reveal the changes in histone marks and other epigenetic
factors at microscopic resolution, but does not allow for detection of local epigenetic
changes (Marks el al, 2009). Furthermore histone marks can be transient and cell cycle
specific. Metaphase represents only a small part of the cell cycle, so histone
modifications present on the Xi in the rest of the cell cycle may not be represented
(Chaumeil el al, 201 I). Indeed, failure to detect enrichment of the inactive mark
H3K27me3 on the Xi in tarnmar wallaby during metaphase (Koina el al, 2009) was
probably due to cell cycle dependent accumulation of this modification. Chaumeil el al.
(201 I) observed strong enrichment of H3K27me3 in 30% of female tammar wallaby
nuclei , almost exclusively during late S phase and early G2. However, H3K27me3 was
enriched in 60% and 98% of interphase cells from opossum liver and brain respectively
(Mahadevaiah el al, 2009).

In thi s study, we aimed to discover whether histone modifications associated with the
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inactive X chromosome in eutherian and marsupial mammals were also involved in
partial inactivation of X-linked genes in platypus. The facultative heterochromatin of
the human and mouse Xi has a characteristic profile of histone modifications and
variants, but none has been specifically correlated with the inactivation status of
individual genes (Kucera et al, 2011). We also aimed to determine the distribution of
RNA polymerase II (RNA Pol II) on the platypus X chromosomes, since it is required
for transcription (Gilchrist et al, 2009). In order to obtain a detailed molecular view of
four repressive histone modifications, along with RNA Pol II distribution on the
platypus X chromosomes, we performed chromatin immunoprecipitations (ChIP),
which were subsequently sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq, on chromatin extracted from
female and male cultured fibroblast cells. Preliminary analysis revealed enrichment of
repressive marks (H3K9me3 and H3K27me3) on X 3 and X 5 in females, indicative of a
role in an X-inactivation-like process, similar to that observed in therian mammals.
Additionally, we observed enrichment of RNA Pol II on X, , X2, X1 and X5 in males,
providing evidence for transcriptional upregulation.
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Materials and Methods
Preparation of cross-linked cells
All cell culture was carried out following the protocol from Livernois et al. (2012a:
Chapter 2). Cells were grown to ~90% confluency in a l 75cm2 flask. Cells were washed
in PBS and detached from the flask with 5ml of lmg/ml trypsin. 10ml of 10% DMEM
(Jnvitrogen) was added and cells were pelleted at 405rcf for 5 minutes. The cell pellets
were either snap frozen and stored at -80°C (upon later use, the pellet was thawed on ice
and re-suspended in 1% formaldehyde (Sigma) solution in room temperature 10%
DMEM), or used immediately. Fresh cell pellets were re-suspended in 10ml of room
temperature I 0% DMEM (30µ1 was taken out for cell count) and formaldehyde was
added to a final concentration of 1%. Cells were incubated for 5 minutes at room
temperature on a gently shaking platform. Glycine was added to quench at a final
concentration of 0.125M, and incubated for 5 minutes at room temperature on a gently
shaking platform. Cells were pelleted at 405rcf for 5 minutes at 4°C, washed twice in
~25ml ice-cold IX PBS, and re-pelleted at 1620rcf rpm for 5 minutes after the second
wash. The cross-linked cell pellet was either snap frozen and stored at -80°C, or used
immediately.

Chromatin preparation and sonication
The cross-linked cell pellet was resuspended in 500µ1 (for ~2 x 107 cells) of lysis buffer
(l0mM EDTA pH8.0; 1% SDS ; 50mM Tris-HCL pH 8.1) with protease inhibitors
(PIC) (Millipore cat. 20-283). Note that the lysis buffer was warmed to room
temperature to dissolve the SDS and then cooled on ice before addition of PIC. The
lysate was immediately transferred to a 1.5ml eppendorf and mashed with a small
plastic pestle before incubation on ice for 15 minutes with light vortexing every 5
minutes for 5 seconds ensuring lysate did not warm. 100µ1 aliquots of the lysate were
transferred to 0.6ml ChIP tubes (Diagenode), and then sonicated with a NGS Bioruptor
(Diagenode) on high for 18 minutes, 30s on 30s off. Sonicated samples were transferred
to a 1.5ml eppendorf tube and centrifuged at 4°C at 16.1 ref for 10 minutes to pellet
insoluble material. The supernatant was transferred to a fresh 1.5ml epindorf tube.
Sonicated chromatin was stored at 4°C while checking concentration and size,
otherwise samples were kept at -80°C.
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Chromatin size and concentration check

A 20µ1 aliquot of sonicated chromatin was taken to check size and concentration.
Elution buffer (50mM NaHCO 3 , I% SDS) was added to a final volume of I 00µ1 along
with NaCl to a final concentration of 0.6M. Samples were boiled in a water bath for 15
minutes to reverse cross-links. Samples were cooled to room temperature and I µI of
DNase-free RNaseA was added, followed by incubation at 37°C for 10 minutes. DNA
was purified using a PCR purification kit (lnvitrogen), eluting in 30µ1 water. The
concentration was measured on a NanoDrop to determine the chromatin yield. 1.5 - 2µg
of chromatin was run on a 1.2% agarose gel to check that the size was between 200bp
and 500bp.

Chromatin immunoprecipitation

Enough chromatin to yield 5µg of DNA (calculated from chromatin size and
concentration check) was used for each ChlP. An IgG negative control was included
along with experimental antibodies. 0.5µg (10%) of chromatin was saved for the total
input sample (kept at -20°C until the next day, and then cross-links were reversed along
with the ChlP samples). Chromatin was diluted 5-fold in ice-cold dilution buffer
(Millipore) containing PIC (1 volume chromatin plus 4 volumes dilution buffer). 5µg
of the antibody of interest was added, and incubated gently rotating overnight at 4°C.

Magnetic capture of antibody-chromatin complexes

20µ1 of magnetic G beads (Millipore) were added to each ChlP sample and incubated at
4°C rotating for 2 hours. Samples were centrifuged briefly, and then beads were
allowed to settle in a magnetic rack before removing supernatant. Beads were washed
consecutively with 1ml of low salt buffer, I ml of high salt buffer, 1ml of LiCI buffer,
Im! of TE buffer (Millipore), for 5 minutes each at 4°C. Between each wash samples
were centrifuged briefly, and then beads were allowed to settle in a magnetic rack
before removing supernatant. After the final wash, tubes were spun briefly and contents
were transferred fresh 1.5ml epindorf tube. Beads were allowed to settle in a magnetic
rack, and supernatant was removed. Tubes were removed from magnetic rack and I 00µ1
of elution buffer was added, followed by agitation at room temperature for 30 minutes.
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Beads were allowed to settle in a magnetic rack and supernatent (chromatin-antibody
complexes) was transfer to a fresh tube. NaCl was added to final concentration of 0.6M.
Total input was thawed and diluted with 4 volumes elution buffer, and NaCl was added
to a final concentration of 0.6M. Samples were incubated at 67°C overnight to reverse
cross-links.

List of Abeam antibodies used to detect histone modifications.
Primary Antibody

Catalogue number

Lot number

H3K9me3

ab8898

GR36722-l

H3K9me2

j ab 1220

H3K27me3

ab6002

H4K20mel

j ab905 I

RNA

polymerase

II

abS 131

CTD repeat
Mouse control IgG
Rabbit control IgG
*Goat

polyclonal

j abl8413
ab46540

I ab672 l

I
I

GR41249-l
GR41831-l
GR20471-l
GR23001-2

I

GR22641-3
GR39614
GR27l3I

secondary antibody

* This antibody was used in Western blots only.

DNA purification and fragment size check

Samples were cooled to room temperature and 1µI of RNaseA (Fermentas) was added,
followed by incubation at 37°C for 20 minutes. DNA was purified with a PCR clean-up
kit (Invitrogen), eluting each sample in 30µ1

water.

The concentration of

immunoprecipitated DNA was check on the Qubit. 10-20ng was run on a 2% agarose
gel, stained with Ge!Star SYBR Gold gel stain (Lonza), to check fragment size range.

Library construction and sequencing

All ChIPs on male and female chromatin were sent to the Beijing Genomics Institute
(BGI) for library construction and sequencing. SOAP 2.2.1 (Li et al, 2009) was used to
map the reads to sequence anchored to chromosomes in the current draft assembly of
the platypus genome (Ornithorhynchus_anatinus-5 .0), and MACS (Zhang et al, 2008)
was us1:;d to call peaks.
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Results
Here we present our preliminary analysis of H3K27me3, H3K9me3 , H3K9me2,
H4K20mel , and RNA Pol II differential accumulation on the X chromosomes in a male
and female platypus. We compared differential fold-enrichment of peaks (relative to the
background level) that were shared in both sexes to determine sex specific enrichment.
We also report the overall number of uniquely mapped reads on each X chromosome
for each modification.

This ChIP data was obtained three weeks before submission; as such the distribution of
enrichment along the X chromosomes, and peak locations relative to genes (i.e.
promoter, gene body, etc.) have yet to be determined. Furthermore, the percentage of
reads that uniquely mapped to the reference was low (18-23%; Table 2), which
corresponds to the fraction of the platypus genome that has been anchored to
chromosomes (21 %). Much of the sequenced platypus genome is on contigs that are
unanchored in the current draft assembly (Omithorhynchus_anatinus-5.0). Before
conducting a detailed analysis, we will remap the data to the whole platypus assembly
(anchored and unanchored scaffolds), and include many large ~ultra-contigs previously
anchored to the sex chromosomes and the autosomes (Veyrunes et al, 2008).

Our hypothesis is that one of a pair of Xs in females (the active X), and the single X in
males (assumed active), would have similar levels of repressive modifications. Any
differential enrichment between the sexes was considered to be on the second X
(presumably inactive) in females. The enrichment of hi stone modifications on the
autosomes should be similar between the sexes, but we do not observe identical average
fold increase of shared peaks on the autosomes (Fig. 1 to Fig. 5). However, fo ld
changes of shared peaks between the sexes on the X chromosomes differs greatly for
H3K27me3 on X5, and H3K9me3 on X 3,_ which we consider to be global female
specific enrichment.
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Table 1. Profiles of histone modfications associated with the Xi and/or constitutive
heterochromatin in eutherian, marsupial and monotreme mammals.
Mooificiti~

Repressive H3K27me3

H3K9me2

H4K20me3

H4K20mel

H3K9me3

H2AUbl

H3K27mel

Active

H3K4me

Eutherian

CoiistiUtiv-,- - - Marsupial Xi - - Platypus Xi

mammal Xi

heterochromatin
{in eutherians}

Yes
(Plath et al,
2003; Silva et
al, 2003)

No
(see Brinkman
et al, 2006)

Yes
(Heard et al,
2001;
Rouguelle et al,
2004)
No
(Kohlmaier et
al, 2004)
Yes
(Chadwick and
Willard, 2004)

No
(see Brinkman
et al, 2006)

Yes
(Koh lmaier et
al, 2004)
No (Kohlmaier
et al, 2004)
Yes
(Chadwick and
Willard, 2004)

Yes - cell cycle
dependent
(Mahadevaiah et
al, 2009; Rens et
al, 2010;
Chaumeil et al,
2011)
Yes - cell cycle
dependent
(Chaumeil et al,
2011)

Yes - Xs (this
study)
No
(Rens et al,
2010)

Yes
(Schotta et al,
2004)

Yes
(Rens et al,
2010; Chaumeil
et al, 2011)

No
(Rens et al,
2010)

No
(see Brinkman
et al, 2006)

No
(Chaumeil et al,
2011)

No (this study)

Yes
(Rens et al,
2010 ; Chaumeil
et al, 2011)

Yes - x, (this
study)
No
(Rens et al,
2010)

?

?

No
(Chaumeil et al,
2011)

?

No
(Koina et al,
2009; Rens et al,
2010; Chaumeil
et al, 2011)
No
(Wakefield et al,
1997; Koina et
al, 2009; Rens et
al, 2010;
Chaumeil et al,
2011)

No
(Rens et al,
2010)

Yes
(Peters et al,
2003; Rice et al,
2003; Chadwick
and Willard,
2004; Schotta
et al, 2004)
Yes
No
( de Napoles et (de Napoles et
al, 2005)
al, 2005)
No (Kohlmaier Yes
et al, 2004)
(Peters et al,
2003; Rice et al,
2003)
No
No
(Heard et al,
(Peters et al,
2001; Chaumeil 2003)
et al, 2002)

H3K9ac

No
(Heard et al,
2001)

No
(Hebbes et al,
1988 ; O'Neill
and Turner,
1995; reviewed
in Grunstein,
1997)

H4Kac

No
(Keohane et al,
1996;
Kohlmaier et al,
2004)

No
(Hebbes et al,
1988; O'Neill
and Turner,
1995; reviewed
in Grunstein,
1997)

No (this study)

No
(Rens et al,
2010)

No
No
(Koina et al,
(Rens et al,
2009; Rens et al, 2010)
2010; Chaumeil
et al, 2011)
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Table 2. Results of read alignment provided by BGI in males (M) and females (F).
Mapped

Mapped

Mapped Rate

Unique

Sample ID

Total Reads

F H3K9me3

25,023,796

7,307,322

4,523,985

29.20%

18.08%

F_H3K9me2

25,640 ,738

8,650,609

5,914,349

33.74%

23.07%

Reads

Reads

Mapped Rate

F_ RNA-po III

25 ,715 ,983

7,494,214

4,981,636

29.14%

19.37%

F_H3K27me3

24,775 ,919

6,694,759

4,745 ,570

27.02%

19.15%

F H4K20mel

25 ,476,507

7,161 ,221

4,975,410

28.11%

19.53%

M H3K9me3

25 ,489,913

7,796,591

4,946, 170

30.59%

19.40%

M_H3K27me3

25 ,677,324

8,037,239

5,607,225

31.30%

21.84%

M_RNA-polII

25 ,234,225

7215,796

4,828, 143

28.60%

19.13%

M H4K20mel

22,148,314

6, 144,951

4,257,499

27.74%

19.22%

M~H3K9me2

22,203 ,183

7,374,164

4,948,178

33.21%

22.29%

"Mapped reads": number of reads that can be aligned to the reference genome. "Unique mapped
reads": number of reads which align to the reference genome uniquely. "Mapped rate" : ratio of
mapped reads to total reads. "Unique mapped rate" : ratio of unique mapped reads to total reads.
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Repressive modifications H3K9me2, H4K20mel, H3K27me3 and H3K9me3

H3K9me2. We observed no differential fold enrichment of H3K9me2 at shared peaks
between males and females (Fig. 1). The total number of tag counts on X 5 was higher in
females compared to males (F :M ratio of 1.71), suggesting similar occupancy of this
modification on each X in females (Xa and Xi) and the single X in males (Table 3,
Table 4 and Fig. 6). In contrast, a similar percentage of reads were mapped to X 1, X 2
and X 3 in males and females (F :M ratios of 1.11 , 0.97 and 0.99 respectively),
suggesting that the X 1i, X2 i and X 3i look similar to autosomes (M:F ratio of mapped
reads was 0.95) for this modification (see Table 3, Table 4 and Fig. 6).

20 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

16

C

E

12

-5
.§
(l/

"O

8

~
4

H3K9me2
•

Male

■ Female

Figure 1. H3K9me2. Average fold change for H3K9me2 at shared peaks between
males and females. Error bars are one standard deviation. Significantly different
enri_chment is indicated by asterisks: *P<0.05 **P<0.001. N umbers next to
chromosome name indicate the number of shared peaks.

H4K20mel. We observed no differential fold enrichment of H4K20mel at shared
peaks in females relative to males (Fig. 2). The total number of tag counts on X 5 was
higher in females compared to males (F:M ratio of 1.66), suggesting similar occupancy
of this modification on each X (Xa and Xi) in females and the single X in males (Table
3, Table 4 and Fig. 6). In contrast, a similar percentage of reads were mapped to X 1, X 2
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and X3 in males and females (F:M ratios of 1.12, 0.88 and 0.96 respectively),
suggesting that the Xii, X2i and X1i look similar to autosomes (M:F ratio of mapped
reads was 0.96) for this modification (see Table 3, Table 4 and Fig. 6).
16 ~ - - - - - -~ ~- - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - -

12

8

4

H4K20mel

■ Male

■ Female

Figure 2. H4K20mel. Average fold change for H4K20mel at shared peaks
between males and females. Error bars are one standard deviation. Significantly
different enrichment is indicated by asterisks: *P<0.05 **P<0.001. Numbers next
to chromosome name indicate the number of shared peaks.

H3K27me3. In contrast to H3K9me2 and H4K20mel , we demonstrate the striking

trend for a larger fold enrichment of H3K27me3 at shared peaks in females relative to
males on Xs (Fig. 3). However, despite enrichment at shared peaks on X5 the percentage
of reads that map to Xs was close to double in females compared to males (F:M = 1.70),
suggesting similar occupancy of this modification on each X (Xa and Xi) in females and
the single X in males (Table 3, Table 4 and Fig. 6). In contrast, a similar percentage of
reads were mapped to X1 and X 3 in males and females (F:M ratios of 0.98), suggesting
that the Xii and X3 i look similar to autosomes (M:F ratio of mapped reads was 0.98) for
this modification (see Table 3, Table 4 and Fig. 6). The F:M ratio of tag counts on X2
was 0.71, indicating depletion ofH3K27me3 in females compared to males (Fig. 6).
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Figure 3. H3K27me3. Average fo ld change for H3K27me3 at shared peaks
between males and females. Error bars are one standard deviation. Significantly
different enrichment is indicated by asterisks: *P<0.05 **P<0.001. Numbers next
to chromosome name indicate the number of shared peaks. Only one shared peak
was mapped on X 3 so it is not included in this graph.

H3K9me3. We demonstrated a trend for larger fold enrichment ofH3K9me3 at shared

peaks in females relative to males on X3 (Fig. 4). The tag count on X 5 was higher in
females compared to males (F :M = 1.62), indicating similar occupancy ofH3K9me3 on
both Xss (Xa and Xi) in females and the single X in males (Table 3, Table 4 and Fig. 6).
The M:F ratio of mapped reads on X 2 was also higher in females compared to males
(F:M =1.50). In contrast, a similar percentage of reads were mapped to X 1 and X 3 in
males a.nd females (F :M ratios of 1.15 and 0.83 respectively), suggesting that the X 1i
and X3 i look similar to autosomes (M:F ratio of mapped reads was 0.94) for this
modification (see Table 3, Table 4 and Fig. 6).
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Figure 4. H3K9me3. Average fold change for H3K9me3 at shared peaks between

males and females. Error bars are one standard deviation. Significantly different
enrichment is indicated by asterisks: *P<0.05 **P<0.001. Numbers next to
chromosome name indicate the number of shared peaks.

Enrichment of RNA Pol II on the Xs in males

We observed a general trend of a larger fold change of RNA Pol II shared peaks on the
X chromosomes _ in males (Fig. 5) than in females, indicating the potential for
transcriptional upregulation ofX chromosome genes in males. The total tag count on X 5
was higher in females compared to males (F:M = 1.77), suggesting similar occupancy
of this modification on both X5 alleles in females (X 5a and Xsi) and the single Xs in
males (Table 3, Table 4 and Fig. 6). In contrast, a similar percentage of reads were
mapped to X1 , X2 and X3 in maies and females (F :M ratios of 1.08, 0.98 and 0.94
respectively), suggesting that the X 1i, X2i and X3i look similar to autosomes (M:F ratio
of mapped reads was 0.96) for this modification (Table 3, Table 4 and Fig. 6).
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Figure 5. RNA Pol II shared. Average fold change for RNA Pol II at shared
peaks between males and females . Error bars are one standard deviation.
Significantly different enrichment is indicated by asterisks : *P<0.05 **P<0.00 l.
Numbers next to chromosome name indicate the number of shared peaks.
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Figure 6. Female-to-male ratios of unique tag counts for each modification on each
chromosome.
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Table 3. Summary of total number of reads mapped for each modification on each X chromosome in males and females.
Chromosome

H3K27me3
Female

Male

H3K9me2
Female

Male

H3k9me3
Female

Male

H4K20mel
Female

Male

RNA pol II
Female

Male

Xl
X2
X3
XS

489179
44843
70655
304911
3835983

587864
74783
84874
211617
4648088

668601
79789
77568
403035
4685356

505186
68619
65274
196982
4112118

632692
99181
46997
273576
3471540

600545
72279
62051
185066
4026230

486438
34269
51609
290820
4112275

371882
33480
45987
149948
3656203

566285
63541
62396
306458
3982957

506082
62828
64662
168217
4026355

4745571

5607226

5914349

4948179

4523986

4946171

4975411

4257500

4981637

4828144

Autosomes
total reads
maooed

Table 4. Percentage of total mapped reads for each modification on each chromosome in males and females.
Chromosome

Xl
X2
X3
XS
Autosomes

H3K27me3
Female

Male

H3K9me2
Female

Male

H3k9me3
Female

Male

H4K20mel
Female

Male

RNA pol II
Female

Male

10.31
0.94
1.49
6.43
80.83

10.48
1.33
1.51
3.77
82.89

11.30
1.35
1.31
6.81
79.22

10.21
1.39
1.32
3.98
83.10

13.99
2.19
1.04
6.05
76.74

12.14
1.46
1.25
3.74
81.40

9.78
0.69
1.04
5.85
82.65

8.73
0.79
1.08
3.52
85 .88

11.37
1.28
1.25
6.15
79.95

10.48
1.30
1.34
3.48
83.39
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Discussion
Our demonstration of larger fold enrichment of H3K27me3 and H3K9me3 at shared
peaks in females compared to males demonstrates that these epigenetic silencing
mechanisms might play a role in the transcriptional silencing of independently evolved
X chromosomes in mammals. Enrichment of H4K20mel on the eutherian Xi is XIST
dependent (Kohlmaier et al, 2004), so it is not surprising that we failed to detect
differential enrichment at shared peaks between males and females. Similarly,
recruitment of H3K9me2 is also thought to be Xist dependent since it occurs
immediately following Xist coating of the Xi (Heard et al, 2001 ), so our failure to detect
an enrichment on the platypus Xs in females is also unsurprising; however, the
marsupial Xi (with no XIST) was enriched for H3K9me2 in 30% of nuclei (Chaumeil et
al, 2011). On the other hand, it is also possible that the absence of H4K20mel and
H3K9me2 on the platypus X chromosomes is because of their activity state. The
incomplete inactivation of genes on the platypus X chromosomes may have no need for
all of the modifications that are involved in the stable silencing of the eutherian Xi. For
full discussion of the independent exaptation of histone modifications on the
independently evolved X chromosomes in mammals, please "PJatypus epigenetics" on
page 137.

Large P ARs and total tag counts

Importantly, although inactivation is incomplete on the platypus X chromosomes, we
observed that adjacent genes were always expressed from the same X5 chromosome in
females. This is consistent with a hypothesis that all loci on one X 5 chromosome are
active (Xsa), and loci on the other Xs (X 5i) are subject to inactivation in a proportion of
cells (Chapter 2).

We hypothesized that one of a pair of Xs in females (Xa), and the single X in males
(assumed active), should have similar levels of repressive modifications. However,
much of X1, X2 and X3 are pseudoautosomal (see Fig. 7) and we would expect similar
enrichment for each modification between the sexes on the P ARs and autosomal
regions. Our observation that the four histone modifications and RNA Pol II have M:F
tag count ratios close to one might suggest that the X 1i, X2i and X3i are depleted almost
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completely of each modification (Table 3 and Table 4). The paucity of anchored X
specific regions in the platypus assembly will skew our interpretation; hence, a tag
count M:F ratio of one is unlikely to indicate depletion of marks from X-specific
regions of Xi in females.

We previously observed inactivation of the P ARs in platypus to similar extents in both
sexes (Chapter 2), which could be the result of inactivation creeping into the P ARs as a
result of the proximity to inactive chromatin (Xi in females and the heterochromatic Y
in males). Similar tag counts in males and females for each repressive modification on
X1, X 2 and X 3 suggests that the inactivation of P ARs in both sexes is not the result of
different epigenetic (histone) profiles between Y and Xi PARs.

In contrast, the tag count for each modifications on X 5 was much higher in females
compared to males (F:M = 1.6 to 1.8) (Table 3, Table 4 and Fig. 6). A tag count ratio
close to 2 suggests that the occupancy of a modification is the same on X 5a, X 5i and the
single X 5 in males. However, in contrast to the largely pseudoautosomal X 1, X 2, and X 3,
the PAR on X 5 is small, so most of the chromosome is X-specific (Fig. 7). Therefore,
the higher tag count in females compared to males is likely due to ploidy (X 5X 5 versus
XsYs).

X3

XS

8
Y5

Y4

Yl

Figure

7.

Sex

chromosome

system

in

a

male

platypus.

Approximate

pseudoautosomal regions (PARs) are indicated by grey boxes. Pink represents
homologous regions determined by fluorescent in situ hybridization (Veyrunes et

ai, 200s).
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Shared peaks versus X chromosome tag counts
There are two noteworthy inconsistencies in our data between the fold enrichment of
shared peaks and the tag counts on X chromosomes. First, we observed increased fold
enrichment of H3K9me3 at shared peaks on X 3 in females relative to males, but also
fewer tag counts in females compared to males on X 3 . Second, we observed fold
enrichment at shared peaks for RNA Pol II in males relative to females, but also similar
(X 1, X2 and X 3 ) or fewer (Xs) total tag counts in males compared to females. In this
initial analysis, we used the peak calling provided by BGI (Table 5). The peaks
produced by histone - DNA interactions can be difficult to detect because they are
relatively broad and have a low intensity due to the large binding region (Wilbanks and
Facciotti, 2010). The background sequencing depth, against which peaks were called
(and fold enrichment), was calculated from the entire genome. A small number of peaks
with a high enrichment (i.e. the high fold enrichment observed X 5 in females for
H3K27me3: see Fig. 3) can use a substantial proportion of the sequencing reads, and
result in decreased sequencing depth in other parts of the genome that biases peak
calling. Therefore, comparatively modest but significant peaks might have not have
been called in females.

Table 5. Peak calling table from BGI
Number

Tota l Peaks

of Peaks

Length (bp)

F lDK9me3

6,915

1,186,728

172

178

F_lDK9me2

5,637

1,139,205

202

205

0.26%

F_ RNA-polII

5,596

942,913

168

162

0.22%

F lDK27me3

1,538

1,581 ,243

1,028

1,181

0.36%

F_H4K20mel

1,705

1,925,381

1, 129

1,349

0.44%
0.28%

Sample

Ave rage of Pea ks
Length(bp)

Median of Peaks
Length (bp)

Percentage
0.27%

M_H3K9me3

7,392

1,235,092

167

168

M_H3K27me3

4,377

809,634

185

182

0.19%

M_RNA-polll

5,759

910,027

158

155

0.21%

M_H4K20mel

1,835

1,707,868

931

1, 198

0.39%

M_H3K9me2

5,893

1,257,461

213

217

0.29%

"Number of peaks": the number of tota l peaks after peak calling. "Total peaks length (bp)": the
total length of all peaks. "Average of peaks length": the average length of all peaks. "Median of
peaks length (bp )": the median length of all peaks. "Percentage"; the ratio of "total peaks
length" .a nd reference size.
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Additionally, the distribution of modifications and RNA Pol II along the X
chromosomes, and relative to genes, was not established in this analysis, and we have
not delimited X-specific regions from PARs. The distribution of modifications will be
more meaningful than the absolute tag count in males and females. For example, the Xi
and the Xa in females could have the same total number of modifications, but their
distributions could differ, resulting in the high fold enrichments we observed for
H3K27me3 on X 5 and H3K9me3 on X3 in females relative to males. The location of
epigenetic modifications relative to transcription start sites (TSSs) is of functional
importance. For example, Kucera et al. (2011) found an association between RNA Pol
II and H3K27me3 occupancy in gene bodies on the Xi in humans, indicating a potential
role for H3K27me3 to mark specific genes on the Xi for escape from inactivation.
Additionally, dosage compensation in Drosophila results from increased RNA Pol II
occupancy at the promoters of genes on the single X chromosome in males, resulting in
increased transcription. In contrast, the pattern of RNA Pol II occupancy on the

Drosophila X chromosomes was similar to the autosomes in females (Conrad et al,
2012).

Conclusions and future analyses

We will re-map the sequencing reads using Bowtie (Langmead et al, 2009), and call
peaks with SICER (Zang et al, 2009), which was designed specifically for the
identification of the diffuse ChIP-enriched regions of hi stone modifications (enrichment
for a short distance of nucleosomes is usually not significant). SICER uses spatial
clustering against a random background to identify clusters unlikely to appear by
chance, taking the enrichment context (surrounding chromatin) on a local window into
account when determining significance (Zang et al, 2009).

Our preliminary observation of H3K27me3 and H3K9me3 fold enrichment on X5 and
X3 respectively in females at shared peaks, contrasts to the equal staining of inactive
histone modifications on both homologues of all X chromosomes and autosomes in
female platypus metaphase chromosomes (Rens et al, 2010). However, the Xi and the
Xa in females could have the same total accumulation of histone modification, which
would be viewed as similar staining on metaphases, but their distributions could differ
(e.g. areas of dense binding on the Xi), resulting in the differential enrichment we
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observed for H3K27me3 on X5 and H3K9me3 on X 3. Additionally, locating a subset of
peaks that contain heterozygous single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) could reveal
allele specific binding of modifications on the Xa and Xi chromosomes.

In the future, we will compare the distribution of the four repressive histone marks and
RNA Pol II analyzed here (and the yet to be received genome-wide DNA methylation
data) with transcriptome expression data (also yet to be received) from the same male
and female platypus cell lines. We can then directly assess whether there is a correlation
between transcript levels and histone modifications/ DNA methylation/ RNA Pol II
enrichment. Importantly, the facultative heterochromatin of the human and mouse Xi
has a characteristic profile of histone modifications and variants, but none has been
specifically correlated with the inactivation status of individual genes (Kucera et al,
2011). These analyses allow us to compare the epigenetic machinery involved in the
inactivation of platypus X genes and inactivation of the non-homologous X in
eutherians and marsupials.
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Appendix 1: ChIP Troubleshooting

After unsuccessful attempts over two years with Millipore's Magna ChIP™ G (cat.
no.17-611) and Imgenex's QuikChIP™ (cat. no. 30101K), I successfully adapted a
histone ChIP protocol kindly supplied by Ms. Heather Witt. The following is an outline
of my troubleshooting experiments.

Large fragments in ChIPs
Initially the DNA fragments after ChIP experiments were too large for library
construction; the average fragment size for sequencing should be between 200bp and
500bp (Fig. Al) (O'Geen et al, 2011). Both agarose gel electrophoresis (Fig. A2) and
bioanalyzer (Fig. A3) analysis showed fragments at least ten times the size of input
DNA. This emichment of large fragments could have been due to increased sonication
times destroying the epitope on small fragments. The need for long sonication times
could have resulted from over cross-linking the cells, which could cause cells to form
aggregates that do not sonicate efficiently (O'Geen et al, 2011). Indeed, formaldehyde is
a weak denaturing agent; it interferes with tertiary structure, and to a lesser extent
secondary structure, causing unfolding of the protein (Orlando:· 2000). Importantly, over
cross-linking can result in loss of up to 90% of the starting material since cells become
resistant to sonication (Orlando, 2000). Most protocols suggest formaldehyde crosslinking for 10 minutes at room temperature, but this must be optimized for each cell
type and cell number.
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Figure Al. 1.2% Agarose gel showing sheared chromatin between 100 and 600bp
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Figure A2. 2% agarose gel showing small DNA fragments in the input (pink box)
and large DNA fragments after ChlP with each of the histone antibodies on
chromatin from female cells (blue box).
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Figure A3. Bioanalyzer read-outs agree with the agarose gel analysis in Figure 4.2.
DNA fragment sizes (A) in the input are small (100-300 base pairs) whi le (B) after
ChlP with anti H4K20mel on chromatin from fema le cell s are large (- 800-10000
base pairs).

Cross-linking and sonication do not affect epitope binding
I conducted a time course of cross-linking and sonication followed by a western blot to
determine whether or not the epitope became unrecognizable to the antibody as the
sonication time was increased. For each cross-linking time, there was no clear
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difference in the fragment size range after each sonication time on an agarose gel (Fig.
A4). The optimum size range was achieved after 15-20 minutes of sonication.
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Figure A4. 1.2% agarose gel showing fragment sizes after cross-linking and
sonication time course.

Western blots were performed following standard protocol (Bio-Rad). Briefly, sonicated
chromatin samples were boiled with 2X sample buffer (Bio-Rad) for 10 minutes and·
then run on SDS-PAGE (Bio-Rad pre-cast gels). Proteins were transferred to a PVDF
membrane. The membrane was blocked in non-fat milk overnight at 4°C. Incubation
with the primary antibody against H4K20mel (see materials and methods) at a 1/1000
dilution for one hour at room temperature was followed by incubation with HRP
conjugated secondary antibody (see materials and methods) at a 1/20000 dilution for
one hour at room temperature. The membrane was washed, developed with ECL (BioRad), an·d exposed on photographic film for 15 seconds. The dimer band was decreased
by reverse cross-linking sample (see section titled "Chromatin size and concentration
check") followed by boiling for 10 minutes in 2X sample buffer.

All western blots were conducted with a ChIP grade antibody against H4K20mel (see
Materials and Methods). I observed a band corresponding to the expected 14kD weight
for H4K20mel (http://compbio.med.harvard.edu/antibodiesO, plus a dimer (Fig. A5).
The dimer band was decreased by conducting reverse-cross-linking followed by boiling
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the sample prior to loading on the SDS-PAGE (Materials and Methods) (Fig. A6).
Sonication time did not affect antibody binding in the western blot, indicating that
sonication was not destroying the epitope. However, proteins detected on a western blot
are not necessarily associated with DNA, which would need to be the case for
successful detection by Ch!P.
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Figure AS. Western blot showing the expected size of H4K20mel (14kD), along
with a dimer, for samples from cross-linking and sonication time series.
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Figure A6. Western blot. Lanes 2 and 5 showing diminished dimer after reverse
cross-linking and then boiling before SDS-PAGE. Lanes I, 3 and 4 show the
specific band plus the dimer, as in Fig. AS.
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Chromatin immunoprecipitation
I adapted a histone ChIP protocol supplied by Heather Witt, with which I isolated
sufficient quantities of DNA of the required size range for sequencing on an Illumina
HiSeq (see Materials and Methods) (Fig. A7).
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Figure A7. Size range (150bp to ~600bp) of DNA fragments after ChIP with
antibodies against two histone modifications on a 2% agarose gel, stained with
GelStar SYBR Go ld gel stain.
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5.1 Thesis overview
My thesis is comprised of a review and three research chapters, each with the common
goal to understand the molecular basis, and the evolution of epigenetic silencing of
amniote sex chromosomes. I examined the inactivation status (using RNA FISH to
detect primary transcripts within individual nuclei) and epigenetic modifications (DNA
methylation and histone modifications) of loci on the sex chromosomes in a monotreme
(platypus) and bird (chicken). In the following discussion I will summarize these
chapters, relate my findings to the overall aim of this study, and outline future directions
for this area of research.

Amniote Sex Chromosomes

Comparative mapping has shown that the monotreme X chromosomes, especially the
large X5, share extensive homology with the avian Z chromosome, but none with the
therian X. Instead, platypus chromosome 6 is homologous to the conserved region
(XCR) of the therian X, and parts of platypus chromosomes l 5q and l 8p are
homologous to the added region (XAR) of the eutherian X _chromosome (Rens et al,
2007; Veyrunes et al, 2008).

X chromosome inactivation (XCI) is complete for nearly all genes on the conserved
region of the eutherian X (XCR), whereas many genes on the recently added region
(XAR) escape inactivation, at least in humans (Carrel and Willard, 2005; Yang et al,
2010) at locus specific frequencies (Al Nadaf et al, 2011). However, genes on the
marsupial X, which is homologous to the eutherian XCR are only partially inactive,
escaping at locus-specific frequencies (Al Nadaf et al, 2010) .

Genes on the platypus X chromosomes are expressed globally at a higher level in
females (Julien et al, 2012), and it was demonstrated that nine genes undergo
probabilistic silencing in individual nuclei (Deakin et al, 2008). Genome-wide
expression studies showed that Z genes are dosage compensated to varying degrees in
birds (Ellegren et al, 2007; Itoh et al, 2007; Julien et al, 2012). However, these studies
that assessed transcription of chicken Z genes were conducted on large populations of
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cells, so could not distinguish between reduced expression from both Z loci in all male
nuclei, or transcriptional silencing (akin to XCI) of one Z. Therefore I used RNA-FISH
to investigate the transcriptional status of genes on the chicken Z. Although RNA-FISH
is unable to measure the rate of transcription, it allowed for detection of inactivation in
individual nuclei.

Probabilistic transcriptional inactivation of loci on the sex chromosomes in chicken
and platypus

I concluded from my RNA-FISH results in chapter 2 that probabilistic silencing of
chicken Z genes is an integral part of chicken (and potentially all amniote) dosage
compensation, just as it is for monotreme, marsupial and escaping eutherian X genes
(Deakin et al, 2008; Al Nadaf et al, 2010; Al Nadaf el al, 2011). This is the first
observation of inactivation of Z genes in birds. Since the bird Z is not homologous to
the mammal X, this demonstrates that silencing of one sex chromosome allele in the
homogametic sex evolved independently at least twice. Silencing in the bird-like
platypus X chromosomes may represent a third independent evolution.

By assessing the activity status of genes spaced along the chicken Z chromosome, I was
able to construct an activity map that revealed no correlation between the extent of
inactivation and the location of the gene on the chicken Z, and no evidence of more
inactivation in the dosage compensation valley (Melamed and Arnold, 2007; Itoh et al,
2010); inactivation ofZ-linked genes was observed to varying degrees in both the valley
and peak regions. My results support the proposal that genes on the chicken Z
chromosome are regulated on · a gene-by-gene basis, as suggested independently by
Mank and Ellegren (Mank and Ellegren, 2009).

To further characterize the inactivation status of genes on the platypus X chromosomes,
I used RNA-FISH to examine transcription of 28 genes along the five X chromosomes.
I demonstrated that each gene had a characteristic frequency of inactivation and, as I
observed also for chicken, there was no obvious clustering of genes with high (or low)
frequencies of inactivation.

I obse_rved for both ZZ male chicken and X5X 5 female platypus that, in cells in which
neighboring Z/Xs loci were both expressed from only one allele, they were always from
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the same Z/X 5, implying that there is at least a regionally active Z (Za) and Xs (Xsa).
Therefore, choice to silence must at least be regional on the Zs of male chickens (Za,
Zi) and the X 5 chromosomes of female platypus (Xsa. Xsi). This might mean that
control of inactivation is at the level of the whole chromosome. However, we were
unable to test this hypothesis using markers that were more distantly spaced because it
could not be established if they lay on the same chromosome. In the future it might be
possible to see the extent of coordination by hybridizing a string of evenly spaced Z!Xs
probes that are largely lZ/ 1X5 -active. If coordination spans the entire Z/X 5, there
should be nuclei with a string of signals on the Za!Xsa, and few intermittent signals on
the Zi/X 5i. Alternatively, a chromosome paint, to delineate the Z!Xs chromosomes,
overlaid with RNA-FISH Z/X 5 probes would reveal the extent of inactivation
coordination.

With my RNA-FISH studies, I could identify a major difference between the respective
chicken and platypus inactivation systems. On platypus X 5i (but not chicken Zi) when
one locus escaped inactivation (i.e. 2X-active) the neighboring locus usually escaped
inactivation in the same nucleus (observed for three gene pairs). On the chicken Zi
neighboring loci escaped inactivation independently of each other (observed for two
gene pairs). This suggests that the probability of transcription of genes on the platypus

X5i is regulated in small domains, and not independently for each gene. In contrast, the
probabilities of transcription of different genes on the Zi in chickens are independently
regulated, which was also shown for loci on the marsupial Xi (Al Nadaf et al, 2010). It

will be instructive to ascertain the epigenetic components on the platypus Xs and
chicken Z that could be responsible for regulating the probability of transcription for
domains, versus the probability of transcription for individual genes.

It was of particular interest to assess the activity of genes that lie within the nine
pseudoautosomal regions (PAR) that pair anµ recombine between tips of X and Y
chromosomes at platypus meiosis. Genes in the human and mouse PAR are expressed
biallelically because the Y copy is active and complements the X. Accordingly, I
expected the X and Y alleles of platypus PAR genes to be expressed in all nuclei in
fibroblasts from both males and females. I tested transcription from nine PAR loci, and
surprisingly observed a much lower frequency of 2X-active nuclei in females, and XYactive nuclei in males. This confirmed the observation of inactivation of other PAR loci
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in platypus (Deakin et al, 2008). Thus, platypus PAR loci are inactivated at high rates,
contrasting with the expression of autosomal loci from both alleles in nearly all cells.
This could be the result of inactivation creeping into the PARs as a result of the
proximity to inactive chromatin (Xi in females and the heterochromatic Y in males).

The

accepted

hypothesis

regarding

sex

chromosome

evolution

and

dosage

compensation is that degeneration of the Y chromosome lead to loss of Y gene function,
which drove the evolution of dosage compensation of particularly dosage sensitive
genes (XCI), and inactivation then spread to "innocent bystander" genes (Ohno, 1967;
Marin et al, 2000; Graves, 2006). My study of transcription from platypus PAR loci
supports an alternative hypothesis that the spread of the inactivation signal into
undifferentiated X regions preceded, and drove, degradation of at least some
homologous Y regions (Graves and Schmidt, 1992). This alternative hypothesis is
consistent with my discovery that the probability of transcription of genes on the
platypus X 5i is regulated in small domains, and not on a gene-by-gene basis.

Molecular silencing mechanisms
Although transcriptional silencing of sex chromosomes occurs in therian mammals,
monotreme mammals and chicken, there are fundamental differences in their
inactivation systems. In eutherian mammals these differences probably arise from the
strict control of inactivation exerted by XIST, and the subsequent epigenetic
modifications recruited to the X. Differentially modified histones are associated with
the Xi in eutherians, and also in marsupials, although not all the same inactive marks
accumulate on the marsupial Xi (Mahadevaiah et al, 2009; Rens et al, 2010; Chaumeil

et al, 2011). Also, genes on the eutherian Xi have an increased level of CpG island
(CGI) methylation in their promoter region compared to genes on the active X, and
genes escaping inactivation (Oberle et al, 1991; Zeschnigk et al, 2009; Sharp et al,
2011). However, the overall methylation level .on the Xi is lower than that on the active
X (Xa) and on the single active X in males (Weber et al, 2007).

Much less is known about the epigenetics of the incomplete X/Z-inactivation systems in
the monotremes and birds. To shed light on the molecular basis of inactivation of genes
on the platypus X and the chicken Z, and to potentially discover common epigenetic
mechanisms for achieving transcriptional silencing on the sex chromosomes in
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amniotes, I investigated DNA methylation levels on the chicken Z chromosome, and the
enrichment of repressive histone marks on the platypus X chromosomes.

DNA methylation in chicken
The greatest difference in global methylation (M:F of almost 2) was in the valley region
on Zp, which contains a cluster of genes with high dosage compensation (Melamed and
Arnold, 2007). The greatest difference between the sexes in the density of
hypermethylated

CpGs

occurred

near

the

MHM

region;

the

frequency

of

hypermethylated CpGs in males peaked at 28Mb. However, in this preliminary analysis
(Chapter 3) of CpG methylation, individual genes in the valley region were not
analyzed, so I cannot report the percentage of genes showing differential methylation
between the sexes.

I found higher DNA methylation in males 1kb to 5kb upstream (likely promoter
regions) of the TSS of Z linked genes compared to females. The greatest differential
methylation occurred 2kb upstream of the transcription start site (TSS) of genes in the
valley region, where the density of hypermethylated CpGs was much higher in males
than in females (Chapter 3). This result suggests transcriptional silencing of Z-linked
genes, especially in the valley region, involves DNA methylation of their associated
promoters, not unlike the increased methylation in promoter regions of silenced genes
on the inactive X chromosome in eutherians. However, I observed no correlation
between the extent of inactivation and the location of Z genes in male chicken
fibroblasts (Chapter 2), and there was no evidence of more inactivation in the dosage
compensation valley. Importantly, dosage compensated and non-compensated genes
occur along the entire Z chromosome (Melamed and Arnold, 2007), and I analyzed the
transcriptional status of only six genes in the valley region and five in the peak region
(Chapter 2). In the future, analysis of promoter methylation will be conducted on bins of
genes thought to be dosage compensated, versl!S genes that are thought to escape dosage
compensation.

What is the role of the MHM?
It was proposed that expression of MHM transcripts in female chickens is responsible

for th~ stable silencing of DMRTJ (Teranishi et al, 2001), and therefore suppression of
male gonadal development (Ellegren, 2002;. Mizuno et al, 2002). However, there is no
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conclusive evidence for a silencing mechanism for MHM transcripts. Furthermore,
there is no evidence of the MHM region in Passseriforme birds, such as zebra finch
(Melamed and Arnold, 2007), making the importance of MHM transcript accumulation
for the maintenance DMRTJ silencing in females questionable. Treating male chick
embryos with a methylation inhibitor resulted in demethylation of the MHM region, and
therefore MHM RNA expression (Teranishi et al, 2001), and an open chromatin
structure similar to that in females (Itoh et al, 2011). It would be interesting to see if the
expression of DMRTJ changes in these MHM-expressing male embryos after hatching.
Alternatively, using RNA interference to knock down MHM expression in female
embryos could provide insight into the role of MHM in DMRTJ silencing. Furthermore,
sex-specific DNA methylation analysis on the Z chromosome in a Passeriforme bird
could shed light on the role of DNA methylation in birds, especially its importance for
sex determination.

Instead of a role in sex determination, MHM non-coding RNA (ncRNA) could be
responsible for targeting female-specific hyperacetylation of H3Kl 6 to MHM
chromatin to impose regional transcriptional upregulation in females (Bisoni et al,
2005). MHM ncRNA is suspiciously similar to two well-studied ncRNAs: XJST in
eutherians and roX in Drosophila, as well as the more recently discovered Rsx in
opossum. Accumulation of XJST transcripts on the future inactive X initiates the
silencing process, and involves extensive histone modifications and DNA methylation
(reviewed in Heard, 2005). Like Xist, Rsx is expressed only in females and is
transcribed from (and ultimately coats) the inactive X in opossum (Grant et al, 2012).
The roXtranscripts in Drosophila are involved in targeting H4K16ac to the X in males
(Park et al, 2003), which results in hypertranscription (near double) and therefore
dosage compensation (Smith et al, 2000). It is conceivable that MHM ncRNA has a
parallel function to the roX ncRNAs in targeting H4K16ac to the MHM chromatin on
the chicken Z chromosome in females to a.chive hypertranscription in this region,
however, in Drosophila H4K16ac accumulates along the entire X in males (Bone el al,
1994).

Importantly, there is no evidience of the MHM region in passeriforme birds, but
transe:riptional upregulation from the single Z chromosome has been demonstrated in
zebra finch, crow and the common whitethroad (Itoh el al, 201 O; Wolf and Byrk, 20 I l;
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Naurin et al, 2012). Therefore there must be another factor involved in transcriptional
upregulation since there is no MHM to target acetylation to the Zin these birds. Perhaps
there is a conserved molecular mechanism in all birds for upregulating the single Z
chromosome in females to achieve some level of dosage compensation with the
autosomes. An additional layer of transcriptional regulation in Galiform birds further
upregulates genes in the MHM region which results in the regional dosage
compensation observed in chicken, but not in zebra finch. I provided evidence for
transcriptional regulation in males via probabilistic inactivation on the Z chromosome in
chickens (Chapter 2), perhaps to control, on a gene-by-gene basis, the transcription of
particularly dosage sensitive Z genes. This inactivation could be achieved via promoterassociated DNA methylation (chapter 3), and likely yet to be discovered repressive
histone marks. In the future it will be informative to study the transcription profile (by
RNA-FISH) and DNA methylation status of the Z chromosomes in a passeriforme bird.

Platypus epigenetics
My discovery of enrichment of H3K27me3 and H3K9me3 on one copy of platypus X 5
and X3 respectively is the first demonstration that the same epigenetic mechanisms are
used to silence independently evolved sex chromosomes in mammals (Chapter 4). This
result supports our proposal (Chapter 2) that the probabilistic inactivation we observed
on the X chromosome in eutherians, marsupials and monotremes (and chicken Z) was
likely independently exapted from an ancient toolkit of mechanisms to turn off
transcription of one allele. This convergent evolution was perhaps constrained by
limited solutions for the common problem of sex chromosome gene dosage imbalance
that resulted from a degrading Y (or W) (Marin et al, 2000).

The evolution of X!ST in the eutherian mammal ancestor permitted stable recruitment of
H3K27me3 to the Xi, as well as other XIST dependent repressive modifications such as
H4K20mel and H3K9me2 (Heard el al, 2001; Kohlmaier et al, 2004). It is interesting
to consider how H3K27me3 is recruited to X 5, and H3K9me3 to Xi, possibly in a cell
cycle-dependant manner. Differential recruitment of a repressive modification between
the Xs to achieve silencing, possibly involving multiple ncRNAs analogous to Xist/Rsx
acting in cis, could be acting although it does not seem economical. Perhaps there are
other _epigenetic modifications playing a more central role in X inactivation in platypus,
such as promoter-associated DNA methylation, and perhaps H3K27me3 and H3K9me3
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are involved in silencing particularly dosage sensitive loci on Xs and X 3 respectively.
Indeed, 1 observed transcriptional inactivation on X1, X2 and X4 (Chapter 2), but no
enrichment of repressive histone marks (Chapter 4).

Furthermore, my results suggest that H3K27me3 and H3K9me3 enrichment on Xs and
X 3 in females is cell-cycle dependent in platypus (as H3K27me3 is on the marsupial Xi
(Mahadevaiah et al, 2009; Rens et al, 2010; Chaumeil et al, 2011)), since Rens et al.
(2010) observed no differential enrichment of these modifications between X
chromosome homologues in females. Alternatively, equal accumulation of H3K27me3
and H3K9me3 on Xa and Xi but differential distribution relative to gene promoters
could explain the differential fold enrichment of shared peaks between the sexes
observed here, as well as the equal staining of inactive histone modifications on both
homologues of all metaphase X chromosome pairs in female platypus (Rens et al,
2010).

I observed enrichment of H3K9me3 on platypus X 3 in females, which is also enriched
on the marsupial Xi (Rens et al, 2010; Chaumeil et al, 2011). This mark is typically
associated with constitutive heterochromatin in eutherians, suggesting that platypus XCI
could represent a system in which epigenetic modifications were exapted from
neighboring constitutive heterochromatin. Similarly, it was proposed that silencing of
the paternal X chromosome in the therian ancestor was achieved by the accumulation of
constitutive heterochromatic marks (Chaumeil et al, 201 I).

Transcriptional upregulation of the Xs in male platypus
Sex chromosome hyper-transcription highlights the importance of maintaining dosage
parity with the autosomes in the heterogametic sex as the non-recombining sex
chromosome degrades. Julien et al. (2012) recently demonstrated partial upregulation of
the single X5 chromosome in male platypus. In Drosophila, transcription from the
single X in males is almost doubled to match the autosomes. Upregulation in

Drosophila is mediated by hyperacetylation of X-linked chromatin at H4K 16 (Gelbart
el

al, 2009). Hypertranscription of the acetylated (and therefore open) X-chromatin in

male Drosophila is associated with increased (near double) RNA polymerase II (RNA
Pol II) activity at the promoters of X-linked genes in males (Conrad el al, 2012). This
enrichment in RNA Pol II causes enhanced transcription initiation on the X
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chromosome in males. Likewise, I observed a trend of RNA Pol II enrichment on the
platypus X chromosomes in males, which could be responsible for the partial
upregulation of X 5 (I also observed increased RNA Pol II on X1 , X2 and X3) in male
platypus (Julien et al, 2012). Mapping the exact location of RNA Pol II enrichment
relative to the TSS ofX-linked genes could elucidate the relationship between RNA Pol
II binding and transcription status.

The occupancy of RNA Pol II at promoters in Drosophila is correlated with
accumulation of H4K16ac upstream of the TSS of X-linked genes. In contrast, the X
chromosomes in male platypus are not differentially enriched for acetylation relative to
the autosomes during metaphase (Rens et al, 2010). Perhaps the formation of an
accessible X chromatin structure to allow for enhanced transcription of X-linked genes
in males is mediated by a yet unidentified modification in platypus, or is restricted to
different stages of the cell cycle. Further investigation of modification associated with
active chromatin is needed to elucidate the multiple layers of epigenetic changes on the
platypus sex chromosomes involved in transcription upregulation in males.

Evolution of XCI
Ohlsson et al. (2001) hypothesized that the low levels of expression of some poorly
transcribed genes in the genome may be due to a "low probability of transcription" in
the cell population, rather than a uniformly low transcription level. They proposed that
genomic imprinting and X inactivation both evolved by exapting this system of
controlling the probability of transcription ofa locus, which then became parent specific
with the evolution of controlling sequences (Ohlsson et al, 2001 ).

My results are consistent with this hypothesis. The discovery of probabilistic
inactivation of chicken Z genes reveals a common pattern of Z and X inactivation
across independently evolved amniote sex ch,omosomes. This suggests that silencing
mechanisms were independently exapted to decrease the probability of transcription
from one Z or X chromosome in the homogametic sex, presumably in response to
upregulation in the heterogametic sex. I propose that probabilistic silencing of the Z or
X chromosome in the homogametic sex was exapted independently in therian
mammals, monotreme mammals and birds, from a common epigenetic toolbox, as an
early step in the evolution of sex chromosome inactivation. In eutherian mammals
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silencing must have been stabilized further by the evolution of XIST and resultant
additional molecular changes, into the stable and complex inactivation system ty pical of
most genes on the conserved region of the eutherian X (XCR). The evolutionari ly
younger X added region of the human X (XAR) contains genes that display a
probabilistic expression pattern similar to what I observed for birds and monotremes,
and others in our groups have observed on the marsupial X (Al Nadaf et al, 2010),
which may represent an early step in evolution of sex chromosomes inactivation in the
homogametic sex.
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5.2 Future Studies

In addition to the experiments I proposed throughout the previous section, studies into
other amniotes with apparently incomplete dosage compensation systems will be
interesting because they can uncover more common themes, and further the current
understanding of the evolution of the stabilization process of eutherian XCI.

By comparing the ChIP data from my study with DNA methylation data and fibroblast
transcriptome data from the same platypus cell lines we will determine whether there is
a correlation between transcript levels and epigenetic modifications in platypus. These
comparisons would allow us to compare the epigenetic machinery involved in the
inactivation of platypus X genes and inactivation of the non-homologous X in
eutherians and marsupials.

Exploration of histone modifications in chicken using ChIP-seq to search for common
epigenetic marks associated with incomplete inactivation will be important for
examining common molecular features of sex chromosome inactivation. Comparisons
between my methylation data for chicken with ChIP-seq and transcriptome data will be
central to our understanding of bird dosage compensation.
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